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SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Summary 

This study was made at the request of the Bolivian Ministry of
 
Agriculture and represents 
a joint effort of the Ministry of Agricul
ture, the Agricultural Bank, the Ministry of Public Works, the United
 
States Agency for International Development, and Utah State Univer
sity technicians.
 

The Agricultural Bank has considerable resources to be loaned
 
for agricultural c'auipment purchases and for farming operations.

The Bank is desirous of having a complete analysis of the economics 
of production both with and without irrigation for cotton, pasture,
rice, soy beans, sugar cane and wheat. The area selected for inten
sive study comprises the portion of the eastern plains near Santa Cruz 
which is now served by all-weather roads and for which good infrastruc
ture for development is available. 

Consideration was given to the entire area of the eastern plains

in order to indicate in a general way the total resource potential and
 
the relationship of the study area 
to the larger area. An attempt is 
also made to roughly define the studies, investigations and planning 
required for the orderly development of the eastern plains. 

The study is reconnaissance in nature. Data are limited. De
spite the limited data and the short time available for the study the 
general conditions have been defined and conclusions and recommenda
tions made with confidence. 

The climate of the area is such as to indicate a definite need for 
irrigation for maximum yields of nearly all crops suitable for produc
tion in the area. Based upon analysis of rainfall frequencies and crop
moisture requirements it is estimated that irrigation will be required 
on the average about seven or eight months out of the year. Additional 
irrigation may be desirable at times to insure adequate pre-planting 
soil moisture or for other reasons. 

The soils of the eastern plains of Bolivia comprise a vast expanse
of quaternary alluvium. Although poor drainage conditions and flood
ing are retarding factors in some areas, the soil resource potential
offers possibilitien for sustained agricultural development over a long 
"eriod of time. 



Ground water and surface water resources are adequate in quality
and quantity for considerable agricultural development. Water re
sources are, however, much less abundant than are the soil resources. 
Therefore, at some point in the future, water will become a scarcity 
resource. For this reason some consideration will need to be given in 
the future relative to more accurately determining the quantities of both 
surface water and ground water that can be feasibly developed for irri
gation and to defining rights to exploit the water resources of the area. 

The principal area covered by this study consists of the plains
between the Rio Grande and the Rio Piray north of latitude 180 15' S 
with some consideration in the north to the area between the Rio Piray 
and the Rio Yapacani. Within this study area agricultural development 
offers a large potential for profit and for capital growth. Currently 
the most profitable and extensively cultivated crop is cotton. Assum
ing adequate processing and marketing, vegetables grown during the 
dryer months offer future possibilities for profitable production on an 
important scale. Wheat, although less profitable, is recommended 
for double cropping as a means of improving soil structure and reduc
ing weed competition. If there should be a future decline in cotton 
prices, such crops as soy beans and peanuts can be expected to play 
an increasingly important economic role. 

Sugar cane under irrigation is less profitable than cotton. It 
should be noted, however, that one or two irrigations following plant
ing or following harvest offers the possibility of large increases in 
yields. Cane produced in fields adjacent to areas planted to cotton or 
cotton in rotation with other crops could utilize the same irrigation 
facilities during the period when water is not required for the other 
crops. 

Conclusions 

Based upon a review oi availaoie ±1terture ana data and upon in
spection of the area by car and by airplane, the following conclusions 
are considered to be significant: 

1. Due to the quality and magnitude.of the soils and water re
sources, the eastern plains of Boliv;.a should be considered as one of 
the world's outstanding potentials for agricultural development. 

2. Maximum production for most crops depends upon the use of 
irrigation to supplement natural rainfall. 

http:magnitude.of
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3. Rainfall amount and distribution is usually only sufficient toproduce about half of a maximum yield possible with a full moisture
supply. Production will depend upon the crop grown and the rainfall
characteristics of the year in question. However, this generalization
applies to average conditions in areas having climates similar to Santa 
Cruz. 

4. Benefits from properly managed irrigation development warrant immediate additional investment providing reasonable assurance 
can be had that irrigation will be properly used and that system break
down will be kept at minimum levels. 

5. Needs for irrigation increase to the southeast from Santa 
Cruz and decrease to the north and northwest. 

6. Irrigation will become more economical and maintenance 
problems will be reduced as low cost electrical energy and/or natural 
gas become available in rural areas. 

7. Rural electrification and/or availability of natural gas shouldbe coordinated with agricultural credit and with agricultural develop
ment programs. 

8. Based upon the present price structure, co-ton production

offers possibilities 
of the highest returns on investment. Soy beans,

wheat and sugar 
cane also show satisfactory profits when irrigated and 
fertilized. 

9. Both ground water and surface water in the area are of good

to excellent quality for irrigation.
 

10. Agricultural development would be assisted hy more com
plete information concerning soil, climate and water resources. 

11. Yields of cotton, sugar cane and other crops can be expected
to decline under continuous cropping without fertilization. 

12. Ground-water recharge may be limited by the small particle size of aquifer sedimints resulting in a lowuring of the water
table as development proceeds, thereby increasing pumping costs. 

13. The magnitude of the soils and water resources of the area
(approximately 30 million hectares of alluvial plains and relatively
large supplies of water that can be developed for irrigation and other
uses) are such as to warrant an immediate program of investigations
leading to comprehensive planning for the development and use of 
these outstanding resources. 
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Recommendations 

1. The Bolivian Government should pdrsue an increasingly 
aggressive development policy because of the fairly large potential 
for capital growth resulting from agricultural development of the area. 
Basic information, credit, transportation, communications and produc
tion and distribution of electrical energy shculd be increased and im
proved. 

2. Considering the magnitude of the land and water resources 
and the favorable development sites, consideration should be given to 
the creation of a semi-autonomous water and power authority to be 
created in a manner similar to the Puerto Rico Water Resource 
Authority. 

3. Because of the magnitude of the resources available for 
development and the relative lack of meteorologic and hydrologic data, 
the World Meteorological Organization, WMO, should be requested to 
review the present programs of data collection and make recommenda
tions relative to desirable future station network, standardization and 
publication of data, equipment requirements and training programs 
needed. 

4. Data and information required for a study of this nature are 
somewhat deficient. As experience is gained through the development 
of agricultural resources, additional information will become avail
able. Therefore, this study should be periodically updated in order to 
provide better policy guidance for agencies associated with develop
ment programs. For this reason it is strongly recommended that 
arrangements be made to revise and update this study once each year 
over a period of the next three years. 

5. Import duties and interest rates and availability of neces
sary inputs for production largely influence the economics of agricul
tural development. A review of duties and interest rates should be 
made in order to promote an accelerated agricultural development. 

6. Further studies are recommended in order to better define 
the ground water resource. The extent of salty water needs further 
definition. Additional data are required in order to estimate the quan
tity of grouad water that can be developed and the extent of the area 
that can be economically irrigated from ground water. 
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7. Reconnaissance land classification, additional stream flow mea
surements, assessment of flood damage and drainage conditions, reser
voir topography, reservoir operation and reconnaissance pre-feasibility 
studies are recommended for the eastern plains areas in order to define 
the development potential and to establish priorities for future feasibility 
studies. 
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PICTURES OF SANTA CRUZ AREA 

Pictures of some of the crops grown, of important conditions and 
of physical features have been included in order to give a better under
standing of the development potential and of the present stage of devel
opment. 

The mountainous areas composed principally of sanstones and 
shales have been eroded. The resulting sediments were deposited in 
the eastern plains forming alluvial soils which are a basic resource 
for the present and future agricultural development in the vicinity of 
Santa Cruz. 

This view in the headwaters of the Rio Grande drainage is con
sidered to be typical of the Andean areas in the drainage basins of the 
other rivers which transverse the eastern plains of Bolivia. 

The quaternary alluvial deposits of the plains are for the most 
part reworked permean, ordovian and devonian sandstones and shales. 
The quality and texture of the soils depend to a major degree upon the 
type of material eroded to produce the alluvial soils. 
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The Rio Grande flowing north in a basin parallel to the frontal 
mountain range is joined by a smaller stream and then turns eastward 
through a narrow fault gorge. The basin could provide an excellent 
storage reservoir to retain flood flows and silt, to provide for hydroelec
tric development and to regulate the river for irrigation. 

Excellent darn sites appear to exist where the Rio Grande flows 
through the last mountain ridge before entering the flood plan east of 
Abapo. Equally good darn sites appear to exist on the Rio Parapeti 
south of Santa Cruz and the Rio Beni northwest of Santa Cruz. 
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Another view of the gorge and possible darn sites. Viewed from the 
air, these sites appear very favorable for dam construction. On-site 
geologic investigations are a prerequisite for engineering and economic 
feasibility studies. 

The Rio Grande flowing north near the north end of the study area 
east of Saavedra. Considerable seepage has occurred from the river, 
probably more than half the flow entering the flood plain. An abrupt 
change of direction occurs to the northwest as the river enters what 
appears to be an extensive trans-Andean fault and shear zone. 
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Hand-dug well for domestic use and stock watering. Numerous wells,
perhaps 809, have been constructed in the Santa Cruz area to obtain 
ground-water for domestic use and for livestock. Several large wells 
have been drilled for municipal and irrigation water. The depth to 
ground-water varies from 30 meters south of Santa Cruz to artesian con
ditions north and east of Mineros. Water otiality is generally very good. 

East of the Rio Grande the major portion of the plains area is cov
ered with unbroken forest. The area is largely uninhabited and unused. 
This forest gradually decree s in density to the southeast and gives 
way to a mixed grass and Chaco shrub vegetation. 
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About 30, 000, 000 hectares of potential agricultural land exist in 
Eastern Bolivia. Without power equipment only small patches are 
cleared by hand. Most of the vegetation is burned and the stumps are 
left to decay. The land is used for three to five years until natural 
fertility is depleted and then frequently abandoned. 
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Improved roads stimulate development. Large tracts of land are 
being cleared and planted mainly to cotton. 
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Yuca, and little boys, grow 
well in the Santa Cruz area. 
The climate is suitable for 
growing a wide variety of 
crops such as cotton, sugar 
cane, soya, rice, wheat, pas
ture, corn, sorghums, cit
rus, bananas and numerous 
vegetables. 

.4 ,.,*I. d#. 

Sugar cane being produced under ir.rigated conditions using well 
water. Due to mechanical problems irrigation of this field was not as 
complete as desirable. 
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Sugar cane grows well 
when adequate moisture is 
available in the soil. 

With the drought of the past 
three years, much of the land for
merely used for cane now is used 
to grow cotton. Cane production 
is moving north to new lands and 
into an area of greater rainfall. 
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Cotton production is excellent with good management when 
adequate moisture and fertility exists in the soil. Castor beans and 
other wind brakes are used to prevent wind damage. 
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Above: A good stand of cotton produced under dry farmed con
ditions. 

Below: A field of pineapple. 
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Rio Grande water is beginning to be used for irrigation. Shifting 
stream channels, silt and fluctuating water levels have presented some 
problems, but these are being overcome by special design features for 
intakes from the river. 
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One new plantation has recentl' installed a large center-pivot 
sprinkler system. 

. 7. . 
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Another view of the center-pivot sprinkler system. This field was 
planted to cotton but due to heavy rainfall after planting, the surface 
soil crusted over resulting in a poor stand. Few plants emerged except 
in or near the cracks that developed in a fairly widely spaced pattern 
as the soil dried. 

Stands of cotton are sometimes quite uneven, particularly on soils 
of irregular surface topography with numerous low areas where water 
stands after heavy rains. 

In some areas strips of native trees are left as wind breaks. With
out some means of keeping surface wind velocities reduced there is 
some danger of wind erosion and of wind damage to young plants. 

The soils and vegetation are typical of those of a large area suit
able for development adjacent to the Rio Grande. For cotton production 
maximum water use occurs during a period of fairly high river flow. 
For some crops, however, low flows during the drier months will be 
more limiting on the area that can be irrigated. 
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A commercially produced portable large sprinkler and a local 
model of a similar type sprinkler irrigation equipment. 
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A large irrigation development southeast of Santa Cruz uses Rio 
Grande water. When lands are quite flat and soils are heavy-textured, 
surface smoothing is needed to avoid damaging accumulation of rain
water during the rainy season. 

Surface irrigation and Spraying to insure adequate moisture and 
good insect control are producing profitable cotton yields. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Ministry of Agriculture and the Agricultural Bank of Bolivia 
have an active interest in increasing agricultural production in the 
Department of Santa Cruz with particular emphasis on the area near 
Santa Cruz served by an all-weather road system. This area--- consist
ing of the plains east to the Rio Grande, south to latitude 180 15' S, and 
west to the Rio Piray,and including orn the north the developing area 
between the Rio Piray and the Rio Yapacani--- comprises approximately 
10, 000 square kilometers, or approximately three percent of the eastern 
plains of Bolivia. A general map of the area is shown as Figure 1. 

The crops considered in this study are cotton, sugar cane, wheat,
 
rice, soy beans, and forage. Economic considerations relative to
 
production of livestock are also considered and 
are related to avail
ability of water.
 

A review of general conditions and resources in the eastern plains 
of Bolivia was made in a preliminary manner so that recommendations 
within the study area would be compatible with long-range develop
ment planning for the entire region. 

Data available relative to soil conditions, crop economics and 
markets are deficient for a thorough analysis. Some assumptions 
were made in order to permit a fairly complete study to be made. 
Validity of these assumptions requires further checking and therefore 
this study should be updated as new and more adequate information and 
data become available. It is believed, however, that this study pro
vides a reasonable estimate of development potential of the area and 
an evaluation of the irrigation requirements and economics. A sum
mary of the land and water resources available and conclusions and 
recommendations are presented for use in determining the feasibility 
of investment in agricultural development. 

The study should be considered as a first approximation of the 
feasibility of irrigation water use in the area. The economic section 
estimates feasibility based upon representative cost and returns data. 
However, individual situations will differ from the representative 
case presented and will require independent analysis. 

Bolivia comprises 1, 098, 581 square kilometers with a population
of 4,804, 000. The Department of Santa Cruz with 370, 621 square kilo
meters has a population of about 500, 000, or 1. 36 persons per square 
kilometer. The population of the city of Santa Cruz is approximately 
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120, 000. Roughly 71 percent of the Bolivian population can be classed 
as rural agricultural. Many of the agricultural activities relate to live
stock production. The principal cultivated cr-ops in the Department of 
Santa Cruz are cotton, sugar cane, wheat, soy beans and rice. The 
areas devoted to these crops are estimated as follows: 

Crop Area in Hectares Percent 

Cotton 
Rice 
Sugar Cane 
Wheat 
Soy Beans 

46, 000 
38,000 
27, 000 

4, 000 
1,000 

40 
33 
23 

3 
1 

TOTAL 116,000 100 

The climate of the study area varies considerably with location. 
A fair amount of rain falls during the period October through April or 
May with the remaining months usually being quite dry. Mean precipi
tation at Las Barreras exceeds 1400 mm with more than 80 percent 
falling during the October-May period. At Santa Cruz with a mean rain
fall of 1141 mm, more than 75 percent falls during October through 
April. 

The rainy season, however, becomes of shorter duration with in
creasing distance southeast of Santa Cruz. Within the study area, 
precipitation is generally fairly adequate during the period December 
through March. Mean relative humidity has a range of about 14 per
cent but remains fairly high throughout the year averaging 68 percent 
for the daytime hours at Santa Cruz. Temperatures during June and 
July average about 190 to 20 ° C. During the rainy season average 
temperatures range from about 240 to 280 C. 

East of the study area the Brazilian Shield (principally pre-cambrian 
acid igneous, deeply weathered formation) is located northeast of the 
Santa Cruz-Puerto Suarez railroad and to the east of the Rio Guapore-
Rio Blanco drainage course. The eastern plains of Bolivia are com
prised of quaternary alluvian derived from the sedimentary rocks of 
the Andes and to a minor degree from igneous intrusions in the Andes. 

Within the study area the soils are mainly comprised of recent 
flood plain alluvium. Soil textures vary from sands to clays. In gen
eral the finer or heavier textured soils are more fertile. Additional 
data on soils and climate are given in subsequent portions of this re
port. A contour mnap showing general topography using a five-meter 
interval and providing map coverage of the principal area of study is 
presented as Figure 2. 
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GEOLOGY
 

The study area comprises a small portion of the eastern plains of 
Bolivia which are bound on the west by the massive Andean ranges and 
on the east by the pre-cambrian shield. The alluvial plain of the study 
area is composed of quaternary deposits traversed by two rivers, the 
Grande and the Piray. Before entering the plain the rivers flow through 
permean, devonian and ordovian formations composed plrimarily of 
shales and sandstones. Tertiary formations underly the quaternary 
deposits east of the Andes. 

Surface soils are coarser textured where the heavily silt-laden 
streams emerge from the mountains. Rivers contain considerable 
coloidal clay which gives them a muddy appearance. The Rio Piray 
flows through sandstone and shale deposits that erode to form soils of 
lower fertility when compared with the alluvium from the Rio Grande.
 
Soil textures are finer with distance transported. However, lateral
 
transport and shifting of stream channels has 
produced considerable 
variability and stratification. Areas characterized by wind-blown sand 
deposits from the Rio Piray south of Santa Cruz are much more exten
sive than those from the Rio Grande.
 

No distinct water bearing aquifer exists; gravels are not generally
encountered when drilling wells. Most well logs show considerable 
sand, often mixed and/or interbedded with silt and clay. Logs of ad
jacent wells vary considerably. 

Geological conditions have had a pronounced influence upon cli
mate within the study area. Climate is uniquely different north and
 
south of Santa Cruz. North winds out of the Amazon basin bring most
 
storms to the area north of Santa 
 Cruz, whereas south of Santa Cruz 
storms generally come from the south. The reason for Santa Cruz 
being the dividing line appears to be directly related to the unique oro
graphic geology of the mountains west of Santa Cruz. "North winds" 
generally come from 40 degrees west of north which is parallel to the 
Andes north of Santa Cruz. "South winds" are parallel to the Andes 
which have a north-south orientation south of Santa Cruz. 

Within the study area other very interesting and important anoma
lies exist. These unique features have a direct bearing upon the devel
opment of water and soil resources. A discussion of regional geology
and possible sequence of structural change will be useful in defining and 
understanding these peculiarities. 
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One explanation of the existing geologic features is the theory of 
westward continental drift. In the process of westward drift and in
creasing separation from Africa a fault appears to have occurred 
along a generally east-west line where the mighty Amazon River flows. 
This east-west fracture extends westward to the gulf of Guayaquil. 

It is believed that movement of the South American continent west
ward caused formation of the massive Andean Mountains. The greatest 
westward pressures were apparently exerted along an arc whose radius
 
was about 1,500 km and whose center was on the Amazon fault at about
 
4 degrees south latitude and 66 degrees west longitude. The Andes
 
from Santa Cruz to northern Venezuela follow this arc. What isnow 
Ecuador was displaced westward 1,000 km more than comparable parts 
of southern Bolivia and northern Venezuela. 

The massive build-up of the Andes displaced the underlying pre
cambrian formations downward. Scouring by the ice pack during one of 
the glacial periods and subsequent slow rebound upward has left the 
underlying pre-cambrian shield exposed in eastern Bolivia and northern 
Brazil. 

Lateral displacement of overlying formations from the paleozoic 
and mesozoic eras probably were shoved ahead of the growing ice cap. 
This "bulldozer" type action concentrated considerable organic matter 
in the zone between what is now the Andes and the Brazilian shield. 
Oil and gas deposits in Bolivia, Ecuador, Colombia, and Venezuela are 
principally found in the same relative position between the adjacent 
Andes and the Brazilian shield. This trough now covered with tertiary 
and quaternary deposits is about 150 km wide at Santa Cruz and more 
than 300 km wide at Trinidad, and more than 1, 000 km long within 
Bolivia. Thus more than 30, 000, 000 hectares are covered with quater
nary alluvium. 

Soil profiles near Santa Cruz show only slight development and 
appear to be recent in origin. Soils in the Department of Beni near 
Trinidad are described as gras--covered ground water laterites with 
clay pan subsoils underlying lighter textured top soils. 

A unique and highly significant lateral shearing action occurred 
in Bolivia at the southern terminus of the Andean arc along a zone near 
Arica, Cochabamba, Santa Cruz, and San Miguel. Displacements of 
nearly 100 km took place across a zone from 50 to 100 km wide. The 
Rio Grande shows an abrupt change of direction from approximately 
north to about 40 degrees west of north as it crosses the south side of 
the fault zone. The river reaches the north side of the shear zone after 
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flowing about 65 km. Within the study area the north side of the shear 
zone has a bearing of north 50 degrees east passing near San Mateo, 
San Carlos, south of Azubi, and north of Puerto Fernandez. 

On the east side of the Andes midway between Santa Cruz and 
Cochabamba and south of Todos Santos, the displacement appears to 
have been nearly 100 kin, which is clearly evident from geological 
maps. 

To the west, Cochabamba Valley appears to be in the center of the 
shear zone. On the Altiplano the Rio Desaguadero shows a displace
ment of about 50 km over a length of 100 km. West of the Rio Desagua
dero, the Rio Mauri flows about 15 degrees north of east apparently 
following the fault zone until reaching the same relative position as the 
Rio Desaguadero where it, too, makes an abrupt change in direction. 

Northwest of Santa Cruz and also east of the Rio Piray, poor drain
age exists across the shear zone. Within the shear zone artesian water 
pressures exist near the mountains and also northeast of Saavedra. 
Water obtained at less than 45 m depths to the northeast between Saav
edra and the Rio Grande is salty. Deeper water is of good quality and 
is under artesian pressure when obtained below about 120 m. There 
may have been a depression in this zone which formed a salty lagoon 
during a dry climatic epoch. 

From an inspection of aerial photography it appears that large and 
numerous springs and seeps occur near the mountain within the shear 
zone northwest of Santa Cruz. Springs also occur adjacent to the moun
tains along most of the fractured arc of the Andes west of Trinidad. 

The shearing which occurred between Arica and Santa Cruz and the 
formation of the Andean arc above this zone tore the Andes into two 
ranges near the shear zone. Adjacent to the shear zone and adjacent 
to the intrusives heavy mineralization occurred. 

At Santa Cruz an anticline was formed as the Andean range north 
of Santa Cruz was shoved westward to form the Andean arc. Oil and 
gas from the underlying trapped organic debris migrated into the Santa 
Cruz anticline producing gas and oil fields. 

The Rio Grande and Rio Piray entering the alluvial plain south of 
Santa Cruz follow a circular course essentially parallel to the contours 
as they flow northward around the anticline. The flood plain contains 
indications that both rivers flowed down slope to the east initially. 
They have progressively moved to a northerly course. The reason 
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may have been the strong north winds during the dry season blowing dry 
riverbed silts and sands on to the south bank causing a shift of the rivers 
to the north and west. Sand dunes show clearly on the south bank near 
the outlet of both the Rio Grande and the Rio Piray. 

The rebounding shield to the east forces the rivers to flow near 
the base of the andes until the Amazon fault is reached allowing flow 
eastward to the Atlantic Ocean. 
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LAND SYSTEM SURVEY 

A general classification of land systems within the study area is 
presented in Figure 3. General descriptions are summarized from the 
publication, "A Land System Map of Central Tropical Bolivia," by 
Dr. Thomas T. Cochran prepared by the Mision Britanica en Agri
cultura Tropical. 

The geomorphological unit is Chaco-Beni plains. 

Land System A: COLPA 

Geology: Recent terraces, the older eroded to form small hills,
 
the younger dissected in parts by rivers and incipient erosion, but
 
leaving residual plain surfaces intact.
 

General Topography: Some small rolling steep hills complexed
 
with oldish plain surfaces and recent river valleys.
 

Major Soils: Range through the loamy red-yellow podzolics of the 
older hills to planosolic type soils (with clay pan and salt accumula
tion) in the younger intact terraces' surfaces, to very recent alluvials 
that are mainly sandy textured. The fertility of most of these soils 
appears to be low. 

Land System B: SANTA ROSA 

Geology: Uplifted quaternary surface, bisected by erosion. 

General Topography: A series of small hills with moderate to steep
slopes. Hills rise about 400 feet above surrounding plains. 

Major Soils: Red-yellow podzolic sandy loam soils. Low fertility. 

Land System C: CHAPARRAL 

Geology: Quaternary flood plain alluvium. 

General topography: Semi-swamp areas in a low-lying part of the 
land form. 

Major Soils: Hydromorphic soils from alluvium derived possibly 
from both the Rio Piray and the Rio Grande. Heavy, partially gleyed 
clays. Very poor drainage. 
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Land System D: PIRAY
 

Geology: Recent flood plain alluvium, partially windblown.
 

General Topography: Nearly flat, 
 but gently undulatory in areas 
subject to wind blow. 

Major Soils: A regosolic alluvial soil complex. The soil parent
rock has been derived mainly from the immediate sub-Andean foothill
region. The soils are predominately sandy loams of low inherent fer
tility. High water tables are common. However, there appear to be 
large areas of reasonably fertile soils. 

Land System E: CENTRAL RIO GRANDE 

Geology: Recent alluvium deposited by the Rio Grande. 

General Topography: Nearly flat. 

Major Soils: Alluvial soils, ranging from the soils of the most 
recent flood plains, to silty clays of older deposits. The younger soils 
are very fertile. 

Land System F: NORTHERN RIO GRANDE
 

Geology: Recent alluvium deposited by the Rio Grande.
 

General Topography: Nearly flat.
 

Major Soils: Alluvial soils, ranging from very young silts on the 
most recent flood plains to more mature silty clays of the older allu
vial depo-its. The younger alluviums appear to be quite fertile. 

Land System G: PORTACHUELO PAMPAS 

Geology: Recent alluviums. 

General Topography: Slightly undulating. 

Major Soils: Regosolic, sandy, windblown soils with high water
tables in the immediate vicinity of Portachuelo, with more planosolic
type soils (clay pans underlying light textured top soils), in environs 
of Santa Rosa and Cuatro Ojos. 
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Land System H: CENTRAL HYDROMOI-'-IU .UMP-

Geology: Quaternary alluviums. 

General Topography: Flat and low. lying. Micro-topography of
 

surface often shows evidence of a "hog wallow" effect.
 

Major Soils: Hydromorphic soils derived from a complex of older 

and young sub-Andean river alluvium. Soils range from gleyed clays 

to sands with high water tables. 
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SOIL TEXTURE SURVEY 

A more recent and intensive soil survey is summarized in Figure 4. 
The survey covers a band of approximately 20 to 30 kms from south of 
Santa Cruz to north of Montero. The classification made by Dr. Cochran 
has been simplified and the numerical designations changed for purposes 
of this report. Soil types are summarized as follows: 

L - suelos livianos light-textured soils 
M- suelos medianos medium-textured soils 
P - suelos pesados heavy-textured soils 
n - suelos negros black soils 
a - napa freatica alta high water table 
I - anegadizos swampy 
_ - anegadizos temporales swampy part of year 

Soils are generally brown in color unless designated as black. 

Black soils have been transported to the area by the Piray River. 

Black soils from the Piray River are generally more fertile than 
brown soils from the Piray River. 

Brown soils transported to the area by the Rio Grande are gener
ally more fertile than soils from the Rio Piray. 

Analysis of Soil Texture Survey 

Further analysis of the textural variation of the soil is shown in 
Figure 5. The survey by Dr. Cochran was analyzed for percent of light,
medium, and heavy soils. As indicated previously, the soils are heavier 
textured toward the north end of the study area and further from the 
streams. 

Soils near Santa Cruz are very sandy. To the south and west, ex
tensive sand dunes exist. From Santa Cruz northward 20 kin, 60 to 70 
percent of the area consists of light-textured soils and less than 20 per
cent heavy-textured. 

To the north between Warnes and Montero, light-textured soils 
generally average 40 to 60 percent of the area and heavy textures com
prise less than 10 percent. Medium textures predominate in this region. 
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Between Warnes and Saavedra an anomaly exists with heavier
textured soils to the west. However, north of Saavedra the trend is
 
reversed again with more heavy-textured soils to the north and east.
 

Intensive agricultural development exists in the zone of medium
textured so.ls between Montero and Saavedra in the area extending east 
to the Rio Grande. The improved roads serving this area have been 
an important factor in stimulating development. 

Often the reportedly light-textured soils consist of sand dunes that 
have been moved by wind from their position adjacent to a river channel. 
This trend is particularly evident south of Santa Cruz where active sand 
dunes are moving southeast from the Rio Piray. The reversal in tex
tural trends between Warnes and Saavedra coincides with the projected 
shear zone that has caused an abrupt change of direction in the flow of 
the Rio Grande from north to northwest. 

Referring to Figure 3 showing an earlier general land system sur
vey of the area, an interesting correlation exists with the projected 
Andean shear zone and the detailed textural survey. The reversal of 
textural trends between Warnes and Saavedra coincide with the major 
land system changes in this area and with the changes of river direc
tion. Thus the shear zone appears from the projected data to be cen
tered from Portachuelo east northeast to Rio Grande. 
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PRESENT RESOURCES AND DEVFLOPMENT 

General Description 

The study area includes portions of 5 of the 13 provinces in the 
Department of Santa Cruz. They are: Ibanes, Santisteban, Warnes,

Gutierres (Sara) and Ichilo. 
 Of the estimated 500, 000 population in the 
department about 120, 000 live in and around Santa Cruz. About half
 
of the total population has been described as 
rural and about one-fourth 
as urban. The other fourth is considered to be intermediate between 
urban and rural. Population groixth is estimated at 2. 6 percent annu
ally. 

The gross internal product reported in 1967 for the Department

of Santa Cruz was US$ 200 million, or 26 percent of the national pro
duction. Roughly one-third of this was from agriculture and one-fifth
 
from petroleum products.
 

The department is classed as 6. 5 percent mountainous, 46. 0 per
cent plains, 35. 5 percent irregular uplifted Brazilian Shield and 12. 0
 
percent lower swampy zone. 
 The plains contain considerable micro
relief containing some of sand dunes
areas and evidence of numerous
 
former stream channels.
 

The current state of agricultural development and the interest in
irrigation result principally from climatic conditions with some empha
sis on recent weather conditions. At Saavedra the mean annual rainfall 
based on 28 years of record is 1258 mm. However, precipitation dur
ing the 1968-71 period has averaged 810 mm annually, or about 65 per
cent of normal. 

Electrical Energy 

The installed capacity of Santa Cruz is 28, 200 kw with a network
also serving Warnes, Montero, Portachuelo, Saavedra and Mineros, 
or an area extending 80 kilometers north of Santa Cruz and 15 kilo
meters to the west of Montero. 

A proposal was developed based upon a study made in 1971 to in
stall 837 kilometers of new electrical lines providing for 16, 000 addi
tional electrical accomodations in order to benefit 66 rural communities, 
150 farmers and 33 agricultural industries. 
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The electrical power organization (CRE) estimates total consump
tion at 29, 000 megawatt hours annually. Power for industrial purposes
 
is now marketed at US$ . 022 per kwh.
 

Transportation 

Until 1954 Santa Cruz was largely isolated from the remainder of
 
Bolivia and from the exterior. During 1954 the road was completed to
 
Santa Cruz from Cochabamba and traffic was started on the railroad
 
from Santa Cruz to Corumba (Brazil). The current road and railroad
 
systems are described as follows:
 

Primary roads (generally paved) 

Santa Cruz - Cochabamba 500 km 
Santa Cruz - Yapacani 246 km 
Montero - Chane 40 km 
Montero - Rio Grande 50 km 

Total Primary Roads 836 km 

Railroads 

Santa Cruz - Corumba 650 km 
Santa Cruz - Yacuiba 540 km 
Santa Cruz - Mamore (under 320 km 

construction)
 

Total Railroads 
 1510 km 

Air transport to Santa Cruz and other towns is provided by Lloyd 
Aereo Boliviano, Transportes Aereos Militares and several small enter
prises. 

Natural Resources 

Hydrocarbons provide the major source of income from exploited 
natural resources. Petroleum reserves are estimated at 800 million 
barrels. Proven reserves are given as 250 million barrels. Natural 
gas reserves are about 3 trillion cubic feet. It is estimated that the 
Department of Santa Cruz has 95 percent of the Bolivian natural gas and 
petroleum resources. Production of petroleum in 1968 was 14, 200 
barrels with a gross value of US$ 45 million. Exports were about 10 
million barrels valued at -US$ 30 million. Since 1969 a pipe line 
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supplying natural gas to Argentina has been more or less in operation
with a capacity of 120 million cubic feet per day valued at about
US$ 9. 8 million annually. Oil and gas pipe lines are given as follows: 

Oil Pipe Lines Capacity in 
Length Barrels/Day 

Caranda - Santa Cruz 50 km 10,000
Santa Cruz - Arica 780 km 50,000
Santa Cruz - Camiri - Yacuiba 540 km 12, 000 

Gas Pipe Lines 

Colpa - Jardin Botanico 32 km
 
Jardin Botanico - ENDE 11 km
 
Santa Cruz - Pocitos 550 km
 

(Argentina) (Under
 
construction)
 

The Mutun iron reserves, located in the Brazilian Shield, are

estimated at 44, 000 million tons. Exploitation is planned for the im
mediate future. 
 Magnesium and manganese mines are in production.

Reserves of limestone are estimated at 20 million tons.
 

The area in commercial forests has been variously estimated at

one-sixth of the area 
up to as high as two-thirds of the area. It seems 
safe to conclude that 15 to 20 percent of the area is comprised of good
commercial timber. Principal woods are mara (mahogany), ochoo,

cuchi andU quebracho. In 1969 lumber production was 14 million board
 
feet, most of which was for export. In 1968 the export value was
 
US$ 806, 632, or 91 
 percent of the value of the total Bolivian export
production. In 1971 production for export was reported as 13 million
board feet. Ninety-six percent of this production was mara (mahogany). 

Agriculture 

Agricultural production in the Department of Santa Cruz for 1968 
is indicated in Table 1. 

Cotton production in the Department of Santa Cruz is of particu
lar importance. From 1958 to date, both area planted and yield per
hectare increased steadily, the average production for the period 1967
1969 being 609 kg/ha, or 13.4 quintales per hectare. Since 1969 the 
area planted has more than doubled each year with 46, 000 hectares 
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Table 1. Agricultural Production, Department of Santa Cruz, 1968 

Area Yield Total Percent of 
Crop in in Production Bolivian 

Hectares Tons/Ha Tons Production 

Wheat 3,800 .68 2,600 5.77
 
Rice 33,303 1.32 44,100 96.07
 
Sugar Cane 27,500 39.70 1,091,900 85.86
 
Cotton (Fiber) 5,760 .59 3,900 97. 14
 
Cotton (Seed) 5,760 .92 5,300 96.36
 
Potatoes 2.065 8.23 17,000 2.84
 
Corn 55,000 1.42 78,400 27.26
 
Yuca 10,000 15.00 15,000 75.00
 
Citrus 1,200 15.42 18,500 21.14 
Bananas 4,500 20.44 92,000 32.28
 

currently devoted to cotton production. As shown in a subsequent sec
tion, cotton is currently the most profitable agricultural crop produced 
on a significant economic scale. 

Cotton is usually planted during the period of October 15 through 
December 15 and is harvested principally in March and April. The 
crop season averages about 135 days, or about 4. 5 months. Principal 
varieties grown are Stoneville 7A and Stoneville 213. 

Wheat is planted in April or May and is harvested about 3. 5 months 
later. This crop is beneficial in the rotation with cotton, is desirable 
in that increased production will reduce imports, and it shows a satis
factory level of profitability. There has been some recent increase 
in wheat production in the area partly as a result of the Bolivian pro
gram of encouraging self-sufficiency so as to reduce import. The 
semi-dwarf variety, Jaral, is well adapted to the Santa Cruz area and 
provides good yields. This area seems to be the most promising in 
Bolivia for increasing wheat production. Bolivia now imports more 
than US$ 13 million worth of wheat. 

In 1971 an area of 240 hectares was planted to wheat in the pro
vince of Gutierrez (Sara) with an average yield of 1. 5 tons (32. 5 quin
tales) per hectare. This fairly good yield has helped develop a favor
able attitude towards wheat production. 
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For a period of many years sugar cane production was a main
 
source of income for the Department of Santa Cruz. The first sugar
 
mill was established in 1949. Currently four sugar mills are operat
ing with an average annual production exceeding 100, 000 tons of refined 
sugar. Since 1963 sugar exports have exceeded importation of sugar. 
Under favorable conditions, with a desirable distribution of rainfall, 
yields without irrigation sometimes exceed 80 tons per hectare. The 
overall production is about 35 tons per hectare. 

Due to the low rainfall during the last 4 years and to the favorable 
price of cotton, sugar cane production has declined in the central por
tion of the area studied. Production is moving to new lands to the north
west where rainfall is more favorable. This shift in location has 
created a problem because costs of transporting cane to the sugar mills 
have significantly increased. 

The harvest period for sugar cane usually begins between May 20 
and June 1 and extends for about 160 days. The industrial yield in 1970 
was 9. 2 percent sugar. 

Available moisture from rainfall is generally very deficient for 
plant growth during the July through October period. Insufficient mois
ture to provide a good ratoon stand after harvesting or a good stand 
after planting is a major factor resulting in low yields of sugar cane. 
One irrigation following harvest would greatly improve the stand and 
establish a new moisture availability-yield relationship resulting in 
higher production. Cotton in rotation with wheat, soy beans or green 
manure requires little or no irrigation during the ripening and harvest 
period which corresponds to the months when water is most critical 
for.sugar cane production. This makes possible a desirable combina
tion of crops including cane in the crop pattern. By locating a well 
or source of water centrally in an area of mixed field crops and cane, 
water can be applied to any area as required. 

The varieties of sugar cane considered best for production in the 
area are Co 421 and CB 38-22. 

For many years rice has been one of the main crops in the area 
under study. In 1971 an area of 38, 500 hectares was planted to rice 
with an average yield of 22 quintales of polished rice or 30 quintales of 
paddy rice per hectare. About 90 percent of the rice production is 
Durado and 10 percent is Bliebonnet. Rice was exported in one year 
only, 1970, when 317 tons were shipped to Chile. Since 1965 Bolivia 
has been self-sufficient in rice production. 
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The growing period is about four months. Planting is usually from 
October 15 to November 15 so as to take advantage of the months of most 
favorable rainfall. About 60 percent of the production is from Ichilo 
province. 

Soy beans are becoming of increasing importance. About 1, 000 
hectares are devoted to the production of this crop. As yet the market 
is limited. Should national or world demand justify a processing plant 
in the area, production could be very rapidly expanded. The present 
yield is about 1. 5 tons per hectare. The growing season is approxi
mately 100 days. Planting dates are from December 15 to January 15. 
With irrigation this crop is suggested in a rotation following a rainy 
season crop of cotton. The principal varieties are Acadian and Peli
cano. 

Recent livestock statistics are not available for the Department of 
Santa Cruz with reference to livestock numbers. In 1958 the following 
data were given: 

Numbers Percent of Bolivian Total 

Cattle 900,000 36.7 
Sheep 100,000 1.8 
Horses 65,000 34.3 
Swine 100,000 16.8 
Poultry 365,000 15.8 

Source: Bolivian Agricultural Geography, La Paz, 1971. 

In 1968 the number of cattle was estimated to be 500, 000 with a 
value of US$ 30 million. Meat consumption in the department was esti
mated at 6, 000 head of sheep and 8, 000 tons of beef. In the vicinity of 
Santa Cruz it is estimated that an average of 1-1/3 hectares are re
quired to graze one head of cattle on non-irrigated lands. 

The principal improved pasture grasses are Pangola, Merkeron, 
Guinea, Yaragua and Buffel. The more important legumes are Kudzu 
and Lablab. 

Beef was exported in 1971 to Chile in the amount of 1, 600 tons with 
a value of US$ 1, 175, 000. 

Irrigation 

Several irrigation projects have been proposed or initiated. These 
are: 
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Project 
Area Proposed to 

be Irrigated 

Rio Grande (proposed) 470,000 Ha 
Rio Parapeti (proposed) 70,000 Ha 
Angustua Diversion Project 

(study completed) 726 Ha 
Las Palmas (under construction) 870 Ha 
Santa Clara (12" well 250 m deep) 280 Ha 
La Enconada (well and large moving

sprinkler) 300 Ha 
La Victoria (12" well) 100 Ha 
Saavedra Irrigation Experiments (8" well) 30 Ha 
Abapo - Izazog Project (4 wells) area not defined 
Colonia Okinawa (under development) 7,000 Ha 

There are other small irrigation developments in the area but data 
are not available with respect to the details. 

The Abapo-Izazog project has started to construct a diversion from 
the Rio Grande. The total area is 725, 000 hectares for agricultural 
development including livestock. The amount of land to be irrigated is 
not presently known. 

Detailed studies have not been made of the Rio Grande and Rio 
Parapeti proposed developments. It seems probable that the areas 
proposed for irrigation will be reduced after reservoir operation studies 
and land classification maps are made. 

Agricultural Research 

The Ministry of Agriculture operates the experiment station at 
Saavedra, 65 kilometers north of the city of Santa Cruz. Principal 
research programs are with sugar cane, cotton, rice, sorghum, soy
beans, wheat, barley, fruits, oats, pasture and livestock. 

The irrigation research for sugar cane is a cooperative program
with CENECA (The National Sugar Cane Commission). This program
started in 1971. Currently 4 hectares are used testing 2 irrigation 
treatments, 4 fertility levels and 3 commercial sugar cane varieties. 
Several methods are being used to measure soil moisture depletion. 
Plans for the future call for expanded research into other crops and a 
broad sugar cane research program. 

Some research iscarried out by the National Wheat Program and
 
by other agencies and private organizations for other crops. 
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NEEDS FOR IRRIGATION 

The Ministry of Agriculture and the Agricultural Bank in Bolivia 
have an active interest in improving agricultural production through 
irrigation development and other means. Sound planning for irrigation 
development requires a knowledge of the physical resources such as 
soils and water supply and of the climatic resources which in a large 
measure determine the irrigation requirements of the crops to be grown. 

A study was made using precipitation and other climatic data for 13 
locations in and near the Departments of Santa Cruz and Beni. An 
analysis of rainfall probabilities and irrigation requirements was made. 
Additional precipitation and other data were used but were subjected to 
a less complete analysis. 

A careful analysis of the dependability of precipitation for the 13 
locations is included. The concepts of dependable precipitation, poten
tial evapotranspiration, moisture deficit and moisture availability 
index are elaborated. 

A map of the Department of Santa Cruz showing zones indicating the 
approximate number of dry months and other information relative to
 
irrigation requirements is included as Figure 6.
 

Potential Evapotranspiration 

Potential evapotranspiration, ETP, is defined as the consumptive 
use or the evapotranspiration loss from a short, green, vigorously 
growing crop (usually grass) that completely shades the ground or pro
vides full crop cover under conditions where moisture supply is not 
limiting on moisture use. For the area under study, ETP averages 
approximately 82 percent of evaporation from a Class A pan located 
in an irrigated grass area. 

Unfortunately, except for a short record at Saavedra, evaporation 
data are not available for the study area and the evaporation pan was 
not located in an irrigated grass area. 

Climatic data on precipitation, temperature and humidity are avail
able for several locations. These data are used together with known 
relationships between climate and potential evapotranspiration and 
evaporation to estimate potential evapotranspiration for the Depart
ment of Santa Cruz. 
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The equation used in this study for calculating potential evapotrans
piration can be written: 

ETP = 	.34 RT x CT x CHx CE (1) 

in which 

ETP = the estimated potential evapotranspiration for the period 

RT = extraterrestrial radiation reaching the earth's atmosphere, 
z 

computed from a solar constant of 2. 0 calories per cm 

per min. expressed in equivalent depth of evaporation 
(Table 2) 

CT = 	.40 + .024 TM (la) 
(TM is mean temperature in °C) 

CH = 	1.35 x (1.00 - HM)1/? with a maximum value of 1.00 (lb) 

(HM is mean relative humidity expressed decimally) 

CE = 	1.00 + .04 x EL/1000 (Ic) 
(EL is elevation in mm above sea level) 

Frequently corrections are also made for wind. However, reliable 
wind speed data are not available. 

Relative humidity used in this study is mean daytime relative humid
ity and is recorded as the mean of 3 hourly readings at 0800, 1200 and 

1800 hours. A correction was made in Equation 1 to take into consider
ation the difference between 24-hour mean humidity and daytime mean 
humidity. An adjustment was also made to compensate for the differ

ence between recorded temperatures and 24-hour mean values. 

Crop Coefficients 

Crop coefficients are used to convert potential evapotranspiration 
or either measured or estimated evaporation to irrigation requirements. 
The coefficients are ratios of crop water use to the potential use. For 
this study estimated potential evapotranspiration is used with crop coeffi
cients in the estimation of irrigation requirements. 

Different plant species have differences in crop coefficients due to 
such factors as rooting depth, plant density, spacing, height and the 

time of year when growth is made. Both evaporation and plant trans
piration can, however, be considered as physical processes which take 

place in definite relationships to other physical processes. 



Table 2. Mean Monthly Values of Extraterrestrial Radiation 

Latitude 
Degrees Jan Feb 

Expressed as 
Mar Apr 

Equivalent Evaporation 

May Jun Jul 

in Millimeters 

Aug Sep 

Per Day 

Oct Nov Dec 

North 
60 1.41 3.36 6.88 11.31 15.14 17.06 16.25 13.03 8.67 4.58 1.92 0.96 
55 2.55 4.62 8.08 12.18 15.55 17.18 16.50 13.71 9.77 5.85 3.11 2.02 
50 3.77 5.89 9.23 1Z.98 15.93 17.30 16.73 14.34 10.79 7.09 4.35 3.Zl 
45 5.04 7.14 10.30 13.69 16.23 17.38 16.91 14.87 11.74 8.30 5.63 4.46 
40 6.32 8.36 11.30 14.31 16.45 17.38 17.01 15.3Z 12.59 9.45 6.90 5.75 
35 6.59 9.53 12.21 14.82 16.58 17.30 17.01 15.66 13.35 10.54 8.15 7.04 

30 8.84 10.64 13.03 15.23 16.60 17.13 16.92 15.90 14.01 11.55 9.36 8.32 
25 10.05 11.68 13.75 15.52 16.51 16.85 16.72 16.02 14.56 12.48 10.53 9.56 
20 ll.ZO 12.64 14.37 15.70 16.32 16.48 16.42 16.04 15.00 13.33 11.63 10.76 
15 12.29 13.51 14.88 15.77 16.02 16.00 16.02 15.93 15.33 14.07 12.66 11.91 
10 13.30 14.28 15.27 15.72 15.61 15.42 15.51 15.72 15.54 14.71 13.61 12.98 
5 14.23 14.96 15.55 15.55 15.09 14.74 14.90 15.39 15.63 15.24 14.47 13.98 

0 15.07 15.53 15.71 15.27 14.47 13.97 14.19 14.95 15.61 15.66 15.23 14.90 

South 
- 5 15.81 15.98 15.75 14.88 13.76 13.12 13.39 14.41 15.46 15.96 15.89 15.72 
-10 16.45 16.33 15.67 14.37 12.95 12.18 12.51 13.76 15.20 16.15 16.45 16.44 
-15 16.98 16.55 15.48 13.76 12.06 11.17 11.54 13.01 14.82 16.21 16.89 17.06 
-20 17.40 16.66 15.16 13.05 11.09 10.10 10.51 1Z.17 14.33 16.16 17.22 17.57 
-25 17.71 16.65 14.73 12.24 10.05 8.97 9.42 11.25 13.73 15.99 17.43 17.97 
-30 17.91 16.52 14.19 11.34 8.95 7.80 8.28 10.25 13.03 15.70 17.54 18.27 

-35 17.99 16.27 13.54 10.36 7.80 6.61 7.10 9.18 12.Z3 15.29 17.52 18.46 
-40 17.98 15.92 12.79 9.31 6.61 5.40 5.89 8.06 11.33 14.78 17.40 18.54 
-45 17.86 15.46 11.91 8.19 5.41 4.19 4.09 6.89 10.35 14.16 17.18 18.54 
-50 17.66 14.90 11.00 7.02 4.20 3.02 3.49 5.68 9.29 13.45 16.87 18.46 
-55 17.40 14.25 9.98 5.81 3.01 1.90 2.34 446 8.16 12.64 16.49 18.33 
-60 17.12 13.54 8.88 4.57 1.88 0.91 1.28 3.24 6.97 11.76 16.07 18.20 
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Various plant species that are short, dense, uniformly vegetated,
actively growing and extensive have nearly identical evapotranspira
tion rates providing soil water is not limiting. In considering crop 
coefficients and potential evapotranspiration, the basic principles stated 
by Penman 1 should be kept in mind. These are: 

1. For complete crop covers of different plants having about the 
same color, i.e., the same reflection coefficient, the potential evapo
transpiration rate is the same irrespective of plant or soil type. 

2. This potential transpiration rate is determined by the prevail
ing weather. 

A large percentage of crop evapotranspiration data have been com
pared with pan evaporation measurements. The pan location is usually 
within the irrigated area. Crop evapotranspiration can also be com
pared with potential evapotranspiration. 

Table 3 gives monthly crop coefficients to be used with estimated
 
potential evapotranspiration, ETP. These coefficients are based on
 
actual water use data from experiment stations in Arizona and Washing
ton. The values obtained were compared with experiment station data
 
in California. Experience in the western states 
indicates that maxi
mum yields were obtained when irrigation application was based on full 
crop cover coefficients throughout the growing season. These coeffi
cients are believed to be applicable to conditions in the Department of
 
Santa Cruz.
 

Dependable Precipitation 

Dependable precipitation, PD, is the precipitation that can be anti
cipated based upon available records at a given probability level. For 
this study the 75 percent probability level is used (that rainfall equaled 
or exceeded 3 years out of 4). For some crops, particularly for 
bananas, moisture should be essentially adequate during all periods 
of crop production. Sugar cane, for example, can suffer short periods 
of moisture stress and later recover with adequate moisture avail
ability without serious loss in production. For general crops a 75 
percent probability for rainfall is believed to be a realistic value for 
planning purposes. 

IH. L. Penman, Evaporation: An Introductory Survey (NETH 
Journal of Agricultural Science, 1956), 21 pp. 



Table 3. Crop Coefficients, K 

Full Crop Cover Seasonal K 
Crop Root Depth in Meters Range Average 

in K K Range Mean 
Field and Oil Crops 1.00-1. 30 1.10-1.32 1.22 .73-.99 .89 
Fruits 

Grapefruit 
Naval Oranges 

Grain and Forage Crops 

1.20 
1.07 
1.12-1.35 1.08-1.70 

.79 

.65 
1.37 95-1.15 

.79 

.65 
1.04 

Grass Crops
Bermuda Lawn 
Blue Panicium Grass 

Green Manure Crops 
Winter Vegetables 
Summer Vegetables 

1.19 
1.20 
.86-1.31 
.64- .95 
.86.. .95 

97-1.22 
1.22-1.86 
1.22-1.40 

1.05 
1. 11 
1. 11 
1.45 
1.28 

.85-1. 18 

.85-i.18 

.82- .84 

1.05 
1. 11 
.96 

1.01 
.83 

Notes: 	 Root depth is the zone fromwhich 90 percent of soil moisture depletion occurred.
Coefficients are to be used with estimated potential evapotranspiration, ETP. 

Source: 	 Erie, L. J., Orrin F. French and Karl Harris, "Consumptive Use of Water by
Crops in Arizona." (Tech. Bulletin 169: University of Arizona Agricultural Ex
periment Station, 1965), 44 pp. 

Middleton, J. E., 0. W. Pruitt, P. C. Crandall and M. C. Jensen, "Centraland Western Washington Consumptive Use and Evaporation Data, 1954-62"
(Bulletin 681: Washington State University Agricultural Experiment Station, 1967), 
7 pp. 
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The calculated value of dependable precipitation for the month, 
based upon available records, will be equaled or exceeded during 3 
out of 4 years. The seriousness of economic loss will not be great 
for most crops because of the probability that one deficient month will 
not follow or be followed by another deficient month except during defi
nite dry seasons, and because many soils are capable of retaining 100 mm 
to 250 mm of available moisture in the crop root zone. 

Rainfall records were tabulated by years to determine dependable 
precipitation. Values for each month were sorted by computer and 
monthly values of precipitation at various probabilities of occurrence 
were computed using a computer program for the comp-ation of Gamma 
distribution. 

An approximate method for estimating dependable precipitation at 
the 75 percent level of probability, PD75, is given by the equation: 

PD75 = -15 + .77 x PM (2) 

in which 

PM = mean monthly precipitation in mm 

Equation 2 is based upon the average relationship from the Gamma 
distribution found for 36 Bolivian precipitation stations most of which 
had 20 years of data. 

Evapotranspiration Deficit 

Evapotranspiration deficit, ETDF, is defined as the computed 
monthly potential evapotranspiration, ETP, less the dependable monthly 
precipitation, PD75, thus 

ETDF = ETP - PD75 (3) 

The values of ETDF are positive when a deficit is indicated or when 
computed potential evapotranspiration exceeds the dependable precipi
tation. When the dependable precipitation exceeds potential evapotrans
piration, the value of ETDF is negative, indicating a surplus of mois
ture. The larger the absolute value of the negative deficit, the greater 
the surplus of moisture to be removed either by natural or by artificial 
drainage. 



Moisture Availability Index 

The moisture availability index, MAI, is defined as the ratio of
 
the dependable precipitation, PD75, divided by the calculated potential
 
evapotranspiration, ETP, thus
 

MAI = PD75/ETP (4) 

A moisture availability index of unity- - - 1. 0--- indicates that mois
ture is generally adequate for plant and crop requirements 3 out of 4 
years. An index much exceeding unity usually indicates an excess of 
moisture and an index of less than one a deficiency in moisture avail
ability. The degree of departure from unity is a measure of the mag
nitude or degree of the deficiency or excess. 

Climate and Irrigation 

As demonstrated by Equation 1, the use of water by crops increases 
with temperature and decreases with increasing relative humidity. Water 
use also increases with increasing wind movement. However, wind data 
are not generally available within the study area. Table 4 lists the 
climatic stations used to analyze the needs for irrigation. Table 5 lists 
temperature data. Table 6 presents mean daytime relative humidity. 
Table 7 summarizes calculated potential evapotranspiration, ETP; mean 
monthly precipitation, PlvM; maximum and minimum recorded precipi
tation, PMAX and PMIN; monthly and annual values of precipitation at 
the 75 percent probability level (that which was equaled or exceeded 3 
years out o! 4), PD75; the calculated evapotranspiration deficit 3 out of 
4 years, ETI)F; and, the moisture availability index, MAI. 

Figure C shows the approximate number of months during the year 
that irrigation will probably be needed within the Department of Santa 
Cruz. If the moisture availability index, MAI, is less than .33 (depend
able rainfall is less than 1/3 of estimated potential evapotranspiration), 
then the month is considered to be a month of severe moisture shortage. 
If MAI is equal to or greater than 1. 00, then the month is assumed to 
have fairly adequate moisture for agricultural production. The months 
requiring irrigation were calculated by assuming that irrigation should 
be applied during all months having MAI of . 33 or less and during half 
of the months having MAI between . 33 and 1. 00. This procedure gives 
a rough approximation but does provide a satisfactory basis for compar
ing one area with another. 
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Table 4. Meteorologic Stations Used 

Station Name Location Lat. Long. Elev. Years of 
Record 

Carwiri Cordillera -20°06 ' 63003, 780 20 

Concepcion N. Chavez -16 015 ' 62003' 490 20 

Magdalena Itenez -13021' 64008 235 20 

,Puerto Suarez Chiquitos -18°57 57051, 145 20 

Riberalta Vacadiez - 11 00' 66005 , 172 20 

'Robore Chiquitos -18°20 590461 300 20 

Rurrenabaque Ballivian -14025 , 67035, 227 20 

San Ignacio Moxos - 14053 , 65036 220 20
 

San Jose Chiquit - 17047, 60047, 294 20 

Santa Ana Yacunma -13045, 65035, 220 19 

Santa Cruz A. Ibanez -170471 63010, 437 20 

Trinidad Cercado -14045 , 64048, 236 20 

Yacuiba ,Gran Chaco -22001 63043, 580 20 
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Table 5. Temperature Data, Mean Monthly Temperature in 0C 

Station Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Ann 

Camiri 26 25 24 22 20 17 18 20 24 26 26 26 23 
Concepcion 26 26 25 24 22 21 21 24 26 26 26 26 25 
Magdalena 27 27 26 25 28 28 27
27 27 25 27 28 27 
Puerto Suarez 28 28 27 25 23 21 21 24 26 28 28 29 26 
Riberalta 27 27 27 27 26 26 26 28 29 28 28 27 27 
Robore 28 28 27 25 24 22 2Z 25 27 28 28 29 26 
Rurrenabaque 27 27 26 26 24 23 23 25 27 27 28 27 26 
San Ignacio 26 26 26 25 23 21 20 22 25 26 26 26 24 
San Jose 27 26 23 21 26 2827 25 21 24 27 28 25
 
SantaAna 27 28 28 27 Z6 24 24 26 
 28 28 28 28 27 
Santa Cruz 27 27 26 24 22 20 20 23 25 26 27 27 25 
Trinidad 27 27 25 24 28 28 2627 26 24 26 28 28 

Yacuiba 27 26 24 21 18 16 16 20 
 23 24 26 27 22 

Table 6. Humidity Data, Mean Daytime Relative Humidity in Percent 

Station Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Ann 

Camiri 68 71 71 60 46 55 6270 72 69 50 51 62 
Concepcion 77 78 77 75 74 73 67 57 57 63 58 73 69 
Magdalena 79 80 78 78 76 73 67 64 64 69 72 77 73
 
Puerto Suarez 72 76 75 75 76 77 70 6Z 59 61 66 70 70
 
Riberalta 82 84 82 82 80 77 71 64 66 
 73 77 80 77
 
Robore 69 70 69 71 71 
 70 63 56 57 62 64 65 65 
Rurrenabaque 83 82 81 80 81 83 79 74 70 74 76 79 79 
San Ignacio 85 86 85 83 86 86 83 80 76 78 79 83 83 
San Jose 73 71 69 62 5872 68 69 59 61 64 66 66 
Santa Ana 81 79 75 68 6479 76 73 56 70 75 77 72 
Santa Cruz 73 73 72 72 76 75 67 59 57 63 64 69 68 
Trinidad 78 78 76 76 75 74 70 65 66 69 70 75 73 
Yacuiba 67 72 72 77 76 75 63 50 48 53 58 62 65 



Table 7. Potential Evapotranspiration, ETP; Mean Precipitation, PM; Maximum Precipitation, PMAX; Minimum Precipitation, PMIN; Dependable Precipitation, PD75; Evapotranspiration Deficit, ETDF; and Moisture Availabilit Index, MAI. Values in mm 
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Ann 

ETP 
PM 
PMAX 
PMIN 
PD75 
ETDF 
MAI 

149 
170 
314 
67 
117 
32 

.79 

121 
146 
380 
58 
89 
32 

.73 

118 
91 

214 
0 

20 
97 

.17 

91 
39 

136 
0 
9 

81 
.10 

76 
255 
136 
0 
5 

71 
07 

CAMIRI 

65 81 
10 7 
24 16 
0 0 
2 5 

62 80 
.04 .01 

112 
6 
37 
0 
0 

112 
0 

146 
12 
41 
0 
1 

146 
0 

170 
43 
92 
6 

23 
148 
.13 

169 
77 

218 
9 

35 
134 
.20 

165 
129 
295 
33 
87 
78 

.53 

1463 
756 

1051 
425 
631 
831 
.43 

ETP 
PM 
PMAX 
PMIN 
PD75 
ETDF 
MAI 

122 
180 
349 
57 

118 
3 

.97 

104 
152 
268 
74 
110 
-7 

1.06 

107 
139 
284 
53 

103 
4 

96 

94 
69 
154 
7 

38 
45 
40 

CONCEPCION 

83 71 85 
60 37 23 
119 140 125 
13 0 0 
34 5 0 
48 66 85 
.42 .07 0 

118 
30 

111 
0 
0 

118 
0 

139 
50 

135 
8 

22 
117 
.16 

147 
97 

297 
3 

40 
108 
.27 

140 
133 
226 
40 
89 
50 

.64 

135 
146 
488 

21 
73 
52 

.54 

1345 
1121 
1458 
800 
989 
355 
.74 



Table 7. (Continued) 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Ann 

MAGDALENA 

ETP 116 101 111 96 89 84 98 120 136 140 133 123 1347 
PM 219 195 215 94 48 13 7 24 60 107 147 209 1337 
PMAX 375 320 729 218 140 54 23 75 140 235 298 328 2322 
PMIN 63 109 54 20 2 0 0 0 2 37 39 83 820 
PD75 161 154 131 50 23 1 0 1 24 76 93 155 1140 
ETDF -46 -53 -Z0 46 66 83 98 119 112 64 39 -32 207 
MAI 1.40 1.53 1.18 .52 .26 .01 0 .01 .18 .54 .70 1.26 .85 

PUERTO SUAREZ 

ETP 141 114 117 91 76 6Z 76 106 133 155 150 150 1371 
PM 166 163 104 89 47 37 22 25 49 77 105 131 1016 
PMAX 23Z 364 212 200 132 176 115 71 138 185 199 302 1364 
PMIN 98 6 4 18 0 0 0 0 0 13 0 24 757 
PD75 138 78 50 55 5 7 0 0 3 40 30 77 889 
ETDF 3 36 67 36 71 56 76 105 130 115 120 73 482 
MAI .98 .69 .43 .61 07 .11 0 0 .02 .26 .20 .51 .65 



Table 7. (Continued) 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Ann 

RIBERALTA 
ETP 106 89 100 87 84 82 97 125 135 129 116 111 1261 
PM 249 252 258 144 77 30 13 20 57 129 165 262 1656 
PMAX 499 410 496 244 172 117, 68 70 162 292 306 374 1998 
PMIN 137 128 128 26 28 0 0 0 0 33 53 175 1226 
PD75 182 205 185 87 51 3 0 1 14 79 Ill 2Z6 1502 
ETDF -76 -116 -85 0 34 79 97 124 1Zl 49 5 -115 -241 
MAI 1.71 2.30 1.85 1.00 .60 .03 0 0 .10 .62 .96 2.03 1.19 

ROBORE 
ETP 150 128 29 101 86 74 87 119 140 155 156 162 1489 
PM 163 134 136 105 67 64 19 29 59 92 125 150 1142 
PMAX 300 314 238 381 163 165 110 100 175 214 239 271 1531 
PMIN 45 23 44 41 0 17 0 0 0 23 15 35 753 
PD75 108 75 99 58 17 35 1 1 1z 56 77 95 1003 
ETDF 43 54 31 44 68 40 87 117 128 99 79 67 486 
MAI .72 .58 76 .57 .20 .47 .01 01 .08 .36 .49 59 .67 



Table 7. (Continued) 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Ann 

RURRENABAQUE 

ETP 107 93 100 88 76 63 72 96 118 127 122 119 1181 
PM 264 271 207 114 93 120 89 52 70 116 148 225 1769 
PMAX 407 595 374 283 206 333 175 198 184 279 240 444 2084 
PMIN 84 71 96 18 23 14 8 4 8 Z9 40 105 1290 
PD75 197 171 162 64 56 58 45 17 32 70 102 154 1640 
ETDF -90 -77 -62 24 20 4 27 79 86 57 21 -36 -459 
MAI 1.84 1.83 1.62 .72 .74 .93 .62 .18 .27 .55 .83 1.30 1.39 

SAN IGNACIO 

ElP 97 83 89 78 62 52 61 79 100 113 113 104 1031 
PM 307 256 241 142 93 77 42 50 77 130 143 251 1811 
PMAX 531 635 549 274 236 394 146 157 144 300 341 474 2612 
PMIN 182 41 131 18 18 0 0 0 5 35 20 IZ 1158 
PD75 243 167 185 82 56 15 1 9 26 84 79 185 1588 
ETDF -145 -85 -96 -3 6 37 61 70 74 29 34 -81 -557 
MAI 2.49 Z.0Z 2.08 1.04 .91 .29 01 .11 .26 .74 .70 1.78 1.54 



Table 7. (Continued) 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Ann 

SAN JOSE 

ETP 135 117 121 97 65 112 147
77 81 135 151 150 1388 
PM 162 156 116 46 58 49 13 11 32 69 96 126 936
 
PMAX 383 4Z0 255 Il1 182 151 100 50 130 
 160 324 Z59 1437
 
PMIN z0 25 18 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 23 462 
PD75 86 84 64 23 4 2 0 0 1 14 48 87 763 
ETDF 20 28 66 47 37 
 27 76 108 123 98 88 79 363
 
MAI .85 .76 .45 .52 .52 .59 
 .06 .04 .09 .34 .42 .47 .74
 

SANTA ANA 

ETP I1 104 109 99 90 80 
 94 128 132 136 125 124 1331
 
PM 261 224 231 143 86 38 
 24 39 82 160 183 243 1713
 
PMAX 346 372 478 342 
 294 139 181 133 271 289 401 415 2666

PMIN 75 114 47 0 7 2 0 0 0 zz 54 104 1164 
PD75 162 174 154 33 36 Iz 1 Z 16 87 116 176 1437 
ETDF -51 -71 -45 
 66 54 68 93 127 116 48 9 -52 -106
 
MAI 1.46 1.68 1.42 .33 .40 .16 .01 .01 .12 .64 .92 
1.42 1.08
 

a,t.n 



Table 7. (Continued) 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Ann 
SANTA CRUZ 

ETP 135 117 12! 97 77 65 81 11Z 135 147 151 150 1388 
PM 179 128 107 103 71 72 43 30 63 98 108 139 1141 
PMAX 396 279 222 242 173 177 180 134 180 Z35 248 390 1478 
PMIN 67 46 8 12 17 16 0 0 0 11 24 8 819 
PD75 115 90 54 50 40 38 5 4 12 50 64 70 1024 
ETDF 20 28 66 47 37 27 76 108 123 98 88 79 363 
MAI .85 .76 .45 .52 .52 .59 .06 .05 .09 .34 .42 .47 .74 

TRINIDAD 
ETP 120 106 116 98 88 78 89 114 129 140 137 131 1347 
PM 325 273 198 134 84 68 49 41 86 145 173 250 1827 
PMAX 577 398 414 304 191 199 183 191 158 261 354 417 2470 
PMIN 114 143 58 30 2 9 0 0 18 49 48 99 1420 
PD75 233 221 146 76 40 30 1 1 54 95 112 181 1651 
ETDF -113 -115 -30 21 47 48 89 113 75 45 26 -50 -304 
MAI 1.94 2.08 1.26 .78 .48 .38 .01 .01 .42 .68 .81 1.38 1.23 



Table 7. (Continued) 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Ann 

YACUIBA 

ETP 153 119 114 78 64 53 70 107 136 159 162 168 1383 
PM 
PMAX 

192 
4Z4 

190 
300 

158 
387 

80 
311 

32 
115 

13 
40 

5 
24 

9 
79 

9 
36 

68 
152 

118 
208 

145 
491 

1022 
1663 

PMIN 94 96 18 2 0 0 0 0 0 3 28 47 653 
PD75 132 148 78 31 7 2 0 0 0 32 80 86 857 
ETDF 22 -29 37 47 56 51 70 107 136 127 82 82 526 
MAI .86 1.25 .68 .40 .12 .03 0 0 0 .20 .49 .51 .62 
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Figure 7 shows the needs for irrigation based on 20 years of record 
at Santa Cruz. Dependable precipitation, PD75, is compared with esti
mated potential evapotranspiration, ETP, and with the evapotranspira
tion deficit, ETDF. ETP times the crop coefficient for full crop cover 
and oil crops is used to compute the added requirement during the 
period of maximum crop use. It will be noted from Figure 7 that the 
greatest deficiencies occur during July, August and September, while 
deficiencies are at a. minimum during January and February. For crops 
gro- n withort irrigation maximum yields will be attained during an 
average or normal year if the full crop cover stage can be reached by 
about the first of January or shortly thereafter. 

Drainage 

Many irrigated areas eventually develop drainage problems. 
Excess irrigation water applied to the land causes the water table to 
rise and salts to accumulate at the surface. The northern and eastern 
portions of the study area could, if irrigated from surface water sup
plies, develop drainage problems resulting from a rising water table. 

Withdrawal of ground water by pumping may provide needed drain
age. The hazard should be monitored by the Department of Agricul
ture. If the irrigation wells are :Lot adequate to provide a net down
ward movement of soil water and thus elimina te a drainage problem 
resulting from a high water table and accumulation of salts, then steps 
should be taken to provide additional drainage facilities. Figure 8 
shows zones where the water table is at or within one meter of the 
ground surface. 
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WATER SUPPLY 

Water for irrigation within the study area may be obtained directly 
from the Rio Grande, from the Rio Piray or from underlying ground 
water. Diversions directly from the rivers will be difficult because of 
the meandering nature of these streams, heavy silt loads, and wide 
fluctuations in discharge. 

Fortunately the period of low river flow is within the months of 
lower irrigation demand. This applies to sugar cane as well as for 
most annual crops. Low river discharge is therefore less limiting 
on area that can be irrigated than would otherwise be the case. 

Satisfactory quality irrigation water can be obtained from under
lying sand strata over the entire study area. Quality of river water is 
good for irrigation. 

Rio Grande 

Eleven years of flow records are available for the periods 1945 to 
1950 measured at the railway bridge east of Santa Cruz (Puerto Camacho) 
and 1964-71 measured by ENDE at Puerto Nuevo. 

The low flow during the 1945-50 period w-s 16 m 3 /s with a peak 
flow of 441 m 3 /s as shown in Table 8. At Puerto Nuevo the low flow 
during 1946-71 was 8 m 3 /s and the peak flow 219 m 3 /s. The quality 
of Rio Grande water measured at Pto-Banegas (reported in Table 11) 
was excellent with a low electrical conductivity of 490 micromohos/Lm, 
a high pH of 8.6, and 2. 24 me/I of calcium. 

An earlier measurement reported by Dr. Cochrane also indicated 
good quality. The principal cation in both river water and ground water 
is calcium. The main anion is sulphate with some carbonate and bicar
bonate. Sodium and chloride are low in the river water but are absorbed 
by ground water in the vicinity of the Rio Grande. 

Water is being diverted for irrigation from the river at 2 locations 
with some difficulty due to silt content and shift;.ng stream channel. 

Rio Piray 

A rather constant base flow of approximately 1 m 3 /s has been main
tained year after year as shown in Table 9, with the exception of 1964-65 

http:shift;.ng
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Table 8. Flow of the Rio Grande (Watershed 24. 400 kin2 ) 

Volume 
Year Hm3 

1945-46 4,986 

1946-47 9,434 

1947-48 8,238 

1948-49 11,270 

1949-50 13,639 

1964 2,785 

1965 4,391 

1967-68 6,762 

1968-69 3,426 

1969-70 3,242 

1970-71 3,014 

Total 6,471.54 

NOTE: From 1945 to 1950: 

From 1964 to 1971: 

3
 

Flow - m /sec
 
Minimum 

18 


16 


26 


23 


20 


13 


23 


9 


10 


8 


11 


8 


Maximum Average
 

1,540 161
 

2,552 307
 

4,100 264
 

3,390 262
 

11,370 441
 

1,908 88
 

2, 108 140
 

4,663 219
 

1,050 110
 

1,149 104
 

3,063 189
 

11,370 207.72 

Source, Ministry of Agriculture 
Point, Puerto Camacho 

Source, ENDE 
Point, Puente Nuevo 

http:6,471.54
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Table 9. Flow of Rio Piray at La Angostura 
3 

Volume Flow - m /sec
Year Hm 3 Minimum Maximum Average 

1945-46 183 0.71 351 5.80 

1946-47 170 1.08 104 5.41 

1947-48 224 0.95 150 7.16 

1948-49 225 0.99 141 7.19 

1949-50 144 0.64 83 4.57 

1950-51 111 0.82 70 3.54 

1951-52 162 0. 77 119 5.17 

1952-53 207 0.75 210 6.60 

1953-54 144 0.75 145 4.57 

1954-55 260 1.38 160 6.30 

1955-56 245 1.18 99 7.84 

1956-57 159 1.12 140 5.23 

1957-58 143 1.33 45 4.53 

1958-59 216 1.21 147 6.84 

1959-60 118 1.30 44 3.75 

1960-61 168 1.05 241 3.59 

1961-62 147 1.21 104 3.11 

1962-63 158 0.92 268 2.52 

1963-64 128 0.98 156 3.29 

1964-65 84 0.11 6 2.66
 

1965-66 166 0.92 177 5.33
 

NOTE: Flow in 1964-65 abnormally low. 
Source: Ministry of Agriculture 
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when the low flow at La Angostura near its entrance into the valley
 
was 
only 0. 11 m 3 /s. During drought years the river is reported to be
dry below Santa Cruz. Water quality is satisfactory for irrigation.
Quality of Rio Piray water is similar to Rio Grande water. They flow 
from similar formations. 

Ground Water 

Aquifer characteristics are extremely variable. Seldom is gravel
encountered in drilling a well. No predominant aquifer exists. The 
variability which exists is illustrated in Figure 9 by the logs of 4 muni
cipal wells drilled south of the airport at Santa Cruz within a radius of
500 meters. No continuity of aquifers is evident. Specific capacity 
was measured at 48 m 3 /hr/m (cubic meters per hour per meter of 
drawdown) and storage capacity was 6.2 x 10- 4 . 

Characteristics of nearly 100 selected wells are shown in Table 10. 

The wells are grouped by province and are generally numbered
 
from south to north. The location of each well is shown on Figure 10.
 

Most wells are small, and accurate well logs were not recorded.
 
Thus the specific capacity and total thickness of aquifer material in
 
each well are only estimates. The data do show, however, the prob
able ranges that can be expected. Specific capacities are greater for
 
larger wells at the same location.
 

Approximate depths to ground water are shown in Figure 10. In
 
the south portion of the study area the depths to ground 
water are
 
nearly 30 meters. At the north end 
an artesian condition exists which
 
raises the water on the average of one 
meter above the ground surface.
 
The average depth to ground water 
over the study area is about 10
 
meters.
 

Figure 11 shows estimated elevations above sea level of the water 
table. Movement in general occurs in a north northeasterly direction 
with considerable recharge occurring from the Rio Piray and from the
spring area west of Santa Cruz and the Rio Piray. Recharge undoubt
edly occurs from the Rio Grande, but the influence will be mainly 
along the east side. 

Water Quality 

Table 11 contains analyses of 40 water samples taken as part of this
study during February 1972 with locations shown in Figure 12. 
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FIGURE 9 

LOGS OF ADJACENT WELLS SHOWING VARIABLITY 

SANTA CRUZ MUNICIPAL WELLS, 

ALL WITHIN A RADIUS OF LESS THAN 500 METERS 
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ARENA CON ARCILLA
ARCLA20-CN ARNA 20- ARENISCA ARCILLOSA CON 

120-120 - ARCLLA CON AREN12020- 12 -*.AVAC, MEDIANA 
ARCILLA CON ARENA ARENA GRUESA CON
 

GRAVA FINA 

AR±ENISCA ARCILLOSA CON 
130- ARCILLA CON 130-	 130- - 130- GRAVA FINA 

POCA ARENA
 
ARENA FINA Y - - - - ARCILLA CON ARENA .
 

MEDIANA 
140- ARENA CON AtiCILLA 140-	 140- 140 -

ARENA FINA CON ARCILLA 
ARENA CON LIMO 
ARLNA CON ARCILLA 	 AREA 

GRUESA ARENA FINA Y GRUESA CON150- 110- A ME0NM 	 150- GRAVA FINAAA I1O50 
ARLNA GR SAARENA CON 	 ARENA GRUESA CONPOCA ARCILLA POCA ARCILLA 

-
160- 60 	 160- 60 - ARENISCA ARCILLOSA 

-- ARENA CON ARCILLA ARENA GRUESA Y . ,. IRENISCA FINA CON 
MEOIA * - ARCILI A 

ARENA CON
 
70 - POCA ARCILLA 170 	 170- ---- ARENA CON 170- AREN19CASARENACON ARCILLA AEIC 

ARENA GRIESA CON •- - ARCILLA ARCILLOSA 
ARCILLA 177 POCA ARCILLA 1755ARENA GEMENTADA 

80-
 180 



Table 10. Selected Wells Showing Characteristics and Ground Water Depths 

Well 
Number Province Locationi 

Dla-
meter 
(inches) 

Total 
Depth 

Flow 

Liters Specific 
per Capacityhour apced

(Ihr) (1/hr/r) 

Elevation 

Above 
Sea Level 
Estimated 
(meters) 

Static Water Level 

Approx.
DepthDth Elevation 

(meters) (meters) 

Draw Down 

r om 
Stfrom 
Static Level(mtr) 

(meters) 

Artesian 

Zne 
Zone 
Depth(er)(pce) 

(meters) 

Aquifer 

a l 

Total 
Thckne 
(percent) 

1 

2 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

Cordillera 

Cordiliera 

Ibanez 
Ibanez 
Ibanez 
Ibanez 
Ibanez 

Ibanea 
Ibanez 
Ibanez 

Col. Menonitas Brech 
7 

Col. Menonitas Brech 
5.5 

EstanciaAlmendros 
Las Brechas 

El Torno 
La Guardia 
Ayacucho (Porongo) 
Ayacucho 
El Carmen, kn 9 
Palmar Aguilera 

3 
6 
6 
6 

6 
6 
3 

280 
47 
70 

120 
93 
61 
63 
40 

14,000 

24,000 
18,000 
45. 000 

10,800 
23,700 

6.000 

2.800 

1.600 
1,100 
2,500 
2,200 
1.800 

900 

473 
368 

497 
500 
460 

462 
427 
390 

15 

17 
116 

19 
10 
34 

2 
8 

12 
9 

357 
349 

487 
466 
458 

454 
415 
381 

5 
15 
16 
18 
5 

13 
7 

60 

26 
39 

11 
12 
13 
14 

15 

Ibanez 
Ibanez 
Ibanez 
Ibanez 

Ibanez 

Palmar del Oratorio 
Palmar Viruez 
Paurito 
Las Petas 

BarrioBaseAerea 
Ciudad 

3 
4 
6 
4 

6 

5Z 
58 
98 

126 

47 

18. 000 
8,300 

24,000 
17,000 

20,000 

2,600 
1.700 
1,500 
5.600 

404 
388 
348 
322 

415 

8 
13 
17 

0 

14 

396 
375 
331 
322 

401 

7 
5 

16 
3 44 

66 

16 

17 
18 
19 

20 

ibanez 

Ibanez 
Ibanez 
Ibanez 

Ibanez 

Santa Cruz Observa
tion Well 

Santa Cruz No. IA 
Santa Cruz No. ZA 
Santa Cruz No. 3A 
Santa Cruz No. 4A 

4 
14 
14 
14 

14 

316 29,000 
165 190.000 
161 220,000 
172 120.000 

175 180,000 

7.200 
4.900 
5,600 
10.000 

3,100 

433 
4ZZ 
421 
422 

422 

16 
19 
22 
24 

19 

417 
403 
399 
398 

403 

4 
39 
39 
IZ 
57 

44 

21 
2Z 
23 
24 
25 

Ibanez 
Ibanez 
Ibanez 
Ibanez 
lbanez 

Santa Cruz No. 
Santa Cruz No. 
Santa Cruz No. 
Santa Cruz No. 
Izozog Nuevo 

1 
3 
5 
6 

14 
14 

8 
6 
6 

181 140,000 
182 220.000 
80 50,000 
80 50,000 
61 10,000 

4,000 
11,000 

1.800 
12.000 
3,300 

433 
433 
433 
433 
410 

20 
30 
28 
29 
19 

413 
413 
405 
404 
391 

35 
20 
27 

4 
3 59 

26 
27 
28 
29 
30 

Ibanez 
Ibanez 
Ibanez 
Ibanez 
Ibanez 

Pampa de La Isla, km 3 
Clara Cuta 
La Habra 
Enconada 
Enconada 

4 
4 
4 
2 
4 

46 

136 
72 

9,000 
12,000 
30,000 
3,600 
90001 

_____ 

3,000 401 
4,000 398 
2,000 346 
240 337 

2,200 337 
_000____OO_ _ _ 

46 
41 
10 
21 
15 

3S5 
357 
336 
316 

__ 

3 
15 
15 

4 
_5-__40% 

-22 



Table 10. (Continued) 

Flow Elevation Static Water Level Draw Down Artesian Aquifer 

Well 
Number 

Province 
Location 

Dia- Total 
Depth 

Liters 
per 

hour 
(1Ihr) 

Specific 
Capacity 

G /hr /m) 

Above 
Sea Level 
Estimated 

(meters) 

Depth 
(meters) 

Approx. 

Elevation 
(meters) 

from 
tfc Lvl 

Static Level 
(meters) 

Zone 
e 

Depth 
(meters) 

Total 
Tcnl 

Thickness 
(percent) 

31 
32 
33 
34 
35 

Ibanez 
Ibanez 
Ibanez 
Ibanez 
Ibanez 

La Enconadita 
Puerto Pailas 
Montero Hoyoa 
San Lorenzo 
Santa Clara 

4 
6 
6 
4 

12 

35 9,000 
118 18.000 

153 33,000 
82 9,000 

250 320,000 

2,200 

3.600 
700 

4,500 
8.000 

327 

282 
289 
282 
343 

17 
7 

14 
19 

8 

310 

275 
275 
263 
335 

4 
5 

44 
2 

40 

16 

36 

37 
38 

39 

40 

Ibanez 

Ibanez 
Ibanez 

Ibanez 

Warnes 

Montero Hoyos (A. 
Potables) 

Terebinto 
San Pedro 

El Remate 

Algodonera 

6 
6 
1 
4 

10 

12,000 
102 26,000 
161 

63 8,000 

189 185,000 

8,700 

1.600 

7.400 

289 
427 
404 

358 

346 

14 
12 
+ 
3 

12 

275 
415 
404+ 

355 

334 

3 

5 
25 

155+ 
25 
14 

-35 

41 
42 
43 
44 
45 

Warnes 
Warne@ 
Warnes 
Warnes 
Warnes 

Algodonera 
Algodonera 
Las Barreras 
La2 Barreras 
El Carmen 

6 
6 
6 
4 
4 

84 

105 
90 

55 
72 

45,000 

45,000 
20,000 

3,600 

5,600 

7,500 

2,000 
400 

200 

400 

346 

346 
318 

311 

312 

12 

11 
8 
7 
4 

334 

335 
310 

304 

308 

6 
22 
54 
28 

14 
38 

28 

46 
47 
48 
49 
50 

Warnes 
Warnes 
Warnes 
Warnes 
Warnes 

El Barrial-Candelaria 
Santa Rosario 
La Finca 
Santa Ana 
Los Clervos 

4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

62 
52 

53 
123 
64 

9,000 
3,000 

3,600 
20,000 

1,800 
200 

1,200 
10,000 

309 
303 

302 
297 
289 

10 
12 

11 
0 

12 

299 
291 

291 
297 
275 

5 
13 

3 
2 
3 

41 

26 

51 
52 
53 
54 
55 

Warnes 
Warnes 
Warnes 
Warnes 
Warnes 

Col. Okinawa No. 2 
Col. Okinawa 
Col. Okinawa No. 2 
Cachuela Esperenza 
Las Maraa 

6 
4 

4 
6 

98 
91 
90 
87 
97 

20,000 

26,000 
50,000 

20,000 

3,700 
1.300 

273 
272 
269 
267 
274 

6 
1 
+ 
5 
1 

267 
271 
269+ 
262 
273 

1 

7 
39 

56 

57 
58 
59 
60 

Warnes 

Warnes 
Warnes 
Warne. 
Warnes 

Los Chacas (Ls 
Rochela) 

Paisaje Afuera 
Col. Okinawa 
Col. Okinawa No. 
ElRetiro No. 1 

1 

6 
4 
6 
3 
4 

117 
49 
96 
42 
82 

12,000 
40,000 

20,0001 

800 

4000 

260 
262 
252 
246 
253 

4 
L 
3 
6 
1 

256 
261 
249 
240 
252 

15 

12 
10 
5 

--4 



Table 10. (Continued) 

Well Province Location meter 
(inches) 

Flow 

T lLiters 
Depth per Specific

hour Capacity 

(1 /hr) (1/hr/r) 

Elevation 

Above 
Sea Level
Estimated 

(meters) 

Static Water Level 

Approx.Depth Elevation 

(meters) (meters) 

Draw Dawn 

from 
Static Level(meters) 

Artesian 

Zone 
Depth(meters) 

Aquifer 

Total 
Thickness(percent) 

61 
62 
63 
64 

Warnes 
Warnes 
Ichilo 
Ichilo 

El Retiro No. 
Valle Chico 
Caranda 
San Carlos 

2 4 
4 
5 

79 
40 

202 

20.000 
Z5,000 
54,000 

5.000 
12,000 

252 
250 

3Z7 

1 
4 

+6 

251 
246 

-333 

4 
2 

65 Gutierre. 
(Sara) Belgica 12 132 280.000 8,500 365 6 359 27 

66 
67 
68 
69 
70 

Gutierres(S) 
Gutierres(S) 
Gutierres(S) 
Gutierres(S) 
Gutlerres(S) 

Colpa Arriba 
Portachuelo 
Azubl 
Puesto Viejo 
Loma Alta 

6 
6 
6 
4 
6 

109 
93 
76 
60 

111 

20,000 
70,000 
15.000 
24,000 
18,000 

900 
1.700 
1,700 
1.700 

900 

307 
288 
261 
259 
228 

27 
4 
6 
4 

19 

280 
284 
253 
z55 
209 

23 
4 
9 

14 
zi 

56 
4Z 

22 

71 
7z 
73 
74 
75 

Gulterres(S) 
Gulterres(S) 
Santistevan 

Santistevan 
Santistevan 

Rinconde Palorneta 
Estrellade Oriente 
El Torno 
Montero 
Montero 

6 
6 
4 

10 
12 

105 20,000 
61 20,000 

125 
103 111,000 
10z 50,000 

2,200 
5,000 

2,600 
1,900 

Zz 

292 
Z94 
Z94 

1 
4 
+ 
6 
4 

Z20 

z92+ 
Z88 
290 

9 
4 

31 
27 

120+ 

41 
64 
14 

76 

77 
78 
79 
80 

Santistevan 

Santistevan 
Santistevan 

Santistevan 
Santistevan 

Guabira Regimiento 
Manchego 

Saavedra 
Saavedra Exp. Sta. 

Las Petas 

4 
6 
8 

4 

65 
105 

85 

130 

10,000 
Z4,000 
97,000 

20,000 

3,300 

8,000 
3,600 

2,200 

284 
266 
266 

260 

3 
2 
3 

1 

281 

264 
Z63 

259 

3 
3 

27 

9 

25 
32 

16 

81 
82 
83 
84 
85 

Santlstevan 
Santistevan 
Santistevan 
Santistevan 
Santistevan 

Santa Teresita 
Col. Aroma No. 1 
San Juan Bremen 
Santa Rita 
Mineros 

4 
4 
3 
4 
6 

68 
58 

126 
50 

171 

12, 000 
10,000 
20,000 

180,000 
18,000 

600 
1,400 

600 
13,000 

600 

Z60 
257 
250 
Z52 
247 

3 
Z 
1 
4 
0 

257 
255 
Z49 
248 
Z47 

21 
7 

34 
14 
30 

12 
55 

35 

86 
87 
88 
89 
90 

Santlstevan 
Santistevan 
Santistevan 

Santistevan 
Santistevan 

Chane Rivero 
Faja 27de Jayo 
Faja 12de Octubre 
FajaMariscalSuere 
Chane Independencia 

3 
4 
4 

4 
4 

54 
62 
50 
94 

170 

10,000 
8,000 
4,000 

15,000 
60 

600 
800 

2,000 

4,300 

Z34 
237 
237 
235 
228 

6 
2 
7 
0 
+ 

ZZ8 
235 
Z30 
Z35 
228+ 

17 
10 

2 
3 

157+ 

40 
44 

26 
30 



Table 10. (Continued) 

Flow Elevation Static Water Level 
Well 	 Teii Above Draw Down Artesian Aquifer
N er Province Location 	 meter Total *Liters Specific Sea Levelfrom Zone Total(Inches) epth per Capacity Estimated Depth Static Level Depth Thickness 

hour (l/hr/m) (meters) (meters) Elevation (meter.) (meters) (percent) 
(I/hr) (meters) 

91 Santistevan Chane Magallares 4 117 5,000 228 + 228+ 113+ 9
92 Santistevan Murillo Topater 6 150 660 227 + 227+
 
93 Santistevan CentroMurillo 
 6 154 20. 500 227 + 227+ 
94 Santistevan Faja6de Agosto 4 92 8.000 700 227 4 223 11 	 21
95 Santistevan Sagrado Corazon 4 168 8,000 2Z6 + 226+ 	 152+ 27 

96 Santistevan Pueato Villarroel 4 169 10,000 225 + 225+ 	 152+ 3797 Santistevan San Silvestre 4 163 228 + 228+ 152+ 31

98 Santistevan Col. Hardeman 4 144 20 226 + 
 226+ 	 122+ 15
99 Sintistevan La Porfia 4 129 15.000 225 + 225+ 120+ 34
 
100
 

1. 	 Depth of artesian zone has been tabulated only where artesian conditions exist and where data regarding depths are available. 
32. Transmissibility T = 42.8 m /hr and storage coefficient s = 5.8 x 10- 4 . 

3. Transmissibility T = 52.7 m 3 /hr and storage coeffIcteni s = 6.6 x 10- 4 . 

4. Transmissibility T = 63.5 m 3 /hr and storage coefficients = 5.7 x 10- 4 . 

S. Salty water. 

6. Salty water. 
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Table 11. Chemical Analysis of Water Samples 

Electrical Total 
Conduc- Din, Anions (me/I) Cations (me/i) Percent 

tivity solved pH
Number Province Location (micro- Solids Ca 

-

Na Mg K Total C1 SO CO HCQ3 Total Ca Mg Cl SO
mohs/cm) (mg/l) 4 3 4 

I Cordillera Col. Menonitas,
 
Brecha 7 750 
 480 8.9 1.80 3.20 1.20 0.30 7.00 1.05 5.13 0.Z4 0.58 7.00 Z6 17 15 73 

2 Cordillera Col. Menoriltas, 
Brecha 3.5 1460 950 9.1 0.30 12.57 0.20 0.22 13.29 1.60 11.27 0.Z4 0.16 13.27 2 1 12 853 Ibanez EstanciaAlmendros 245 160 8.7 1.20 0.80 0.44 0.25 2.69 0.60 1.49 0.08 0.28 2.45 45 16 24 61 

4 Ibanez Palmas del Oratorio 
11 miles south 540" 350 8.6 3.70 1.40 1.27 0.38 6.75 1.40 4.62 0.12 0.52 6.76 55 19 22 685 Ibanez PalmasdelOratorio 240 155 8.4 1.40 1.00 0.14 0.30 2.24 0.98 1.50 0.10 0.23 2.81 49 5 35 53 

6 Ibanez La Guardia(OOPP) 560 360 8.8 3.70 0.40 1.04 0.30 5.44 1.75 3.08 0.12 0.50 5.45 68 13 32 567 Ibanez Ayacuch(OOPP) 180 115 8.2 1.60 0.40 0.14 0.30 2.44 0.55 1.63 0.08 0.18 2.44 66 6 23 67 
8 Ibanez Rio Piray, near 

Ayacudo 320 200 8.4 1.92 0.80 0.84 0.22 3.78 0.65 2.25 0.04 0.26 3.20 51 22 20 70 
9 Ibanez El Carmen. km .9
 

(OOPP) 590 
 380 8.4 5.36 0.80 0.40 0.25 6.81 1.10 5.40 0.06 0.45 7.01 79 6 16 7710 Ibanez Santa Cruz 450 300 8.7 2.56 1.10 0.80 0.38 4.84 0.68 4.40 0.08 0.42 5.58 53 17 18 79 
11 Ibanez Santa Cruz. B-I 350 230 8.6 2.92 0.40 0.80 0.22 4.34 0.70 3. 1 0.08 0.40 4.34 67 18 16 7312 Ibanez Santa Cruz, B-3 350 220 8.4 2. 12 0.60 0.80 0.22 3.74 0.90 2.20 0.08 0.32 3.50 57 21 26 6313 Ibanez Santa Cruz. B-IA 360 230 8.6 2.12 0.60 0.63 0.25 3.60 0.66 2.50 0.04 0.40 3.60 59 17 18 6914 Ibanez Santa Cruz. B-ZA 360 230 8.4 2.78 0.50 0.94 0.22 4.44 0.85 3.33 0.08 0.24 4.50 63 21 19 7415 Ibanez Santa Cruz, B-4A 390 250 8.3 2. 0 0.80 0.72 0.18 3.90 0.85 2.59 0.08 0.38 3.90 56 18 22 66 

16 Ibanez Santa Cruz. B-5 300 190 8.4 2.32 0.25 0.96 0.22 3.75 0.85 2.50 0.08 0.23 3.66 62 26 23 6217 Ibanez Santa Cruz, B-6 260 170 8.3 2.25 0.40 0.64 0.22 3.51 0.46 1.90 0.00 0.24 2.60 64 18 18 7318 Ilbanez Cotoca (A. Potables) 480 300 8.8 2.68 1. 5' 0.76 0.30 5.24 0.80 4.64 0.12 0.44 6.00 51 15 13 7719 Ibanez Cotoca (DeNoria) 850 550 8.8 4.72 2.0011.44 0.40 8.56 1.55 6. 20 0.08 0.48 2.41 55 17 18 7420 Ibanez Enconada (ReneArce 620 400 8.6 2.12 2.20 1.60 0.30 6.22 1.90 2.92 0.24 0.96 6.02 34 26 32 49 

21 Ibanez RioGrande. Pto.
 
Banegas 490 314 8.6 2.24 0.80 1.68 0.25 4.97 0.90 3.72 
 0.08 0.24 4.34 45 34 18 7522 Ibanez Puerto Pailas 
(A. Potables) 480 300 8.7 0.80 3.40 0.48 0.30 4.98 0.70 3.70 0.06 0.47 4.93 16 10 14 75

23 Ibanez Montero Hoyos 
(A. Potables) 480 300 8.7 0.80 3.40 0.48 0.30 4.98 0.70 3.70 0.06 0.47 4.93 16 10 14 75

24 Tane: Montero Hoyos
 
(De Noria) 3,100 2.000 8.4 10.72 15.00 5.28 0.30 31.30 6.48 15.60 0.16 2.68 
 24.92 35 17 26 6325 ibane. La Victoria 400 320 8.8 3.00 1.1o11.66, 0.40 6.16 0.50 4.63 0.08 0.54 5.75 49 27 9 dl 

http:1.1o11.66
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Table 11. (Continued) 

Electrical Total 
Conduc- Dis- Anion. (me/i) Cations (me/i) Percent 

Number Province Location tivity
(micro-

;mohs/cm) 

solved 
Solid. 
(mg/i) 

pH 
Ca 

-
Na 

M 
Mg 

K 
K 

-
Total 

-
Cl 

-
SO4 

43 

-
CO3 

T -
HCO Total 

3 

. C I 
Ca Mg SCS04 

Z6 

Z7 
28 
Z9 
30 

Warnes 

Warnes 
Warnes 
Warnes 
Warnes 

Warnes 

Col. Okinawa No. 
Col. Okinawa No. 
Santa Cecilia 
Col. Okinawa No. 

2 
2 

1 

440 

540 
490 
760 
490 

280 
346 
314 
486 
314 

8.9 
8.2 
8.2 
9.5 
8.2 

2.48 

0.48 
0.50 
0.32 
0.30 

0.60 
5.00 
4.00 
7.00 
4.20 

1.36 
0.12 
0.20 
0.08 
0.10 

0.Z5 

0..60 
0.30 
0.03 
0.30 

3.69 
6.20 
5.00 
7.43 
4.90 

2.40 

0.62 
1.90 
0.68 
0.30 

1.50 
5.48 
2.50 
6.20 
3.78 

0.04 

0.08 
0.08 
0.14 
0.08 

0.48 

0.44 
0.4Z 
0.61 
0.78 

4.42 

6.6Z 
4.90 
7.63 
4.94 

53 
8 

10 
4 
6 

29 
2 
4 
1 
2 

54 

9 
39 

9 
6 

34 

83 
51 
81 
77 

31 
32 
33 
34 
35 

Warnes 
Sara 
Sara 
Sara 
Ichilo 

Col. Okinawa No. 
La Belgica 
La Belgica 
Portachuelo 
San Carlo. 

1 1,410. 
360 
4Z0 
124 
320 

900 
230 
270 

80 
200 

8.7 
8.6 
8.2 
8.1 
8.3 

0.80 
1.60 
2.12 
0.37 
2.06 

12.40 
1.00 
1.10 
0.10 
0.60 

0.61 
0.75 
0.56 
0.57 
0.32 

0.30 
0.25 
0.22 
0.30 
0.22 

14.11 
3.60 
4.00 
1.34 
3.20 

1.24 
0.07 
0.60 
0.60 
0.56 

8.60 
2.50 
3.00 
0.41 
2.20 

0.28 
0.04 
0.00 
0.00 
0.04 

0.88 
0.34 
0.42 
0.18 
0.40 

11.00 
2.95 
4.02 
1.19 
3.20 

6 
44 
53 
28 
64 

4 
21 
14 
43 
10 

11 
Z 

15 
50 
17 

78 
85 
75 
34 
69 

36 
37 
36 
39 
40 

Santistevan 
Santistevan 
Santistevan 
Santistevan 
Santistevan 

Montero (OOPP) 
Saavedra (OOPP) 
SaavedraExp. Sta. 
Saavedrb Exp. Sta. 
Mineros (OOPP) 

910 
620 
660 
870 
490 

580 
400 
420 
560 
320 

8.9 
8.7 
8.0 
8.4 
8.9 

3.28 
0.78 
4.63 
3.20 
0.68 

4.50 
3.10 
3.00 
4.20 
4.50 

1.60 
1.50 
0.40 
Z.00 
0.50 

0.60 
0.42 
0.22 
0.22 
0.42 

9.98 
5.80 
8.25 
9.62 
6.10 

0.78 
0.86 
0.18 
1.05 
0.50 

6.50 
4.30 
7.67 
8.90 
4.00 

0.20 
0.24 
0.00 
0.08 
0.16 

0.60 
0.45 
0.40 
0.70 
1.48 

8.08 
5.85 
8.25 

10.73 
6.14 

33 
13 
56 
33 
11 

16 
26 

5 
21 

8 

10 
15 
2 

10 
8 

80 
74 
93 
83 
65 

00 
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Water quality is satisfactory for irrigation in essentially all areas. 
The exceptions occur east and northeast of Saavedra and near the Rio 
Grande east and southeast of Santa Cruz. Water obtained above 45 
meters is frequently salty, whereas deeper water is good to excellent 
quality. Rains keep salts washed from the surface soils and leave the 
more salty water on top of better quality water. Near the Rio Grande, 
about 40 km southeast of Santa Cruz, a layer of salty soil is reported 
to exist about 4 meters deep and 25 cm thick. 

The only water collected that shows high salt content for irriga
tion is sample 24 from a shallow well at Montero Hoyos near the west 
bank of the Rio Grande about 50 km east northeast of Santa Cruz. This 
sample showing an electrical conductivity of 3, 100 micromhos per cm 
was obtained from an abandoned hand-dug well. Samples 2 and 3 show 
conductivities exceeding 1, 400. One of these samples was obtained 
about 30 km west of the Rio Grande at Colonia Menonitas and the other 
about 8 km from the rio Grande in Colonia Okinawa. Other samples 
varied from 124 to 910 micromhos per cmwith average electrical conduc
tivities of 500 micromhos per centimeter, which is entirely satisfac
tory for irrigation. 

The average pH of the water tested is near 8. 5. Water near the 
west side of the study area has considerable gypsum, Ca SO 4 . Water 
near the east side farther from the mountains is higher in sodium. 
Apparently sodium in the deposited alluvial soil is being dissolved by 
the water at shallow depths near the Rio Grande. Waters with higher 
calcium are also higher in magnesium. Potasium content remains 
rather constant at about 25 me/l. 

A summary of chemical characteristics of ground water in the 
study area is portrayed in Figure 13 where percent reacting values for 
cations and anions are shown in a trilinear plot. 

For cations the calcium percentages as waters emerge from the 
mountains are about 70 percent with magnesium averaging 10 percent 
and sodium plus potassium at 20 percent. For salty waters near the 
Rio Grande, the sodium increases to 80 percent or more. 

For anions the sulphates predominate varying from 50 percent 
to 95 percent. Carbonates plus bicarbonates are usually about 10 per
cent and chlorides vary from 5 percent to 50 percent. 

The decrease in calcium plus magnesium and the increase in 
sodium plus potassium as ground water moves toward the Rio Grande 
is striking. Changes in water quality correlate well with direction of 
movement of ground water shown in Figure 11. 
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IRRIGATION SYSTEMS AND COSTS 

Typical irrigation systems were selected as suitable for use in 
the area. Typical designs were developed and costs estimated. Fixed 
costs were amortized using an interest rate of 15 percent. The life of 
various works was estimated as follows: 

Well 15 years 
Diesel motor 10 years 
Deep well pump 10 years 
10 HP pump and motor 15 years 
Desilting basin 10 years 
Sprinkler laterals and main line 8 years 
Ditches and leveling 10 years 

The following summary based on a full irrigation supply by sprink
ler for sugar cane and an efficiency of 75 percent gives some of the 
calculations used in developing the estimates of irrigation costs. The 
costs are based upon the assumption that the power source will be diesel 
and that fuel costs are $B . 6 per liter of diesel fuel, or US$ . 19 per 
gallon. 

Maximum monthly net requirement = 120 mm 

120 mm/. 75 = 160 inm 

1 I/sec/Ha pumping 90% of time = 2,330 m3/Ha 
= 233 mm application 

1 1/sec can irrigate 1.45 Ha 

50 1/sec irrigates 72. 5 Ha 

Annual irrigation application for sugar cane is about 650 mm (gross) 

72. 5 Ha x 10, 000 x . 65 = 470, 000 m 3 

50 1/sec = 180 m 3 /hr 

470, 000/180 = 2,600 hours pumping 

2,600 hrs x 75 BHP x .0155 = $3, 020 

3, 020/72.5 = $41.6/Ha = $B 500/Ha 

NOTE: .0155 = handbook factor for fuel cost of US$ . 19 per gallon. 
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Fuel, Operation and 
Crop 4aintenance Cost 

Sugar Cane $B 500 
Pasture 600 
Cotton 225 
Soya 175 
Wheat 175 
Rice 275 
Green Manure 150 

Wells for Irrigation 

Because of the variability that exists in aquifer characteristics 
from location to location, well yield can be predicted only in general 
terms. The well data presented earlier shows this variation. From 
this source those wells within the project area that were drilled and 
developed to supply larger quantities of water are the following: 

Number 
Diameter 
(inches) 

Depth 
(meters) 

Specific Capacity 
(1/hr/m) 

17 Santa Cruz No. IA 14 165 4,900 
18 Santa Cruz No. 2A 14 161 5,600 
19 
20 

Santa Cruz No. 
Santa Cruz No. 

3A 
4A 

14 
14 

17Z 
172 

10,000 
3,100 

35 Santa Clara 12 250 t1 000 
40 Algondonera 10 189 7,400 
65 Belgica 12 132 P, 500 
74 Montero 10 103 Z,600 
76 Montero 1Z 102 1,900 

The comparatively low specific capacity of the two wells at Montero 
could be explained by the observed presence of considerable clay in 
profiles in this area. Coarser aquifers with artesian pressure exist 
below about 120 m. Thus deeper wells are likely necessary in the 
northern portion of the study area if good flows are to be obtained. 

Based upon the well data assembled, discussions with well drillers, 
and detailed analysis, the following average conditions will be encoun
tered in drilling irrigation wells. 
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Flow from Well = 175, 000 liters per hour 

Flow will vary with drawdown and well characteristics. Specific

capacity seems, from the limited data available and from experience

of drillers, to average about 7, 500 liters per hour per meter of draw
down. Thus, a drawdown of 23 meters will yield an average 175, 000
 
1/hr.
 

Well Diameter = 12-inch casing 

Rotary equipment is used exclusively for well drilling because of 
the fine sand. Irrigation wells should be cased with at least 10-inch 
diameter pipe and preferably 12- or 14-inch. Larger sizes will be 
more productive, but under existing conditions the optimum will likely 
be a 12-inch casing in a 20-inch hole backfilled with properly graded 
gravel. 

Well Depth = 200 meters 

On larger projects the first of several wells should be centrally
located and drilled to perhaps 250 meters depth to determine the nature 
of deeper aquifers. The average minimum depth for good irrigation 
wells will likely be about 200 meters. 

Static Depth to Water = 10 meters 

Depth to water varies from ground surface in the north to 20 meters 
and in some areas 30 meters in the south. Deep irrigation wells in the 
north will encounter artesian conditions. An average depth of 10 meters 
to water will be assumed. 

Power Required = 75 HP 

At 70 percent efficiency, 30 horsepower will be required to bring
the water 33 meters to the ground surface. If sprinkler irrigation is 
used and 45 pounds per square inch exists at the sprinkler, another 
45 horsepower is required necessitating a 75 horsepower unit. 

Cost of Well = $B 2 '0,000 

Present costs are about $B 100 per diameter inch per meter depth. 
Thus a 12-inch well drilled to 200 meters will cost $B 1, 200.per meter, 
or $B 240, 000 for 200 meters. 
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Drilling costs for irrigation will reduce with volume and competi
tion. Custom duties on pumps, motors, and pipe are from Z5 to 39 per
cent. Since 75 percent of the cost of a well '-3 materials, the cost of 
wells should be reduced considerably by reducing import duties. 

Cost of Pump = $B 34, 000 

Pump would be a deep-well turbine type. 

Cost of Power = $B 31, 000 for electrical, $B 65, 000 for diesel 

Electrical units are less costly than diesel units and have a longer 
life. However, since electrical power is not now generally available, 
diesel units have been considered in estimating irrigation costs. Design 
data for use in estimating the costs of various types of irrigation systems 
are summarized in Table 12. 

Sprinkler Irrigation 

Hand move portable sprinkler laterals are recommended. Labor 
is available, reliable, and relatively inexpensive. For this reason 
hand move sprinkler laterals are recommended over mechanical sprink
ler equipment. Overall costs of hand move systems are estimated to 
be significantly less than those for automatic systems. 

A water pressure at the sprinkler head of 45 pounds per square 
inch is recommended. This pressure will assure proper droplet forma
tion and will keep power costs at a minimum. 

Such a system will require considerable aluminum and steel tub
ing. The high import duty of 39 percent is forcing some irrigators to 
use less pipe and higher pressures and more mechanized equipment 
than is economically desirable. Lower import duty on aluminum and 
steel pipe would encourage better irrigation design at lower cost. 

On rather flat lands the well should be located in the center of the 
land to be irrigated with two main lines extending out from the well in 
opposite directions. Portable hand move laterals can be connected to 
valves in the main line and extended at right a les to the main line. 
A typical layout is shown in Figure 14 for a rather flat terrain. As 
slopes increase the well needs to be placed more toward the upper end 
of the field so that variation in pressure throughout the lateral system 
is less than 20 percent of the sprinkler pressure. 
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Table 12. Design Data for Irrigation System 

WELL DATA 

Diameter 10 to 14 inches 12 inches 

Depth of well 150 to 250 meters 200 meters 

Discharge 125,000 to 300,000 1/hr 175,000 1/hr 

Specific Capacity 5, 000 to 10, 000 1/hr/m 7, 50,0 1/hr/m 

Draw Down 15 to 35 meters 23 meters 

Static Level 0 to 30 meters 10 meters 

Total Lift 0 to 65 meters 33 meters 

Efficiency 65% to 80% 70% 

Povrer required to bring 
water to ground surface 30 HP 

SPRINKLER DATA 

Pressure at sprinkler nozzle 45 psi 

Total dynamic head 162 feet 

Power required for sprinkling 45 HP 

Total power required 75 HP 

Area irrigated at 0.67 1/s/ha 75 Ha 

COST E£STIMATE 

Well $B 240,000 

Pump $B 34,000 

Power Unit: Electrical $B 31,000 
Diesel $B 65,000 

Pump house and Installation $B 28,000 
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Several reasons exist recommending that sprinkler irrigation be 
used rather than surface irrigation: 

1. With lack of management and labor experience with irrigation, 
sprinklers are easier and more fool-proof to operate. 

2. Good production can be obtained the first year using sprinklers. 
Surface irrigation generally requires from 2 to 3 years before produc
tion is satisfactory on new developments. 

3. Approximately 50 percent more water is required for surface 
irrigation unless the land is very well prepared and conveyance ditches 
have low water losses. 

4. Very careful land leveling will be required for the rather flat 
lands of the study area if surface irrigation is to be used. Equipment 
and experience for land leveling is lacking. 

River Diversion 

Irrigation using river water is feasible, providing silt load, fluc
tuating water level, and meandering channels can be adequately pro
vided for in the design. 

Any plan will need to consider silt load which is heavy during a 
flood or when the' main river channel changes location. Conveyance 
velocities must be sufficient to keep silt in suspension. At the river 
diversion a desilting basin needs to be built to remove the silt from the 
diverted water before it goes into the distribution system. 

For purposes of estimating costs the following assumptions are 
made: 

Flow 100 liters per second 
Suction head Less than 3 meters 

Total dynamic head 5 meters
 
Pump and motor efficiency 70 percent
 

Minimum conveyance velocity 1. 0 meter per second 
to keep silt in suspension 

Area irrigated: 
Sprinkler irrigation 0.67 liter /second /hectare 

150 hectares 
Surface irrigation 1. 0 liter/second /hectare 

100 hectares 
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A suggested design is shown in Figure 15. Larger diversions 
would be somewhat different. However, essential considerations to 
provide for silt, water level fluctuations, and river meandering should 
be understood. 

'1he intake should be designed to keep silt in suspension, which 
means minimum velocities of 1 meter per second. A channel-type 
intake with low velocities will become full of silt and will require 
frequent costly cleaning. 

A float-type intake is suggested since it will fluctuate with-a change 
in water level. A flat rough surface surrounding the intake will pre
vent vorticies forming and air being sucked into the s'ystem. Anchor
ing the float and the structural truss with a cable upstream provides 
a flexible tie to the bank. Flexible rubber tubing is required to convey 
the water between the intake float and the bank. 

The pump for river diversion should be a centrifugal low-lift unit 
which will handle the silt without excessive wear. The suction should 
be iess than 5 meters to avoid priming problems. 

The silting basin should be rectangular in shape to facilitate re
moval of silt by bulldozer. 

Annual Costs 

Annual costs in pesos per hectare for four different types of irr
gation developments are given in Tables 13 through 16. 

Fixed Costs 

In order to facilitate flexibility in the computation of costs the 
fixed costs per hectare are shown in Tables 17 through 19 for the four 
types of irrigation development. 
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Table 13. Sprinkler Irrigation System from Well in Pesos per Hectare 
per Year (1) 

Crop Fixed Costs Operating Costs Labor Total 
Well, Pump Laterals & Fuel, Operation 

& Motor Main Line & Maintenance 

Sugar Cane 885 1080 500 40 
 2505
 
Pasture 885 1080 
 600 50 2615
 
Cotton 	 530 650 225 15 1420 
Soya 355 430 175 15 975 
Wheat 355 430 175 15 975 
Green Manure 355 430 	 30
150 	 1090
 

NOTE: Costs not shown for rice. 

Table 14. 	 Surface Irrigation System from Well in Pesos per Hectare 
per Year (2) 

Fixed Costs Operating Costs 
Crop Labor TotalWell, Pump Ditches & Fuel, Operation 

& Motor Leveling & Maintenance 

Sugar Cane 1320 285 	 120
750 	 2470
 
Pasture 	 1320 285 900 150 2655
 
Cotton 	 800 170 335 45 1350 
Soy 520 115 260 45 940
 
Wheat 520 115 45
260 940 
Green Manure 520 115 225 30 890 
Rice 520 115 410 90 1135 
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Table 15. Sprinkler Irrigation from River in Pesos per Hectare per 
Year (3) 

Fixed Costs Operating Costs 

Crop Pumping, De- Laterals& Fuel, Operation Labor Total
silting & LaterLs &FulOeratio 

Conveyance Main Line &Maintenance 

Sugar Cane 220 1080 290 40 1630
 
Pasture 220 1080 350 
 50 1700
 
Cotton 130 650 130 15 925 
Soya 90 430 100 15 635 
Wheat 90 430 100 15 635 
Green Manure 90 430 90 10 620
 
Rice 
 90 430 160 30 710
 

Table 16. 	 Surface Irrigation from River in Pesos per Hectare per 
Year (4) 

Fixed Costs Operating Costs 

Crop Pumping, De- Ditches & Fuel, Operation Labor Total 
Conveyance Leveling & Maintenance 

Sugar Cane 220 285 50 120 675 
Pasture 220 285 60 150 715 
Cotton 130 170 25 45 370 
Soya 
 90 115 20 45 270 
Wheat 90 115 20 45 270 
Green Manure 90 115 20 30 255 
Rice 90 115 30 90 325 
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Table 17. Sprinkler Irrigation System from Well, Fixed Costs in 
Pesos per Hectare 

Crop (15 
Well

Year Life) 
Pumping

Plant 
(10 Year Life) 

Laterals & 
Main 

(8 Year Life) 

Sugar Cane 
Pasture 

3200 
3200 

1690 
1690 

4850 
4850 

Cotton 1920 1020 2920 
Soya 
Wheat 

1280 
1280 

680 
680 

1930 
1930 

Green Manure 1280 680 1930 

Table 18. 	 Surface Irrigation System from Well, Fixed Costs in 
Pesos per Hectare 

Well Pumping Ditching & 
Crop (15 Year Life) Plant Leveling 

(10 Year Life) (10 Year Life) 

Sugar Cane 4800 2540 1430
 
Pasture 4800 2540 1430
 
Cotton 2880 1520 860 
Soya 1920 1010 570 
Wheat 1920 1010 570 
Green Manure 1920 1010 570 
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Table 19. 	 Irrigation Systems from River, Fixed Costs in Pesos per
 
Hectare
 

Pumping Desilting & Laterals & Ditches & 
Crop Plant Conveyance Main Line 1 Leveling2 

(15 Year Life) (10 Year Life) (8 Year Life) (10 Year Life) 

Sugar 
Cane 930 310 4850 1430 

Pasture 930 310 4850 1403 

Cotton 560 190 2920 860 

Soya 370 120 1930 570 

Wheat 370 120 1930 570 

Green 
Manure 370 120 1930 570
 

Rice 370 120 1930 570
 

1To be used with sprinkler irrigation from river.
 
2 To be used with surface irrigation from river. 
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CROP YIELDS, PRODUCTION COSTS AND PROFITS 

This analysis is deliberately conservative in order to allow for 
unforeseen problems and for equipment failure that can at times ser
iously reduce yields below those possible under optimum conditions. 

Data were furnished by Jaeger relative to yields of cotton in quin
tales per hectare and of sugar cane in metric tons per hectare at La 
Victoria and are given in Table 20. 

Table 20. Yield Data Given by Jaeger 

Yield per Hectare 
Year Crop No 6 5 4 3 

Irrig Irrig Irrig Irrig Irrig 

1970-71 Cotton 14.1 29.3 
1969-70 Sugar 

Cane 63.0 149.0 131.0 
1970-71 Sugar 

Cane 11.0 *72.0 

*Yield reduced due to irrigation equipment failure. 

Ing. Fabian Yassie F. of Cooperativa Rural de Electrificacion 
Ltda. (CRE) made a study relative to irrigation in October 1971. He 
concluded that the following yields can be obtained per hectare for 
crops under irrigation: 

Crop Yield per Hectare 

Sugar Cane 100 - 140 tons 
Rice 8 tons 
Cotton 25 or more quintales 
Wheat 4, 000 kg 
Pasture 60 AUM 

Except for rice and wheat, these projected yields appear quite 
realistic for well-managed irrigation systems. With fertilization, 
significantly higher yields are to be anticipated. 
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From theoretical considerations and from available crop, mois
ture, yield relationships developed in other areas, the supply of ade
quate moisture properly distributed throughout the growing season 
should more than double production for cotton, sugar cane, soy- beans, 
wheat, forage crops and other crops with similar water requirements. 
This premise seems to be well supported by the limited data available 
from the area. In appraising the economics of crop production ofor 

irrigation development, however, it should be kept in mind that an
 
unforeseen heavy rain soon after planting may greatly reduce yields 
or 
result in near failure to establish a good initial stand. Without irriga
tion, unusual drought conditions may result in failure. The provision 
of a well, pump, motor and irrigation system does not include a guar
antee that the equipment will not break down during a period when water 
is critically needed for crop production. For these reasons, conser
vative values of production were selected for purposes of analyzing the 
economics of various types of development. 

Current forward planning includes provision for making electrical 
energy available throughout most of the area selected for more inten
sive study. As low cost electrical energy becomes available, motor 
costs and operating costs will be significantly reduced. Failure of 
electrical motors is less likely than is the case for diesel motors.
 
Therefore, as electricity becomes available, higher average yields
 
under irrigated conditions should be assumed.
 

In considering the overall economic development of Bolivia and the 
needs for rice production, it should be considered that throughout a 
very large area in Beni. rainfall is ad.equate for good rice production. 
This study did not include an inspection of soil and other conditions in 
the portions of Beni most suited climatically for rice pr~duction. It 
should also be noted that rainfall conditicns favoring production of sugar 
cane in the area north of Santa Cruz improve significantly to the west 
and that needs for irrigation increase to the east. 

Yields under irrigation were calculated by assuming that 60 per
cent of the increase in yield normally expected from full irrigation 
would on the average be attained. It is assumed that yields will be 
less than those probably from a well-distributed adequate irrigation
supply. This is because there will be some irrigation equipment fail-. 
ures, and in the interests of economy some farmers will install systems 
somewhat under-designed. Also there will be some cases where equip
ment is adequate, but due to poor judgment or other priorities, water 
application will be delayed beyond the desirable time or may be less 
than fully adequate in amount. 
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Our estimates of hectare yields for the various crops grown under 
various production conditions are shown in Table 21. The first column 
of figures indicates expected yields if neither irrigation nor fertiliza
tion is carried out. The second column assumes irrigation but not fer
tilization, and the third assumes both are practiced. 

Table 21. Yields for Selected Agricultural Products With and Without 
Irrigation, Santa Cruz 

Without With With Irrigation 
Crop Unit Irrigation* Irrigation** and Fertilizer 

Wheat a qq/Ha 20 35 50 
Cotton qq/Ha 11 20 30 
Sugar Cane ton/Ha 35 85 120 
Rice qq/Ha 25 40 50 
Soya qq/Ha 25 (19)# 48 (36) 60 (45) 
Meat AUM/Ha 9 30 60 
(forage) 

* Reflects multi-year averages which incorporate years of low rainfall. 
** Reflects averages with sufficient water or rainfall.
 
a Wheat is a winter crop which generally receives insufficient rainfall
 

for production. 
# Under double-cropping with cotton, soya yields are assumed to be 

25 percent less than when grown alone. 

Table 22 contains per hectare production costs, revenues and pro
fits which accrue to various cropping alternatives. The six crops, 
cotton, rice, soy beans, sugar cane, wheat and pasture, are evaluated 
first as single crops,where it is assumed that only one crop is grown 
per year. The final three rows of the table assume that wheat, soy 
beans, and green manure are double cropped with cotton. 

The rotation recommended for the area is cotton and wheat the 
first year, cotton and soy beans the second, cotton and wheat again the 
third year, to be followed in the fourth year by cotton and then a green 
manure crop. The latter should be utilized at regular intervals to main
tain favorable soil fertility and organic matter content. Sweet clover, 
or some tropical legume, would seem to be the best crops for the green 
manure. Details of production costs, prices, revenues and per hectare 
profit for alternatives are presented in budgets la-9c in Appendix A. 



I Table 22. Production Costs, Revenues, and Profits to Water, Land, Family Labor and Manage-
ment per Hectare 

Crop 

Without 
Irrigation 

or 
Fertilization 

With 
Irrigation,* 

Without 
Fertilization 

Cost Revenues Profit Cost Revenues Profit 

Cotton 2937 4070 1133 3759 7400 3641 

Rice 1307 1444 137 1458 2310 852 


Soya 
 965 1500 535 1028 2880 1852 


Sugar Cane 
 2442 3150 708 4517 7650 3133 


Wheat 903 1040 137 974 1820 846 

Pasture (calves) 464 178 -286 1064 1420 356 

Cotton-Wheat 3735 5110 1375 4609 9220 4611 

Cotton-Soya 3679 5210 1531 4554 9560 5006 

Cotton-Green 3741 4070 329 4563 7400 2837 

Manure 

*Does not include costs of irrigation development and operation. 

Cost 

4957 

1832 


1224 


6363 


1239 


2163 


6073 


6045 


5761 


With
 
Irrigation, *
 

With
 
Fertilization 

Revenues Profit 

11,100 6143 

2889 1057 

3600 2376 

10, 800 4437
 

2600 1361
 

3536 1373
 

13,700 7627
 

13,800 7755
 

11,100 5339
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Irrigation costs have not been included in Table 22. They are, 
however, netted out in the following Table 23. Per hectare net proiits 
accruing to land, family labor and management are shown for four 
types of irrigation development--- with and without fertilization, and 
without either irrigation or fertilization. Type 1 irrigation is sprinkl
ing with water supplied from wells. Type 2 is gravity flow with water 
pumped from wells. Water pumped from the river and put through 
sprinklers is type 3, and type 4 is gravity flow pumped from the river. 

Several points are obvious from Table 23. Cotton is a very profit
able crop, whether grown as a single crop or in combination with wheat, 
soy beans and even a green manure crop. Cotton is profitable without 
irrigation and fertilization but is even more profitable under irrigation 
and with fertilization. 

Rice revenues will not cover the costs of pumped irrigation from 
wells butdo cover the cost of river irrigation. In addition, large production 
increases in rice would cause severe marketing problems as the market
ing analysis in the following section indicates. 

Soy beans is a profitable crop if markets can be found for pro
cessed livestock feed and providing edible-oil processing plants 
are
 
established.
 

Meat production from utilization of forage is unprofitable under 
all assumed conditions except under irrigation type 4 which involves 
gravity flow of water pumped from the river. One of the primary rea
sons is the high interest costs associated with financing the purchase 
of the animals. 

Wheat production is profitable under all assumed conditions except 
where no fertilizer is applied and water is pumped from wells. As 
might be expected, it more than pays for itself if double cropped with 
cotton, although it is not as profitable as soy beans when combined with 
cotton. Tie major advantage of wheat, as argued in the following sec
tion, is that presently no marketing problems exist, and none are fore
seen in the future. In addition, wheat is readily adaptable to winter 
growing conditions. 

Sugar cane revenues always cover production costs, including fer
tilizer and irrigation. A cautionary note is warranted, however. 
Transportation costs are relatively important in cane production (in 
our examples more than 50 percent of total variable costs) and vary a 
great deal depending on the location of cane production relativ_, to the 
location of the sugar factories. Where transportation costs are higher 
than average, profitability estimates overstate true profits. 



Table 23. Net Profit to Land, Family Labor and Management Under Various Irrigation Systems I-0 
Net Profit wo Irrigation Net Profit With Irrigation Net Profit With IrrigationW/O Fertilizer and Without Fertilizer and With Fertilizer 

Crop Irrigation System Irrigation System
Well Water River Water Well Water River Water 

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
Sprinkler Gravity Sprinkler Gravity Sprinkler Gravity Sprinkler Gravity
System Irrig. System Irrig. System Irrig. System Irrig. 

Cotton 1133 2221 2291 2716 3271 4723 4793 5218 5773 

Rice 
 137 -283 142 527 -- -78 347 732
 

Soya 
 535 877 912 1217 1582 1401 1436 1741 
 2106
 

Meat (pasture) 
 -286 -2259 -2299 -1344 -359 -1242 -1282 
 -327 658
 

Wheat 
 137 -129 -94 211 576 386 421 
 726 1091
 

Cane 
 708 628 663 1503 2458 1932 1967 
 2807 3762
 

Cotton-Wheat 1375 2216 2321 3051 3971 5232 5337 6067 
 6987 

Cotton-Soya 1531 2611 2716 3446 4366 5360 5465 6195 
 7115 

Cotton-Green Manure 329 327 597 1292 2212 2829 3099 3794 4714
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Internal Rates of Return 

The net profits reported in Table 23 are based on the present value 
system of calculation. All costs and returns are discounted at 15 per
cent interest and the net annual profits represent the return to irriga
tion investment. Another acceptable procedure for estimating rate of 
return on project investment is the Internal Rate of Return. This pro
cedure has the advantage of expressing rates of return as a percentage 
which can be compared with the rate of interest charged in the capital 
market. Projects which generate internal rates of return which are 
above the borrowing rate of interest may be judged feasible, while the 
opposite is true for projects yielding internal rates of return below the 
borrowing rate. The internal rate of return is defined as that rate of 
interest which makes the present value of the project net benefit stream 
equal to the fixed investment costs. 

Estimates of the internal rate of return were made for all single 
crop and double crop situations under the four irrigation systems anal
yzed. A summary is contained in Table 24. 

Table 24. 	 Internal Rates of Return for Selected Crop Under Various 
Irrigation Systems, Santa Cruz, 1972 

Irrigation System 

River WaterWell WaterCrop 
Sprinkler Surface Sprinkler Surface 

Percent Return Percent Return 

Cotton 50 >50 >50 >50 
Rice * * 15 50 
Soya 27 35 40 50 
Meat (pasture) <1 <1 9 40 
Wheat 16 20 26 >50 
Sugar Cane 20 26 30 >50 

Cotton, Wheat >50 >50 >50 >50 
Cotton, Soya >50 >50 >50 >50 
Cotton, Green Manure 50 >50 >50 >50 

< Denotes less than. 

>Denotes greater than. 

* Not estimated. 
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Estimates of fixed investment costs in this particular analysis 
presented some conceptual problems. Wells and river pumping plants 
were assumed to have a 15-year life, while well pumping plants and 
desilting and conveyance equipment had 10-year life expectations, and 
laterals and main lines 8 years. All fixed costs were standardized at 
15-year life expectancy in order to make them comparable with re
spect to time, which is required before internal rates of return can 
be calculated. 

The following adjustments were made: 

Investment cost with Investment cost 
10-year life 15-year equivalent 

Investment cost with Investment cost 
8-year life 15-year equivalent 

The effect of this adjustment was to purchase in terms of original in
vestment an increase in the time lives of all equipment to 15 years. 

Estimated internal rates of return (Table 24) equaled or exceeded 
the 15 percent interest-borrowing rate on all crops and irrigation sys
tems, except pasture (meat), for well water, sprinklers and surface 
irrigation, and river water sprinkler irrigation. Cotton showed the 
highest rates of return, equaling or exceeding 50 percent in all single 
or double crop situations. All cropping situations using surface river 
water had rates of return of 40 percent or above. 

Fixed costs used in the computations, annual benefits, annual 
costs, net benefits and internal -ates of return are shown for the four 
irrigation systems and the various crop and crop combinations in more 
detail in Table 25. 



Table 25. Fixed Costs Used in the Computations, Annual Benefits, Annual Costs, Net Benefit, and 
internal Rates of Return 

Annual Annual Annual
Jrrigation Fixed Direct Benefits Operating & Net Direct Internal
System Cost* Due to Project Maintenance Benefits Due to Rate of 

Investment" Cost Project Investment Return 

COTTON 
Sprinkler-Well $B8,940 $B5010 $B240 $B4770 >50%
Surface-Well 6,450 5010 380 4630 > 500/%Sprinkler-River 6,335 5010 145 4865 >50c 
Surface-River 2,135 5010 70 4940 > 50 

SOYA 
Sprinkler-Well $B5,930 $B1841 $B190 $B1651 27/c
Surface-Well 4, 290 1841 305 1536 350/
Sprinkler-River 4,180 1841 115 
 1726 40%0c
Surface-River 1,405 1841 65 1776 > 5006 

SUGAR CANE 
Sprinkler-Well $B14, 855 $B3729 $B540 $B3189 20% 
Surface-Well 10,755 3729 870 2859 26cSprinkler-River 10,515 3729 330 3399 30/
Surface-River 3,540 
 3729 
 170 3559 >50/c
 

*All fixed costs are standardized at a 15-year life equivalent. Project life for all benefits and costs
 
is 15 years.
 

**Calculated as net returns with project minus net returns without project. See individual crop bud
gets in Appendix A.
 

0 



Table 25. (Continued) 

Annual Annual Annual 
Irrigation Fixed Direct Benefits Operating & Net Direct Internal 
System Cost Due to Project Maintenance bIenefits Due to Rate of 

Investment* Cost Project Investment Return 

PASTURE (MEAT) 

Sprinkler-Well 
Surface-Well 

$B14,855 
10,755 

$B1659 
1659 

$B650 
1050 

$B 1009 
609 

<1.00/c 
<1.0% 

Sprinkler-River 10,515 1659 400 1259 9.00C 
Surface-River 3,540 1659 210 1449 40.% 

WHEAT 
Sprinkler-Well 
Surface-Well 

$B5,930 
4,290 

$B1224 
1224 

$B190 
305 

$B1034 
919 

16%01 
20% 

Sprinkler-River 
Surface-River 

4,180 
1,405 

1224 
1224 

115 
65 

1109 
1159 

26/ 
>50/c 

RICE 

Sprinkler-River 
Surface-River 

$B4,180 
1,405 

$B920 

920 
$B190 

120 
$B730 

730 
15/c 
50/c 

COTTON-WHEAT 

Sprinkler-Well 
Surface-Well 

$B8, 940 
6,450 

$B625Z 
6252 

$B430 
685 

$B5822 
5567 

>50Ol 
>50% 

Sprinkler-River 6,335 6252 260 5992 >50% 
Surface-River 2,135 6252 135 6117 >50% 

Calculated as net returns with project minus net returns without project. See individual crop bud
gets in Appendix A. 



Table 25. (Continued) 

Annual Annual Annual 
Irrigation Fixed Direct Benefits Operating & Net Direct Rate of 
System Cost Due to Project Maintenance Benefits Due to 

Investment* Cost Project Investment Return 

COTTON-SOYA 

Sprinkler-Well 
Surface-Well 

$B8, 940 
6,450 

$B6224 
6224 

$B430 
685 

$B5794 
5539 

>500/c 
>50% 

Sprinkler- Ri ver 
Surface-River 

6,335 
2, 135 

6224 
6224 

260 
135 

5964 
6089 

>500/c 
>50% 

COTTON-GREEN MANURE
 

Sprinkler-Well $B8, 940 $B5010 $B420 $B4590 50% 
Surface-Well 6,450 5010 605 4405 >500/c
Sprinkler-River 6,335 5010 245 4765 >50% 
Surface-River 2, 135 5010 120 4890 >50/c 

*Calculated as net returns with project minus net returns without project. See individual crop bud
gets in Appendix A. 
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MARKET ANALYSIS 

Cotton 

Bolivia is experiencing a real cotton boom in the Oriente. The area 
planted to cotton has increased very rapidly in recent years. In 1970-71 
the area planted was about 17, 000 Ha. One estimate of total production 
was 249, 000 qq. Of this amount, 81,000 qq were consumed in Bolivia, 
whereas 168,000 qq were exported. Most of these exports went to the 
Far East, to Japan and Australia (51 percent), but some cotton went to 
Western Europe (35 percent), Chile (8 percent), and Argentina (6 per
cent). The equivalent of nearly 3. 8 million dollars of foreign exchange 
was earned by cotton exports in 1970-71. 

It is reported that as much as 46,000 Ha were planted in 1971-72. 
Much of this area was formerly planted into sugar cane and rice. It 
must be evident that cotton production is profitable as our budgets show. 
This fantastic growth has occurred despite the locational disadvantage of 
Bolivia compared to many other cotton-producing areas. 

Even though Bolivia has smaller acreages in cotton than Brazil, Mexico, 
Argentina, Colombia, and Peru, her yields have been higher. The aver
age yield was about 15 qq per Ha and is one of the highest in the world. 
Because Bolivia produces such a small proportion of the world's cotton 
supply, however, it is almost certain that she faces a perfectly elastic 
demand curve at the world market price. This means she can greatly 
increase her exports without encountering a diminution in the cotton 
price. 

There were 7 cotton gins operating in Santa Cruz department in 1970-71 
with a capacity of 56. 6 bales per hour. Six new plants are to be added 
to handle the 1972 harvest. This capacity seems to be sufficient for an 
area of as much as 100,000 Ha. More expansion in capacity can be added 
as production increases and needs arise. 

Cotton is produced for its seed as well as fiber. Cotton seed is pro
cessed as edible oil and as cake for livestock feed. Processing and mar
keting of cottonseed oil are discussed in the section dealing with soy beans 
and edible oils. 

The publication from the Santa Cruz area Panorama lists four funda
mental problems for cotton growers. The first problem is the fact that 
seed, herbicides, insecticides, defoliants, and fertilizers must be im
ported and a heavy import tax is charged. (A 12 percent and valorem tax 
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is placed on seed and a hefty 27 percent on the other imported inputs.) 
This puts Bolivian farmers under a severe handicap in competition with 
other producers for the world market who do not have to pay such high 
rates. 

The second problem listed by Panorama is a plethora of bureaucratic
 
requirements. At least the farmers feel that the red tape of submitting
 
many forms in order to export is excessive and an impediment to devel
opment of the industry.
 

The third problem is the heavy freight rates that must be paid from the 
areas of production to the export port. A freight rebate (50 percent in 
1969 and 30 percent in 1970) is obtainable from the Ministry of Public 
Works and Communications, but again the red tape in getting it seems to 
be a problem. 

Finally, because of so few technically competent graders of cotton 
fiber in Bolivia, grading must be done outside the country and this is 
costly. Despite these problems, cotton production has flourished. So 
long as world demand exists, yields stay high in Bolivia, and the govern
ment encourages exports with reasonable policies, cotton will continue 
to be a very attractive crop and a mainstay of agricultural production in 
the Oriente. 

Sugar Cane
 

The domestic sugar industry has fallen on very hard times in Bolivia. 
In 1971 for the first time since 1963, Bolivia had to import large quanti
ties of sugar. In 1971 domestic production was 1,472, 558 qq. The pro
jected national consumption was 2, 550, 000 qq, leaving a required import
of 1,077,442 qq. About 800, 000 qq came from Brazil and $6 million to 
$6. 5 million of foreign exchange was needed to pay for the imported sugar. 

The situation in Santa Cruz has been called "serious" and "disastrous." 
In 1970, 35, 000 Ha were planted in cane and an average yield of 34 tons 
per Ha obtained. In 1971, only 33, 000 Ha were planted. CNECA (The 
National Commission for the Study of Cane and Sugar) reported average 
yields: 27 tons per Ha for the last 5 years and only 21 tons per Ha for 
1971. Much land, formerly planted in cane, went into cotton, which was 
more profitable. 

Several factors are responsible for the decline in the sugar industry. 
Unfavorable competition with cotton has already been mentioned. Of 
great importance is the drought which has afflicted the primary cane area 
just north of Santa Cruz. Cane production requires large amounts of 
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water. Rainfall shortages in the traditional cane areas has forced produc
tion farther north where annual rainfall is greater. But the high trans
port cost of moving cane to the mills from the more distant production 
areas has caught the farmers in a profit squeeze. 

The 1971 price was 73 pesos per ton with a minimum 12 percent sugar 
content. The lowest price over the last 10 years was 64 pesos for 12 per
cent sugar. Very recently the price has been raised to 80 pesos, and our 
budgets show cane to be the most profitable crop next to cotton. 

CNECA lists many problems faced by the sugar industry. Organiza
tional problems include: (1) small acreages on small farms predominate, 
(2) sugar cane plantings are dispersed and prevent efficient management, 
(3) producers are heterogeneous with respect to management ability, 
(4) cane prices are too low, and (5) transport costs are very high. On 
the technical side, (1) cane varieties are susceptible to disease, (2) there 
is often poor selection of soils for cane production, and (3) almost no 
land is irrigated and fertilized, both of which are badly needed. 

If these problems are surmounted, given the price rise, then some 
expansion in the sugar industry can be expected. Per capita consumption 
of sugar in Bolivia is among the lowest of all countries in the world. 
Many people removed from the market consumed almost no sugar, and 
many others consumed only small quantities as it is too costly for them 
to afford. In 1960 only 16. 08 kilos were consumed per capita. By 1970 
this figure had risen to 23. 68 kilos and is expected to be 32. 21 kilos by 
1980. Given the expected population of nearly 6 million, this would sug
gest a total consumption of 4, 132, 000 qq in 1980. 

There are two ways to look at this projected figure. It is true that 
almost a doubling of the present national quota could occur, and this sug
gests a substantial expansion in the industry. But on the other hand, 
many opportunities exist for increasing production. The more attractive 
price for growing cane, availability of cheap fertilizer, or an irrigation 
development could soon change the picture dramatically. Even the res
toration of normal rainfall levels will enhance production considerably. 

The world market in sugar is tightly controlled with the mass consump
tion economies like the United States protecting high-cost domestic pro
ducers with rigid import quotas. Bolivia has an American quota for 1972
1975 that permits her to export 6, 193 tons per year and earns about 1 
million dollars in foreign exchange. But most of Bolivia's neighbors are 
surplus producers. It is difficult to believe that Bolivia could increase 
the American quota substantially or increase exports to other nations in 
competition with other sugar-oriented countries like Brazil, Colombia, 
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and Ecuador. Bolivia is probably limited to the domestic market. 
And this market could easily be satiated under more favorable production 
conditions, just as it has been until the abnormal weather conditions of 
the recent past have taken their toll in reduced output. 

The conclusion is that even though Bolivia has milling capacity, sugar 
development does not offer bright prospects for profitable over-produc
tion as compared with other crops, but it should be at least good enough to 
cover the growing national consumption. 

Wheat 

Projected Consumption 

Personnel in the Ministry of Agriculture in Government of Bolivia (GOB) 
have intensively studied the wheat and flour situation in Bolivia and have 
embarked on a vigorous program to expand wheat production. Estimated 
national consumption of wheat and wheat products has been set at 264, 000 
metric tons for 1972 and 302, 000 metric tons in 1976. Annual consumption 
is projected to increase at about 3 percent per year, reflecting both popu
lation growth and increases in per capita consumption due to improving 
income levels and gradually shifting tastes toward wheat products. 

The crucial question for this study is how this domestic demand will 
be met from various supply sources: (1) domestic production, (2) impor
tation (under Public Law 480 loans and legal commercial transactions in 
wheat), and (3) contraband importations. 

Domestic Production 

The Ministry reported that 75, 000 Ha were planted to wheat in 1986,
 
76, 000 Ha in 1969, and 77, 500 in 1970. In 1971, however, the area har
vested fell off sharply to 59, 424 Ha due mainly to drought and hail. The 
area projected for 1972 is 66. 6 thousand Ha with a sharp increase to 77 
thousand in 1973, and 88 thousand in 1974 as the wheat program becomes 
more fully operative. An increase in average yields is projected also as 
more and more land area comes under the wheat program that is promot
ing improved varieties and fertilization. By 1974 the anticipated domes
tic production will be 75 thousand metric tons, and by 1976, 99 thousand 
metric tons. 

It is expected that domestic production will increase as a fraction of 
total consumption, reaching about one-third in 1976. In absolute terms, 
consumption is increasing at about 10 thousand metric tons per year, 
whereas domestic production is expected to increase in the ncighborhood 
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of 12 thousand tons per year for the next several years. This means that 
Bolivia must continue to import wheat and/or flour for many years in the 
future unless conditions change drastically. 

Imports 

It appears that GOB has decided that imports of wheat and flour are to 
be regarded as residual; i. e. , imports will be permitted to cover the 
differential between domestic production and consumption. This is a neces
sary policy if domestic wheat prices are to be protected in order to en
courage national production. If imports are not rigidly controlled in this 
fashion, the flour and wheat markets could be easily glutted and prices 
could not be maintained. 

Imports of flour, mainly under PL 480 from the United States, have 
not changed drastically over the past 10 years. The level was 102 thou
sand metric tons in 1961 ani 117 thousand in 1970. The lowest annual 
import of flour over this period was 94 thousand in 1962 and the highest 
128 thousand in 1967. Fluctuations in flour imports, however, were 
partially offset by wheat imports. In flour equivalents, the total imports 
for the period 1961 through 1970 were as follows: 

Thousand Metric Tons 

1961 105 
1962 110 
1963 117 
1964 100 
1965 120 
1966 119 
1967 148 
1968 133 
1969 140 
1970 151 

Total imports have had a tendency to increase to meet consumption 
needs but can be expected to level off and even slightly decline as domes
tic production increases. 

Contraband 

The great unknown, of course, is the amount of wheat and flour contra
banded into Bolivia, primarily from the South into the Tarija, Santa Cruz, 
and Potosi regions. So long as Bolivian flour prices are out of line with 
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those in Argentina and other countries, contraband will be a severe prob
lem. More could probably be done by GOB to prevent contraband or to 
make it more costly, but it is difficult to eradicate altogether when price
disparities make it profitable to move flour illegally. If Bolivian wheat 
and flour prices are held at present levels, however, problems of contra
band of wheat and flour should not increase in the future unless rest-of
the-world costs of production and prices fall. 

The conclusion is that a very substantial increase in domestic wheat 
and flour production that may arise from development in the Santa Cruz 
region cannot have great impact ondomestic prices in the nationas a whole 
so long as GOB policy forces imports to decline to offset any domestic
 
production increases. 
 Even if the area going into wheat by irrigation
 
development were to be as large as 
25, 000 Ha with yields reaching as high 
as 2. 5 metric tons per Ha, there still would be no market surpluses for
 
many years so long as importo were decreased commensurately.
 

Regional Impacts 

The impact of large production increases of wheat in the Santa Cruz
 
region, however, will be salutary to the economy of the region 
as a whole. 
Although some wheat is produced presently in the region, the acreage is 
small and there is no flour mill. The wheat which is grown for milling
must now be transported to Cochabamba and flour returned to the Santa
 
Cruz area.
 

An increase in regional production would probably make it profitable 
to establish flour mills in the Santa Cruz area. In fact, a new mill is 
already being planned and is expected to begin operation by October 1972. 
The capacity will be about 18, 000 metric tons annually which should be 
adequate for milling the wheat production of the area for several years. 
Private enterprise has shown no reluctance to construct new mills when 
needed, as apparently the profitability of milling is reasonably good com
pared to alternative investment opportunities. 

Strong demand for milling by-products exists in the Cochabamba area. 
Because of the availability of these by-products and other feed sources, 
a livestock feeding industry has been established that seems willing to 
take all available by-products at about 20 pesos per quintal. Dairy and 
poultry producers are the primary users and it is not likely, given the 
prices of dairy and poultry products in Bolivia, that these industries will 
decline in the future. 

The availability of cheap milling by-prcducts in the Santa Cruz region 
may stimulate feeding operations there alto. Cottonseed cake and the 
residues from crushing soya and peanuts for oil offer other possibilities. 
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Thus, favorable conditions are indicated for the marketing of wheat 
produced in the Santa Cruz region. Acreage expansion is somewhat limi
ted in the traditional wheat areas. If Bolivia is to become self-sufficient 
in wheat, the increase in production should be in the Oriente. The price 
can be easily maintained if imports are controlled. By-products can be 
profitably sold. The new mill will provide significant savings in trans
port cost. The future of wheat production, therefore, depends upon the 
basic profitability of producing wheat compared to other alternatives. 

Rice 

The rice industry of the agricultural sector has been highly volatile 
over the past decade. In the early 1960's the government's first attempt 
to support the price of rice and establish market controls resulted in an 
increase in the area planted to rice. Production quickly caught up w'th 
national consumption (1963) and the marketing board could not maintain 
the price. The industry has since encountered problems and some of the 
best rice land has been used to produce cotton and sugar cane, rice being 
produced principally on newly cleared areas. 

Approximately 82 percent of Bolivia's rice is produced in the Depart
ment of Santa Cruz by approximately 16, 000 producers. Production is
 
mainly on small farms under dryland conditions on new lands and with 
hand labor. Rice is also grown in the yungas of La Paz and Cochabamba 
and a small amount is produced under irrigation around Tarija. 

The Agricultural Bank has been charged with marketing of rice in the 
Santa Cruz area and is obligated to buy all that is produced at a price set 
in advance of the growing season each year. The producers receive 
from 65 to 78 pesos per qq depending on the variety and quality of rice. 
Rice must be transported to one of 27 mills in the area, and in addition 
to transportation costs, the bank charges a commission for handling the 
rice. The selling price for polished rice runs from 78 pesos to 108 pesos 
depending on variety and quality. 

In 1971 from 38-43, 000 Ha were harvested and the estimated produc
tion was 1, 580, 000 qq. The yield generally ranged from 30-40 qq/Ha of 
paddy rice. At the prices charged in the market, however, only 6 74,F96 qq 
were sold, leaving a surplus in stocks amounting to 44 percent of the 
total production. Most of this surplus is lower grade rice. The surplus
has created rather serious problems. Producers fear much lower prices 
in the future. 

It was anticipated that surplus rice could be exported. Both Chile and 
Peru have been importers for many years. But both Colombia and 
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Ecuador are exporters, and Bolivia cannot get more than the world price
for rice it sells to Chile and Peru. The GOB has required exporters of 
rice to pay 96 pesos per qq to obtain rice from the Agricultural Bank. 
This made exportation unprofitable with the result that there has been no 
official export. 

The price internally is 82 pesos. It is rumored that much contraband 
rice moved into Northern Chile (some $500, 000 worth) where the market 
price is 85 pesos. 

The confused marketing situation needs to be cleared up before rice
 
can be a viable crop in Bolivia. Farmers must havea price which is
 
attractive. 
 The domestic market could be readily saturated at consumer
 
prices which now exist. Some quantities of rice could be exported to
 
Chile and Peru, but the competition of Colombia and Ecuador will force
 
Bolivia to accept world market prices.
 

It seems that a better mechanism for marketing rice needs to be found. 
Perhaps the creation of another rice marketing board is a possibility. 

Some increases in domestic consumption can be expected. The per 
capita consumption was 6. 6 kg in 1969. It is projected that the total con
sumption will run from 32, 058 tons in 1969 to 49, 200 tons in 1975 and to 
62, 525 tons in 1985. Yield increases on land presently devoted to rice 
that may be expected from better management and fertilization could 
absorb most of these increases. It is concluded that prospects for profit
able rice production on a significant area under irrigation do not appear 
to be very favorable. 

Soy Beans
 

Production of most edible oil crops in Bolivia is currently in its 
infancy. The undeveloped state of the production situation makes analy
sSs of the situation somewhat hazardous in light of the unknowns which 
may lie ahead. It may be imprudent to be very optimistic about the possi
bilities of marketing increased production of these crops when current 
edible oil production (especially from soya) is being viewed byas a 
product of animal feed products, which are now in demand only for poul
try and livestock feeding. On the other hand, projections of edible oil 
needs both in Bolivia and neighboring countries, especially those allied 
in the Andean Common Market, foretell a definite demand which might
well be serviced by an increased production capability in the Santa Cruz 
region. When viewed overall, the potentials seem to exist for a signifi
cant increase in edible oil production in this region. 



Bolivia currently consumes between 6 and 7 million liters of refined
 
oil annually. Domestic factories, 2 in Cochabamba and a small one in
 
Santa Cruz, produce about 50 percent of the oil consumed. Most of the
 
remainder comes from Argentina. In 1968 alone nearly 5 million dol
lars of foreign exchange was spent for oils. As with wheat, contraband 
in edible oils is extensive and difficult to control. 

Much of the raw materials for the oil factories is also imported, mostly 
sunflower from Argentina. The following estimates have been made for 
1970: 

Tons 

1. 	 Imported refined vegetable oil 3,000 
2. 	 Imported crude vegetable oil 2,664 
3. 	 Total imported 5,664 
4. 	 Probable contraband 1,290 
5. 	 Domestically produced oil from cotton seed 610 
6. 	 Domestically produced oil from peanuts, soya
 

and sunflower 
 122 
7. 	 Total domestically produced oil 732 
8. 	 Refined oil from crude imports 2,478 
9. 	 Total oil refined in Bolivia 3,210 

10. Total consumption (1 + 4 + 7 + 8) 	 7,500 

In addition to the imports of vegetable oils in 1970 about 16, 000 tons of 
fats, mostly in the form of lard, were imported. Animal fats are very 
close substitutes for vegetable oils for many purposes, especially in 
cooking and baking. 

These facts clearly imply that a significant increase in cotton, soya, 
and other oil-crop acreage could occur without creating marketing prob
lems and downward pressure on prices so long as imports of oils and fats 
are 	controlled to reflect changes in domestic production. 

In 1970 estimated production of cotton seed was 8,800 tons, while soya 
production was about 550 tons. If it is assumed that 30 qq of cotton seed 
are produced per hectare and the yield in oil is 15 percent, then 4. 5 qq 
of oil could be produced per hectare. Thus, if all the 1970 consumption 
of oils and fats were met from cotton seed production (which it wouldn't 
be, of course), nearly 129, 250 hectares of cotton would be required. 

Alternatively, assuming soya yields 30 percent oil and the per hec
tare yield of soya is 35 qq, it would require 49, 000 hectares to meet the 
total national demand for fats and oils. 
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These figures are only illustrative. No doubt other sources of vege
table oils and fats will be found. But it must be obvious that a very large
 
expansion indeed ca- take place in acreage of cotton and oil seeds before
 
national self-sufficie,,.cy can be achieved in edible oils and fats.
 

Large acreage increases would require new plants to process oil. Plans
 
are already underway to construct processing plants in the Santa Cruz
 
area. 
 CBF (La Corporacion Bolivianade Fomento) is planning a factory to
 
process soya and cotton seed. This plant will have an annual capacity of
 
producing 10, 000 tons of oil from soya and cotton seed, 24, 000 tons of
 
flour and cake from soya, and 13, 000 tons of cotton seed cake. The plants, 
when in production, should have enough capacity to handle local production 
for many years. 

In addition, a Japanese firm has offered to construct a plant for the 
cotton growers to process crude oil and cake from cotton seed. This 
plant could process 150-200 tons of cotton seed per day. It is planned to 
export most of the cake to Japan where a large market exists. The crude 
oil would be taken to Cochabamba for refining. 

If one or both of these plants is constructed as planned, the future of 
both cotton and soya will be greatly enhanced. A large acreage increase 
in cotton and soya and the construction of local processing factories could 
provide an impetus to livestock feeding in Bolivia. In fact, the parallel 
development of a livestock economy with the increased production of cot
ton and oil seeds seems absolutely essential. Otherwise, Bolivia must 
look to exports to market the cake made from these products. In 1968 
Bolivia imported $488, 757 worth of feed supplements, so there is undoubt
edly some local demand, most of it in the Cochabamba area. But if there 
were simultaneous increases in wheat, soya and cotton acreages, the 
present market for livestock feed would likely be glutted. Given this 
situation, the potential export markets in other Andean countries, such as 
Chile and Peru, and Europe as wellas Japan would have to be successfully 
developed. 

Meat 

The market potentials for beef meat production in the Santa Cruz 
region appear to be excellent for any reasonable quantity of projected 
production increase. The region has been recommended in various stud
ies as having potential for finishing beef animals, especially for export 
to Northern Chile and Peru. Studies dating back to 1965 have been con
sistent in this recommendation. These studies have also been consis
tent in their positive outlook with respect to the potential for export mar
ket sales. 

http:self-sufficie,,.cy
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Current market conditions continue to provide the same basis for 
optimism for export marketing of meat from the region. Bolivian expor
tations to the Northern Chilean cities of Arica and Antofagasta have in
creased in recent years and are now estimated to represent about 25 per
cent of the internal demand of those cities. The total demand for the 
cities is estimated to be 2, 000 tons monthly. Total exports to Chile in 
1971 have been estimated at 15, 921 tons. Prices in Chile have been re
ported at $860 per ton. Markets have also been opened in Lima, Peru, 
although optimism for potentials is less strong in some respects. Govern
ment control of purchases and somewhat lower prices ($700/ton) contri
bute to the short run problems. However, the long-run potentials for 
supplying meat to a nation which historically imports meat continues to 
be favorable. Furthermore the price levels currently being quoted in 
both Chile and Peru offer considerable economic advantages and incen
tives when compared with the $400-$500/ton prices obtainable from domes
tic sale in Bolivia. It is estimated that in 1980 the northern Chile and Lima 
markets will require the importation of more than 120, 000 tons of meat. 

The region of Santa Cruz has slaughtering facilities at 2 sites which 
are sufficient to handle reasonable increases in quantities of meat. The 
slaughterhouse at Santa Cruz has a capacity of 300 head/day. Air trans
port facilities are also available in the region to facilitate air movement
 
for export. 

The domestic consumption levels of meat products in Bolivia also 
represent significant outlets for increased meat production. The per 
capita consumption of meat in Bolivia is 152 gr/week, and 392 gr/week 
in Santa Cruz. This gives an idea of the market potential. It is well 
known that the internal market is generally restricted to the urban areas 
of the country (36 percent of the total consumption). So the inclusion of 
the rural areas within the national market seems likely in time and 
should provide positive pressures for an increasing total national mar
ket. Historically, Bolivia has been a net importer of meat products, a 
fact which lends additional support to the existence of local markets to 
handle increased production. The lack of efficient marketing facilities 
likely influences the local consumption of meat products. Expectations 
of improvement in this system must be viewed as having a potentially 
positive influence on future consumption. However, the lack of storage 
facilities to serve as a vehicle for stabilizing the supplies coming to mar
ket can have significant short-run effects on meat prices. Market "gluts" 
brought by high seasonal market volumes have been observed on occa
sion in local urban markets with the associated pressures to lower prices. 

There is a shortage of substantial quantitative national data to pro
vide a basis for a more precise analysis of the meat market potentials. 
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However, based on the evidence available at the moment, the outlook for 
meat sales from the project area seems excellent. Prices have been 
fairly stable in recent years, ranging from $B.2. 50/kg to $B 3.00/kg 
live weight. Furthermore, the anticipated production from the project 
area should not be of sufficient volume to materially influence the national 
supply and may well be absorbed within existing markets (both import 
and export) without showing a perceptible impact on existing prices. The 
meat producers presently are asking for a raise in the meat price in 
order to be able to overcome the actual cost of production. 
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LONG RANGE DEVELOPMENT 

The soils of the eastern plains are generally of good quality for agri
cultural development. Large variations are encountered with respect 
to texture, microrelief, drainage, flood hazard and native vegetation. 
All of these have significance with respect to costs of development and 
possible benefits. 

The plains area of the departments of Santa Cruz and Beni, extending 
over more than 30 million hectares of quaternary flood plain alluvium, 
comprise one of the world's largest relatively undeveloped agricultural 
potentials. In the area near Santa Cruz agricultural development is 
rapidly expanding. In the Department of Beni development is less rapid. 
Major deterrents are flood hazard and inadequacy of transportation facili
ties. Assuming favorable governmental policies the plains area could be 
expected to demonstrate a substantial increase in production. Favorable 
policies include those that influence the development of the necessary 
infrastructure including transportation, power, flood control, facilities 
for education and necessary institutions. 

Damsite and reservoir conditions appear excellent for control of the 
flows of the Rio Grande, Rio Parapeti and the Rio Beni. Construction at 
these sites should provide large blocks of low cost electrical energy as 
well as storage for irrigation and flood control. Possibly power could 
largely pay the costs of these developments thereby greatly increasing the 
feasibility of irrigation and flood control. 

Large portions of the plains are of lowered productivity as a result 
of poor drainage and/or high water table conditions. The control of flood
ing and increased irrigation development through the use of ground water 
should provide large benefits through improved drainage conditions. 
Flood control will make road construction more feasible and economical 
throughout important areas in the Department of Beni. 

The total agricultural potential of the eastern plains is so great that 
a too rapid development could have a major adverse effect on world mar
kets through the production of large surpluses. Therefore any major 
development program needs to be based upon a careful analysis of both 
internal and world market demand and elasticity. 

Since development of this magnitude has not been previously planned 
in Bolivia, it would seem logical that some level of consulting or inter
national agency assistance be obtained to provide technical guidance in 
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the investigation required for a major development. An engineer with 
broad planning experience could develop details required for initial inves
tigations and for the training of Bolivian engineers and other personnel. 

First steps suggested in evaluating the land and water resource poten
tial should include the following: 

1. A rapid and rough semi-reconnaissance land classification of the 
plains area defining the quality of the soils for irrigation and other agri
cultural development. 

2. Creation of a stream gauging station network adequate to define 
main stream run off, minimum and base flows and maximum or flood 
discharge for the principal rivers of the eastern plains. 

3. Improvement of the meteorologic network in order to further 
define the climatic conditions of the area. 

4. A rough overall evaluation designed to establish priorities and to 
identify the most desirable projects or sectors for more detailed investi
gation. 

5. A geologic and engineering inspection of the possible damsites 
in order to define the studies required to determine engineering feasi
bility of constructing major dams. 

A second step in investigations might include the following: 

1. A review of the needs for roads and other transportation in order 
to open up better areas for development and/or settlement. A map inspec
tion indicates that it would not be too difficult to connect the Santa Cruz -
Yacuiba railroad with the system of the Altiplano that serves Monteagudo. 
It is reported that studies have been made relative to a possible 300 kilo
meter connection, Bellavista - Florida, and that the terrain does not pre
sent difficult construction conditions. It is recommended that this study 
be reviewed and compared with a possible connection at Monteagudo. 

2. Preparation of prefeasibility studies of those land and water re
source development possibilities found in the initial phase to be most 
promising. 

3. Creation of an institution or institutions to carry out studies and 
to execute development programs of a major scale. 
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4. Establishment of training programs and extension-type assist
ance to prepare technicians for improved planning and for improved
assistance to farmers and others engaged in developing the resources 
of the area. 

5. Improvement of current agricultural research programs so as 
to provide a more accurate analysis of the effects of irrigation, fertili
zation and other practices upon the yields of those crops considered to 
be of economic importance in the area. 
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APPENDIX A 

COSTS OF FARM PRODUCTION 

The budgeting procedures used in this section provides a systema
tic means of outlining the characteristic farm practices used in the cul
tivation of each crop and the input levels, both physical and economic, 
related to each. Estimates are made for each of the 6 crops included in 
the study based on the projected yields shown in Table 21, and for cotton 
double-cropped with wheat, soybeans and green manure. 

The data were collected without the benefit of formal survey techni
ques. Available secondary data and previously completed product studies 
were reviewed. Data sources include governmental agencies in Santa 
Cruz and La Paz, technicians from the British Mission in Santa Cruz, 
the Saavedra Experiment Station and the Utah State University Contract 
Team. Several private firms concerned with the marketing and produc
tion of the crops were contacted. Finally, contact was made with sev
eral knowledgeable producers who provided information intended to give 
the most realistic confirmation of production input units and costs possi
ble. However, it should be clearly recognized that the production bud
gets developed herein attempt to be representative in an area where 
considerable variation exists in production costs, production technology,
farm size and individual management abilities. Wherever we encountered 
significant differences of opinion on costs, our inclination was to take the 
higher-cost figure so our estimates of profitability would be conservative. 

The crop production cost estimates are calculated on a per hectare 
rather than a per farm basis. This was considered to be a more useful 
approach in the face of limited data on farm production, organization, 
and size. Cost estimates developed on a per hectare basis disregard the 
issue of economies of scale or farm size which may be important as 
mechanization occurs in the Santa Cruz area. However, no data are 
available on economies of scale. Custom work rates are used innearly
all cases where mechanized farm practices are involved. This procedure 
eliminates the need to deal with individual farm machinery costs, and 
amortization of capital costs, which are the primary sources of econo
mies of scale. As long as custom rates are the same per hectare for any 
size of farm, economies of farm size are not relevant. It should be 
kept in mind, however, that this type of costing procedure likely overstates 
the costs for large efficient farms and may slightly understate them for 
small inefficient farms. 
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One of the critical factors affecting net income is the assumed price 
level which will prevail during the years of cost amortization. The price 
level used should reflect the anticipated long-term supply and demand 
relationships. Obviously, if the intended program is successful, increased 
amounts of production will come to the marketplace. Unless concurrent 
demand shifts occur, the increased supply will cause a downward mov
ment in product prices. The degree to which this will occur depends on 
the price elasticity of the demand curve. Since no reliable data are avail
able in Bolivia relative to either the expected long-run supply and demand 
situation or the price elasticity of demand, current prices are used to 
represent the prices anticipated with the project. (The exceptional case 
of cotton will be discussed later. ) 

Important also in determination of the price level is not only the 
absolute level of the price received by farmers but also the level of the 
product price relative to the price paid by farmers for capital and labor 
and other inputs. While not well-documented for the Santa Cruz region, 
some unfavorable balances exist with respect to prices paid by farmers; 
i.e., the high costs of fertilizer, machinery, etc. It is unlikely that this 
imbalance will continue in the long run and any changes should favor the 
farmer's profit position. Therefore, in the absence of reliable predic
tions of future relationships between factor and product price relation
ships, prices for relatively recent periods are used as the more appro
priate representation of projected conditions. The market potential 
section in the main body of this report should be used to either support 
or temper the product price assumptions. 

Input prices are assumed to be as reported by the various sources 
contacted. Interest rates are set at 15 percent per year to reflect the 
current market rates in the area and the opportunity cost of capital in the 
Bolivian economy. Farm wage rates and seed rates and costs are also 
set at current levels as reported by the data sources used. 

The method used in this study for showing profitability of investment 
is the present-value method. All investment costs in irrigation develop
ment are annualized by amortizing these costs at 15 percent, the assumed 
optimal social rate of discount. The difference between annualized costs 
and returns (which are already annual) is annual profit, which represents 
an annual return to investment and other uncosted factors of production 
owned by the farm family. 

An alternative method for showing profitability, the internal rate of 
return, is also used. The calculations are presented in tabular form in 
the text (Crop Yields, Production Costs and Profits). 
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Individual Crop Production Costs and Revenues 

Estimates of individual crop production costs and revenues are pre
sented in Tables l(a) through 9(c). The use of (a), (b), and (c) table 
designations denotes the three combinations of water and fertilizer 
assumed in the study. (a) denotes the production situation without suffi
cient water and no fertilizer. In general, this represents the current 
situation. (b) is the situation with sufficient water and no fertilizer, (c) 
represents production with both sufficient water and fertilizer. 

After clearing the trees, yields are usually fairly good for a period 
of 4 or 5 years. Sustained high yields under irrigation reqiiire adequate 
levels of fertilization, however. Therefore, irrigaLion without fertiliza
tion is not recommended. 

An explanation of a few general items in the budgets may prove use
ful. Firat, no costs are included in any of the budgets for land clear
ing. It is assumed that all land is cleared and ready for seed prepara
tion. However, land preparation costs are included at $B 450 per hectare 
for all classes of crop production. 

In all budgets, interest on operating capital is assessed on the same 
basis, one-half of the total variable cost for 6 months at 15 percent 
annual rate of interest. Also, in all budgets an assessment is made for 
depreciation and repairs of tools, sheds, etc. These figures are some
what arbitrary. 

There is evidence that fertilizer prices have declined in recent 
months, from about 100 pesos per bag to 60 pesos. Our budgets use this 
new lower price. 

Relative to the individual crops, the following comments may clarify 
and/or make the estimates more meaningful. 

Rice 

Total revenue figures are based only on the Dorado variety of rice. 
This variety yields about 70 percent hulled rice and a current price of 
$B 82. 50. It is not a variety of sufficient quality for general export mar
keting, although some quantities are exported. Blue Bonnet variety is 
the better quality for export but reportedly yields only 55 percent hulled 
rice. Its present price is somewhat higher at $84/qq. Rice producers 
are also reportedly assessed $3. 0/qq for association membership fees. 
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Cotton 

A critical item in the analysis of cotton is. the price paid to farmers.
 
Current prices are being quoted from $B 350 to $B 
 450 per qq. It is re
ported that Japanese firms are currently willing to sign 5-year forward 
contracts at $3 3 - 3 5/qq. This situation is viewed by many as temporary. 
The long-run price is estimated somewhat below current prices. The 
price is of $B 300/qq is the one that is currently being used by the 
Banco Agricola in loaning procedures. This price, however, under
states the likely present-day profitability of cotton. A price of $B 350 is 
used in the budgets. 

Harvesting of cotton at $B 45/qq is assumed to be by hand. 

Wheat 

Transportation is one of the more critical items related to the wheat 
production costs. The budgets reflect the farm-to-mill cost of $B 3. O/qq 
which will prevail with the opening of a flour mill in Santa Cruz. The 
mill will reportedly open in October of this year. In the absence of this 
mill, transportation costs should be assessed at $B 10/qq for movement 
of wheat to Cochabamba. 

Sugar Cane 

As with wheat, sugar cane is likewise burdened by high transporta
tion costs from the farm to the mill. The movement of traditional produc
tion areas northward away from the processing plants has precipitated 
the transportation problem. Transportation costs represent approxi
mately 50 to 55 percent of the total costs of production. These costs 
are based on an average of $B 25/ton. 

The average cost depends on the distribution of farmers in relation 
to the processing plants. No data were available to assist in refining this 
estimate. However, the average cost per ton is below that reported by 
CNECA (Comision Nacional de Estudio de la Cana y del Azucar) ($B 38/ton)
in their annual reports of 1967 through 1971. It is also less than the rates 
quoted by CNECA for cane movement from various distance zcnes to the 
3 processing plants as follows: 

Distance Transportation Cost 

65 kilometers $B 40/ton 
95 kilometers $B 45/ton 
120 kilometers $B 50/ton 
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The cane prices used are based on 12 percent sugar content. In 
recent years, prices have been fairly consistent for this sugar level. 
However, in view of the deteriorating profit position of cane producers, 
much of which is attributable to the transportation problem, the Bolivian 
government has granted a request to increase the price paid to farmers 
for cane to $B 90/ton. 

Pastures (Meat) 

Obviously, pasture production can be transformed into several pro
duct forms such as meat and milk. Also, meat production can be 
realized under various forms of production organization ranging from 
cow-calf operations to a type involving the purchase and finishing of meat 
animals. This question has been discussed at length with several knowledge
able people in the Santa Cruz region. There is a high degree of consis
tency of opinion that the project area designated for this study is best 
adapted for cattle finishing. The expansive land requirements for larger 
cow-calf operations are not compatible with the higher land prices found 
in the project area. Most technicians agree that larger operations should 
and will develop in the outer regions where extensive type management 
can be practiced. Furthermore, the potential use of pasture as an ero
sion control agent to reduce wind damage also supports the potential of 
pastures for finishing operations. Pasture used for erosion control will 
be variable in size and likely not of sufficient magnitude to constitute an 
economically sound cow-calf operation. Farmers using pasture for ero
sion control will likely seek opportunities to utilize the pasture resource 
as a secondary production source which is compatible with erosion pre
vention. These factors are responsible for the assumption of a calf
finishing operation for pasture production in the project area. 

The without irrigation and fertilizer situation developed in Table 
6(a) is based on the use of native pastures. The carrying capacity of 
7. 5 animal units for each of 2 groups of animals per year reflects the 
practices and range productivity reported by knowledgeable people in 
the Santa Cruz area. The economic results of this situation are also 
consistent with comments made during interviews. Ranchers using native 
pastures are said to be unable to consistently make a profit. The budget 
analysis suggests that the total revenue of $B 178 per hectare exceeds 
the variable costs of operation ($b 176. 4/hectare) but does not meet the 
fixed cost obligations of the rancher. Covering variable costs does 
logically permit continuation of operations in the short run. But in the 
long run, all production costs must be met if operations are to continue. 
The implications are clear. If such economic relationships persist, calf
finishing operations in Santa Cruz will cease in time. The adoption of 
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improved pastures and the presence of higher-use capacities associated 
with these pastures seems to be a logical pattern for development of meat 
production (via pasture) in Santa Cruz. 

The price assumption of $B 2. 70/kg live weight may be viewed as 
conservative. This price is reported to be the "normal" price paid dur
ing the past 5 years. Reports of prices of $3. 0/kg were common. In view 
of the mounting demands for meat in Chile, Peru, etc., this price seems 
well within the long-run possibilities. 

Net Profits to Land, Family Labor and Management 

Net profits per hectare are described in Table 23 in the body of the 
report itself. 
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Table Ia. Rice - Per hectare costs, revenues and profits - without irrigation 
and without fertilizer 

VARIABLE COSTS 	 $b. HECTARE
 

(I) Land preparation 	 450.
 

(2) Seed: 40 Kilos at $b. 2. 	 80.
 

(3) Seeding: I hour tractor 	 50.
 

(4) Weeding: Manual at $b. 80. 	 240.
 

(5) Harvesting: Combine 0.7 Hr/hectare $b. 100./hr 	 70.
 

(6) Insecticides: including labor (2 applications) 	 80.
 

(7) Drying - Bagging: 2 man days at $b. 12. 	 24.
 

(8) Transportation: Field to farm 10.
 

Farm to mill at $b. 2./88 (25 qq.) 50.
 

(9) Hull Rice: $b. 4./qq. 	 100.
 

(10) 	 Depreciation: Buildings, tools 19.
 

(II) 	Repairs: Buildings, tools 12.
 

(12) 	 Membership fees - Contributions at $b. 3./qq. 75.
 

Total 	Variable Costs------ $b.1.260.
 

(13) 	 Interest costs on operating capital (1/2 Total Variable
 
cost for 6 months at 15%) 47.
 

Total Annual Costs---------$b.I.307.
 

Total Revenue: $b. 82.50/qq. for 17.5 qq. Hulled Rice* $b.I.444
 

Annual Return to Land, Family Labor and Management $b. 137.
 

*Based on 70% of hulled rice.
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Table lb. 	 Rice - Per hectare costs, revenues and profits - with Irrigation, 
without fertilizer. 

VARIABLE COSTS 	 $b. HECTARE
 

(I) Land preparation 	 450.
 

(2) Seed: 40 Kilos at $b.2. 	 80.
 

(3) Seeding: I hour tractor at $b.50. 	 50.
 

(4) Weeding: 3 at $b.80. 	 240.
 

(5) Harvesting: Combine 0.8 hrs/hectare at $b.l00./hr 	 80.
 

(6) Insecticides: (including labor - 2 applications) 	 80.
 

(7) Drying - Bagging: 2 man days at $b.12. 	 24.
 

(8) Transportation: Field to farm 10.
 

Farm to mill at $b.2./qq. (40 qq.) 80.
 

(9) Hull Rice: at $b.4./qq. 	 160.
 

(10) 	 Depreciation: tools, sheds, etc. 19.
 

(II) 	Repairs: tools, sheds, etc. 12.
 

(12) 	 Membership fees and contributions at $b.3./qq. 120.
 

Total 	Variable Costs---------- $b.1.405.
 

(13) 	 Interest on operating capital (1/2 of operating
 
capital for 6 months at 15%) 53.
 

Total Annual Cost--------------$b.1.458.
 

Total Revenue: $b.82.50/qq. for 28 qq. Hulled Rice $b.2.310.
 

(14) 	 Gross Annual Return to Water, Land, Family Labor
 
and Management $b. 852.
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Table lb. Continued 

VARIABLES $b. HECTARE 

NET RETURNS TO 
LAND, FAMILY LABOR 
AND MANAGEMENT 

(15) Annual Irrigation Cost -
Surface from well $b.1.135 .$b. 283. 

Annual Irrigation Cost -
Sprinkler from river 

Annual Irrigation Cost -
Surface from river 

710. 

325. 

142. 

527. 

*Based on 70% yield of hulled rice. 
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Table Ic. Rice - Per hectare costs, revenues and profits - with irrigation and 
fertilizer 

VARIABLE COSTS 	 $b. HECTARE
 

(I) Land preparation 	 450.
 

(2) Seed: 40 kilos at $b.2. 	 80.
 

(3) Seeding 	 50.
 

(4) Weeding: 3 at $b.80. 	 240.
 

(5) Harvesting: I hr/hectare at $b.l00./hr 	 100.
 

(6) Fertilizer: 4 bags at $b.60. each 	 240.
 

(7) Insecticides: (including labor) 	 80.
 

(8) Drying - Bagging: 2 1/2 man days at $b.12. 	 30.
 

(9) 	Transportation: Field to farm 15.
 

Farm to mill at $b.2./qq. (50 qq.) 100.
 

(10) 	 Hull Rice: at $b. 4./qq. 200.
 

(II) 	Depreciation: tools, sheds, etc. 19.
 

(12) Repairs: tools, 	sheds, etc. 12.
 

(13) Membership fees 	and contributions at $b.3./qq. 150.
 

Total 	Variable Costs----------- $b.1.766.
 

(14) 	 Interest on operating capital (1/2 of total variable
 
costs for 6 months at 15%) 66.
 

Total Annual Cost-------------- $b.1.832.
 

Total Revenue: $b.82.50/qq. for 35 qq. Hulled Rice* $b.2.889.
 

(15) 	 Gross Annual Return to Water, Land, Family Labor
 
and Management $b.1.057.
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Table Ic. Continued 

VARIABLE COSTS $b. HECTARE 

NET RETURNS TO LAND, 
FAMILY LABOR AND 

MANAGEMENT 

(16) Annual Irrigation Cost -
Surface from well 1.135. 78. 

Annual Irrigation Cost -
Sprinkler from river 

Annual Irrigation Cost -
Surface from river 

710. 

325. 

347. 

732. 

*Based on 70% yield of hulled rice. 
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Table 2a. 	 Soya - Per hectare costs, revenues and profits - without Irrigation
 
and without fertilizer
 

VARIABLE COSTS 
 $b. HECTARE
 

(I) Land preparation 
 450.
 

(2) Seed: 3 arrabas ( 3 arr = 75#) at $b.18. 
 54.
 

(3) Seeding: I hour tractor at $b.50. 
 50.
 

(4) Weeding: 2 manual at $b.80. 
 160.
 

(5) Insecticides: Foledol Ekatin (including application) 	 55.
 

(6) Harvesting: 
 Combine 0.7 hrs/hectare at $b.l00./hr. 	 70.
 

(7) Transportation: Field to farm 
 10.
 

Farm to mill at $b.2./qq. (25 qq.) 	 50.
 

(8) Depreciation: Tools, sheds, etc. 
 19.
 

(9) Repairs: Tools, sheds, etc. 
 12.
 

Total 	Variable Costs--------- $b. 930.
 

(10) 	 Interest on operating capital (1/2 total variable costs
 
for 6 months at 15%) 
 35.
 

Total Annual Cost------------$b. 965.
 

Total Revenue: $b.60. for 25 qq./hectare $b.1.500.
 

Annual Return to Land, Family Labor and Management $b. 535.
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Table 2b. 	 Soya - Per hectare costs, revenues and profits - with irrigation and
 
without fertilizer
 

NET RETURNS TO
 

LAND, FAMILY LABOR
 
VARIABLE COSTS $b. HECTARE AND MANAGEMENT
 

(I) Preparation of 	land 450.
 

(2) 	Seed: 3 arrabas at $b.18.
 
(3 arrabas = 75 pounds) 54.
 

(3) Seeding: I hour at $b.50. 	 50.
 

(4) Weeding: 2 manual at $b.80. 	 160.
 

(5) 	Insecticides: Folidol Ekatin (including
 

application) 55.
 

(6) 	Harvesting: Combining 0.8 hrs/hectare
 
at $b.lOO./hr 80.
 

(7) Transportation: Field to farm 	 15.
 

Farm to mill at $b.2./qq
 

(48 qq.) 96.
 

(8) Depreciation: 	 Tools, sheds, etc. 19.
 

(9) Repairs: Tools, sheds, etc. 	 12.
 

Total 	Variable Costs---------- $b. 991.
 

(10) 	 Interest costs on operating capital
 
(1/2 Variable Costs for 6 months at 15%) 37.
 

Total Annual Cost------------- $b.1.028. 

Total Revenue: $b.60./qq. for 48.qq/ha $b.2.880. 

(II) Gross Annual Returns to Water, Land, 
Family Labor and Management $b.1.852. 

(12) Annual Irrigation Cost -
Sprinkler from well 975. 877. 

Surface from well 940. 912. 

Sprinkler from river 635. 1.217. 

Surface from river 270. 1.582. 
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Table 2c. 	Soya - Per hectare costs, revenues and profits - with irrigation and
 
with fertilizer
 

NET RETURNS TO
 
LAND, FAMILY LABOR
 

VARIABLE COSTS $b. HECTARE AND MANAGEMENT
 

(I) Preparation of 	land 450.
 

(2) 	Seed: 3 arrabas at $b.18.
 

(3 arrabas = 75 pounds) 54.
 

(3) Seeding: I hour at $b.50. 	 50.
 

(4) Fertilizer: 4 	bags at $b.60. 240.
 

(5) Weeding: 2 manual at $b.80. 	 160.
 

(6) 	Insecticides: Folidol Ekatin (including
 
application) 55.
 

(7) Harvesting: Combining 1.0 hr/ha at $b.l00./hr 100.
 

(8) Transportation: Field to farm 


Farm to mill 	at $b.2./qq.
 
(60 qq.) 


(9) Depreciation: 	 Tools, sheds, etc. 


(10) 	 Repairs: Tools, sheds, etc. 


Total 	Variable Costs------


(II) 	Interest costs on operating capital
 
(1/2 of operating costs for 6 months at
 
15%) 


Total 	Annual Cost--------


Total Revenue: $b.60./qq. for 60 qq./ha 


(12) 	 Gross Total Annual Return to Water, Land,
 
Family Labor and Management 


(13) 	 Annual irrigation Cost --

Sprinkler from well 

Surface from well 

Sprinkler from river 

Surfare from river 


20. 

120. 

19. 

12. 

$b.1.180. 

44. 

$b.1.224. 

$b.3.600 

$b.2.376. 

975. 1.401. 
940. 1.436. 
635. 1.741. 
270. 2.106. 
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Table 3a. 	 Cotton - Per hectare costs, revenues and profits - without irrigation 
and without fertilizer 

VARIABLE COSTS 	 $b. HECTARE
 

(I) Land Preparation 	 450.
 

(2) Seed: 33 lbs. at $b.4. 	 132.
 

(3) Planting 	 80.
 

(4) Cultivation 	 50.
 

(5) Weeding: 3 manual at $h.80. 	 240.
 

(6) Herbicides: one application 	 200.
 

(7) Insecticides: material 	 330.
 

(8) Harvesting: $b.45./qq. at II qq./hectare 	 495.
 

(9) Insecticides: Application, 10 by air at $b.15. ea 	 150.
 

(10) 	 Other General Costs: sacks, etc. 200.
 

(II) 	Transportation 88.
 

(12) 	 Depreciation: Tools, sheds, etc. 19.
 

(13) 	 Repairs: Tools, sheds, etc. 12.
 

(14) 	 Ginning: $b.35. qq. at II qq. hectare 385.
 

Total 	Variable Costs-------------- $b.2.831.
 

(15) 	 Interest costs on operating capital
 
(1/2 Total Variable Costs for 6 months at 15%) 106.
 

Total Annual Costs--------------- $b.2.937.
 

Revenue: $b.350./qq. at II qq./hectare, fiber $b.3.850.
 

$b.l0./qq. at 22 qq./hectare, cotton seed 220.
 

Total Revenue -------------------- $b.4.070.
 

Annual Return to Land, Family Labor and Management $b.I.133.
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Table 3b. 	 Cotton - Per hectare costs, revenues and profits - with Irrigation and
 
without fertilizer
 

NET RETURNS TO
 
LAND, FAMILY LABOR
 

VARIABLE COSTS 	 $b. HECTARE 
 AND MANAGEMENT
 

(I) Land Preparation 	 450.
 

(2) Seed: 	33 lbs. at $b.4.0 132.
 

(3) Planting 	 80.
 

(4) Cultivation 	 50.
 

(5) Weeding: 3 manual at $b.80. 	 240.
 

(6) Herbicides: 	 I application 200.
 

(7) Pesticides: 	 materials 330.
 

(8) Insecticides: 10 applications by air at $b.15. 150.
 

(9) Harvesting: 	 $b.45.0/qq. at 20 qq./ha 900.
 

(10) 	 Other General Costs: sacks, etc. 200.
 

(II) 	Transportation 160.
 

(12) 	 Depreciation: Tools, sheds, etc. 19.
 

(13) 	 Repairs: Tools, sheds, etc. 12.
 

(14) 	 Ginning: $b.35./qq. at 20 qq. 700.
 

Total Variable Costs---------- $b.3.623.
 

(15) 	 Interest cost on operating capital
 
(1/2 total variable costs for 6 months
 
at 15%) 136.
 

Total 	Annual Cost------------- $b.3.759.
 

Total Revenue: 	 $b.350./qq. at 20 qq./ha,
 
fiber 7.000
 
$b.lO./qq. at 40 qq./ha,
 
cotton seed 400.
 

Total 	Revenue---------------- $b.7.400.
 

(16) 	 Gross Annual Return to Water, Land, Family
 
Labor and Management $b.3.641.
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Table 3b. Continued 

VARIABLE COSTS $b. HECTARE 

NET RETURNS TO 
LAND, FAMILY LABOR 
AND MANAGEMENT 

(17) Annual Irrigation Cost --

Sprinkler from well 

Surface from well 

Sprinkler from river 

Surface from river 

1.420. 

1.350. 

925. 

370. 

2.221. 

2.291. 

2.716. 

3.271. 
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Table 3c. Cotton - Per hectare costs, revenues and profits - with irrigation and
 
with fertilizer
 

VARIABLE COSTS 	 $b.HECTARE 


(I) Land Preparation 450. 

(2) Seed: 33 lbs. at $b.4.0 132. 

(3) Planting 80. 

(4) Cultivation 50. 

(5) Weeding: 3 manual at $b.80. 240. 

(6) Herbicides: one application 200. 

(7) Pesticides: materials 330. 

(8) Insecticides: 10 applications by air at 
$b.15. 150. 

(9) Harvesting: $ b.45.0/qq. at 30 qq./ha 1.350 

(10) Fertilizer: 5 bags at $b.60./ea 300. 

(II) Other General Costs: sacks, etc. 200. 

(12) Transportation 215. 

(13) Depreciation: T.)oIs, sheds, etc. 19. 

(14) Repairs: Tools, sheds, etc. 12. 

(15) Ginning: $b.35. qq. at 30 qq./hectare 1.050. 

Total 	Variable Costs-------- $b.4.778.
 

(16) 	 Interest on operating capital (1/2 total
 
variable costs for 6 months at 15%) 179.
 

Total 	Annual Cost---------- $b.4.957.
 

Total Revenue: 	 $b.350./qq. at 30 qq.,
 
fiber 10.500.
 

$b.l0./qq. at 60.qq/ha,
 
cotton seed 600.
 

NET RETURNS TO
 
LAND, FAMILY LABOR
 
AND MANAGEMENT
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Table 3c. Continued. 

NET RETURNS TO 
LAND, FAMILY LABOR 

VARIABLE COSTS $b. HECTARE AND MANAGEMENT 

Total Revenue----------------------------- $b.ll.1O0. 

(17) Gross Annual Return to Water, Land, 

Family Labor and Management 6.143. 

(18) Annual Irrigation Cost --

Sprinkler from well 1.420. 4.723. 

Surface from well 1.350. 4.793. 

Sprinkler from river 925. 5.218. 

Surface from river 370. 5.773. 
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Table 4a. 	 Wheat - Per hectare costs, revenues and profits - without irrigation
 
and without fertilizer
 

VARIABLE COSTS 	 $b. HECTARE
 

(I) Land Preparation 	 350.
 

(2) Seeding: I hour tractor @ $b.50. 	 50.
 

(3) Seed: 2 qq./hectare at $b.75. 	 150.
 

(4) Herbicide: $b.60. (including herbicide and application) 	 60.
 

(5) Weeding: I manual at $b.80. 	 80.
 

(6) Cutting and threshing: .7 hrs/hectare at $b.l00./hr 	 70.
 

(7) Bags: 20 (each at 	$b.1.40) (use for three years) 9.
 

(8) Transportation: Field to farm storage 10.
 

Farm to mill at $b.3./qq. 60.
 

(9) Depreciation: Tools, buildings, etc. 	 19.
 

(10) 	 Repairs: tools, buildings, etc. 12.
 

Total Variable Costs---------------------- $b. 870.
 

(II) 	Interest costs on operating capital (1/2 Total Variable
 
Costs for 6 months at 15%) 33.
 

Total Annual Cost------------------------- $b. 903.
 

Total Revenue: $b.52./qq. at 20 qq. hectare $b.1.040.
 

Annual Return to Land, Family Labor and Management $b. 137.
 

*Assumes operation of new flour mill in Santa Cruz. Without this mill,
 

transportation cost Is $b.l0. per qq. to Cochabamba.
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Table 4b. 	Wheat - Per hectare costs, revenues and profits - with irrigation and
 
without fertilizer
 

NET RETJRNS TO
 
LAND, FAMILY LABOR
 

VARIABLE COSTS 
 $b. HECTARE AND MANAGEMENT
 

(I) Lane Preparation 	 350.
 

(2) Seeding: I hr 	tractor @ $b.50. 50.
 

(3) Seed: 2 qq. each at $b.75. 	 150.
 

(4) Herbicide: $b.60. ea (Includes application) 60.
 

(5) Weeding: Manual $b.80. ea 	 80.
 

(6) Cutting and threshing: 0.8 hrs/ha @ $b.lOO./hr 80.
 

(7) Bags: 35 each 	@ $b.1.40.) use for 3 years 18.
 

(8) Transportation: Field to farm storage 15.
 

Farm to mill at $b.3./qq. 105.
 

(9) Depreciation: 	 Tools, buildings, etc. 19.
 

(10) 	 Repairs: Tools, buildings and installations 12.
 

Total Variab.le Costs--------- $b .939.
 

(II) 	Interest cost of operating capital (1/2 of
 
Total Variable Costs for 6 months at 15%) 35.
 

Total 	Annual Cost------------ $b .974. 

rotal Revenue: $b.52./qq. at 35 qq./ha--- $b.1.820. 

(12) Gross Annual Returns to Water, Land, Family 
Labor and Management 846. 

(13) Annual Irrigation Costs --

Sprinkler from well 975. '29.
 
Surface from well 940. 94.
 
Sprinkler from river 635. 211.
 
Surface from river 270. 576.
 

*Assumes operation of new flour mill in Santa Cruz. Without this mill,
 
transportation cost is $b.10. per qq. to Cochabamba.
 

http:Variab.le
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Table 4c. 	 Wheat - Per hectare costs, revenues and profits - with irrigation and
 
with fertilizer
 

NET RETURNS TC
 
LAND, FAMILY LABOR
 

VARIABLE COSTS $b. HECTARE AND MANAGEMENT
 

(I) Land Preparation 	 350.
 

(2) Seeding: I hr tractor @ $b.50. 	 50.
 

(3) Seed: 2.0 qq. @ 	$b.75. ea 150.
 

(4) Weeding: manual 	at $b.80. ea 80.
 

(5) Fertilizer: 4 bags at $b.60. ea 	 240.*
 

(6) Cutting and threshing: I hr/ha @ $b.lO./hr 100.
 

(7) Bags: 50 (ea @ 	$b.1.40.) (Use 3 years) 23.
 

(8) Transportation: Field to farm storage 20.
 

Farm to mill at $b.3./qq. 150.
 

(9) Depreciation: Tools, buildings, etc. 	 19.
 

(10) 	 Repairs: Buildings, tools, etc. 12.
 

Total Variable Costs--------- $b.1.194.
 

(II) Interest cost of 	operating capital (1/2 of
 
Total Variable Costs for 6 months at 15%) 45. 

Total Annual Cost------------ $b.I.239. 

Total Revenue: $b.52. per qq. at 50 qq./ha $b.2.600. 

(12) Gross Annual Returns to Water, Land, Family 
Labor and Management $b.1.361. 

(13) Annual Irrigation Costs --

Sprinkler from well 
Surface from well 
Sprinkler from river 
Surface from river 

975. 
940. 
635. 
270. 

386. 
421. 
726. 

1.091. 

*Rate application may be reduced if wheat rotated with cotton.
 
**Assumes operation of new flour mill in Santa Cruz. Without this mill,
 
transportation cost is $b.l0./qq. to Cochabamba.
 



Table 5a. 	 Sugar Cane - Per hectare costs, revenues and profits - without irrigation 
and without fertilizer 

PLANTATION EACH ANNUAL
 
PRACTICES 5 YEAR/HECTARE $b. HECTARE
 

Fixed 	Costs
 

(I) Land Preparation 	 $b. 450. $b. 134.
 

(2) Seed: 6 tons at $b.94. 	 564. 168.
 

(3) Planting: with tractor 2 hrs 	 100. 30.
 

manual (10 	men) 150. 45.
 

(4) Replanting: 7 men 	 100. 30.
 

Total Fixed Cost----------------------- $b.1.364. $b. 407.
 
(Amortized for 9 yrs at 15%)
 

Variable Costs
 

(5) Cultivation with tractor
 
2 hrs @ $b.50. (3 times) $b. 300.
 

(6) Cleaning: 7 men (3 times) at $b.70. 	 210.
 

(7) Harvesting: $b.15./ton 	 525.
 

(8) Transportation: $b.25./ton at 35 ton/ha 	 875.
 

(9) Maintenance of field roads 	 20.
 

(10) 	 Depreciation: tools, sheds, etc. 19.
 

(II) 	Repairs: tools, sheds, etc. 12.
 

Total 	Variable Costs-------- $b.1.961.
 

(12) 	 Interest on operating capital (1/2 total variable costs
 
for 6 months at 15%) 74.
 

Total Annual Cost------------$b.2.442.
 

Total Revenue: $b.90./ton at 35 tons/ha $b.3.150.
 

Annual Returns to Land, Family Labor and Management $b. 708.
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Table 5b. 	 Sugar Cane - Per hectare costs, revenues and profits - with irrigation
 
and without fertilizer
 

PLANTATION EACH ANNUAL
 
PRACTICES 5 YEAR/HECTARE $b. HECTARE
 

Fixed Costs
 

(I) Land Preparation 	 $b. 450. $b. 134.
 

(2) Seed: 6 tons @ $b.94. ea 	 564. 168.
 

(3) Planting: with tractor 2 hrs 	 100. 30.
 

Manual (10 	men) 150. 45.
 

(4) Replanting: 7 men 	 100. 30.
 

Total Fixed Costs------------------------- $b.I.364. $b. 407.
 
(Amortized for 5 years at 15%)
 

Variable Costs
 

(5) Cultivation with tractor 2 hrs @ $b.50. (3 times) 	 300.
 

(6) Cleaning: 7 men (3 times) $b.l0. ea 	 210.
 

(7) Harvesting: $b.15./ion @ 85 ton/ha 	 1.275.
 

(8) Transportation: $b.25./ton at 85 ton/ha 	 2.125.
 

(9) Maintenance of Field Poads 	 20.
 

(10) Depreciation: tools, sheds, etc. 	 19.
 

(II) Repairs: tools, sheds, etc. 	 12.
 

Total Variable Costs--------------$b.3.961.
 

Interest on operating capital (1/2 total variable costs
 
for 6 months at 15%) 149.
 

Total Annual Cost-----------------$b.4.517.
 

Total Revenue: $b.90. ton at 85 tons/ha $b.7.650.
 

(13) Gross Annual Return to Water, Land, Family Labor and Managment $b.3.133.
 

(14) Annual Irrigation Costs --

Sprinkler from well 2.505. 628.
 
Surface from well 2.470. 663.
 
Sprinkler from river 1.630 1.503
 
Surface from river 	 675. 2.458
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Table 5c. 	 Sugar Cane - Per hectare costs, revenues and profits - with irrigation
 
and fertilizer
 

PLANTATION EACH ANNUAL
 
PRACTICES 5 YEARS/HECTARE $b. HECTARE
 

Fixed 	Costs
 

(I) 	Preparation of land $b. 450. $b. 134.
 

(2) 	Seed: 6 tons @ $b.94. ea 564. 168.
 

(3) Planting: with tractor 2 hrs 100. 30.
 

manual (10 men) 150. 45.
 

(4) 	Replanting: 7 men 100. 30.
 

Total Fixed Cost--------------------- $b.1.364. $b. 407.
 
(Amortized for 5 years @ 15%)
 

Variable Costs
 

(5) 	Cultivation with tractor
 
2 hrs @ $b.50. (3 times) 300.
 

(6) 	Cleaning: 7 men (3 times)
 
$b.70. each 210.
 

(7) 	Harvesting: $b.15./ton at 120 tons 1.800.
 

(8) 	Fertilizer: 8 bags @ $b.60./bag 480.
 

(9) 	Maintenance of Field Roads 20.
 

(10) 	 Depreciation: tools, sheds, etc. 19.
 

(II) 	Repairs; tools, sheds, etc. 12.
 

(12) 	 Transportation to Plant: $b.25./ton @ 120 tons 3.000.
 

Total Variable Cost ------------------- $b.5.741.
 

(13) 	 Interest on operating capital (1/2 Total Variable
 
Cost for 6 months @ 15%) 215.
 

Total 	Annual Cost --------------------- $b.6.363.
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Table 5c. Continued 

PLANTATION EACH ANNUAL 
PRACTICES 5 YEARS/HECTARE $b. HECTARE 

Total Revenue: $b.90./ton @ 120 ton/hectare $b.I0.800. 

(14) Gross Annual Returns to Water, Land, Family 

Labor and Management 4.437. 

(15) Annual Irrigation Costs --

Sprinkler from well 2.505. 1.932. 

Sutrface from well 2.470 1.967. 

Sprinkler from river 1.630 2.807. 

Surface from river 675. 3.762. 
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Table 6a. 	 Forage - Per hectare costs, revenues and profits to meat production
 
without Irrigation and fertilizer
 

Assumptions:
 

100 hectares of native pasture
 
.75 animals per hectare carrying capacity for each group or turn of animals
 
2 groups or turns of animals each year 

500 grams gains/day/animal for 90 days 

Costs of Production 
Fixed Costs 

$b. 
Fixed/Hectare 

Annual 
$b./Hectare 

I) Land preparation, seeding & hand clearing 
(amortized for 10 years at 15% interest) 

900. 180. 

2) Fencing - 6 kilometers at $b.2.500 per 
kilometer (amortized for 10 years at 
15% Interest) 

150. 30. 

3) Fumigator at $b.1.500. (amortized for 
5 years at 15% interest) 15. 3. 

Total Fixed Costs --------------- $b.1.200. $b. 213. 

Vdriable Costs
 

I) Labor - 1/2 man year at $b.4.000/year salary plus
 
tood at $b.1.800. year 29.
 

2) Pasture Cleaning - 2 carpidas at $b.60. 120.
 

3) Fence Maintenance 10.
 

4) 	Animal Sanitation (interior parasites) $b.8.0/head
 
at 150 head (75 head for each of two groups per year) 12.
 

5) 	Fumigation for exter'or parasites - $b.24/kg for
 
2000 liters of spray - 10 liters/animal (gives
 
cost of $b.24/ea 150 animals or $b.18. total cost) 
 0.4
 

6) Salt - $b.2./head at 150 head/year 3.
 

7) Tools, etc. $b.200. 2.
 

Total Variable Costs 	 $b. 176.40
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Table 6a. Continued. 

VARIABLE COSTS 
ANNUAL 

$b. HECTARE 

8) 

9) 

Interest on operating capital (1/2 Total Variable 
COSTS for 6 months at 15%) 

Interest cost for animal purchases - $b.600./anlmal 
for 1.5 animals/hectare/year at 15% annual interest 
for 6 months (2 turnovers) 

5. 

67.50 

Total Annual Cost-----------------

Total Revenue: $b.2.70./Kg (live weight) at 500 grams 
per day. Net gain per animal for 90 days or 45 kg = 
$122/head. 146 head* x $122/head = $b.17.812. 

Annual Return to land, family labor and management 

$b.463.90 

$b.178.00 

$b.285.90 

*Reflects a 3% rate of death loss. 
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Table 6b. Forage - Per hectare costs, revenues and profits for meat production 
with irrigation and without fertilizer.
 

Assumptions:
 

i00 	hectares of improved grass
 
2.5 	animals per hectare carrying capacity for each group or turn of animals
 
3 groups of turns of animals each year 

800 grams gain per day per animal for 90 days 

Cost of Production 
Fixed Costs 

$b. 
Fixed/Hectare 

Annual 
$b./Hectare 

I) Land Preparation and Hand Preparation 
(Amortized for 10 years at 15%) 900. 180. 

2) Seed for improved pasture (Amortized 

for 10 years at 15%) 200. 40. 

3) Seeding - (Amortized for 10 years at 15%) 120. 24. 

4) Fencing - 6 kilometers at $b.2.500./km 
(Amortized for 10 years at 15%) 150. 30. 

5) Fumigator at $b.1.500. (Amortized for 
5 years at 15%) 15. 3. 

Total Fixed Costs-------------- $b.1.520. $b. 377.
 

Variable Costs
 

I) 	Labor - I man year at $b.4.00./yr
 
Salary plus food at $b.l.800./yr 58.
 

2) 	Pasture cleaning - 2 carpidas at $b.60. 120.
 

3) 	Fence Maintenance 15.
 

4) 	Animal sanitation (interior parasites)
 
$b.8.0/head at 750 head (250 head for each
 
3 groups/year) 60.
 

5) 	Fumigation of exterior parasites - $b.24 Kg for 
2000 liters of spray - 10 liters per animal 
(gives cost of $b.24/each 250 animals or $b.72.) 0.80
 

6) 	Salt - $b.2.0/head at 750 head/year 15.
 

7) 	Tools, etc. at $b.200. 2.
 

Total Variable Costs-------------------------- $b. 271.
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Table 6b. Continued.
 

NET RETURNS TO
 
ANNUAL LAND, FAMILY LABOR
 

VARIABLE COSTS $b./HECTARE AND MANAGEMENT
 

8) Interest on operating capital (1/2 total
 
variable costs at 15% for 6 months) 10.
 

9) Interest cost for animal purchases 
$b.600./animal for 7.5 anlmals/
 
hectare/year at 15% annual interest
 
for 9 months (3 turnovers) 506.
 

Total Annual Cost-------------- Sb.I.064.
 

Total revenue: $b.2.70./kg (live weight)
 
at 800 grams per day. Net gain animal
 
for 90 days or 72 kg = $b.195./head.
 
728 head* x $b.195./head = $b.141.960 $b.I.420.
 

10) Gross annual return to water, land,
 

family labor and management 356.
 

II) Annual Irrigation Costs --


Sprinkler from well 2.615. 2.259.
 

Surface from well 2.655. 2.299.
 

Sprinkler from river 1.700. 1.344.
 

Surface from river 715. 359.
 

*Reflects 3% death loss rate.
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Table 6c. Forage - Per hectare costs, revenues, and profits for meat production.
with irrigation and fertilizer.
 

Assumptions:
 

100 	hectares of improved grass
 
5.0 	animals per hectare carrying capacity for each group or turn of animals
 
3 groups or turns of animals each year
 

1000 grams gain per day per animal for 90 days
 

Costs of Production 
Fixed Costs 

$b. 
Fixed/Hectare 

Annual 
$b/Hectare 

I) Land Preparation (Amortized for 
at 15%) 

O years 
1.200. 240. 

2) Seed for improved pasture (Amort
10 years at 15%) 

ized for 
200. 40. 

3) Seeding (Amortized for 10 years at 15%) 120. 24. 

4) Fencing - 6 kilometers at $b.3.00./
(Amortized for 10 years at 15%) 

km 
180. 36. 

5) 2 Fumigators at $1500 each 
(Amortized for 5 years at 15%) 30. 9. 

Total Fixed Costs------------------ $b.2.000. $b. 349.
 

Variable Costs
 

I) 	Labor - I man year at $b.4.000./hr Salary plus
 
food at $b.l.800./year 58.
 

2) 	Pasture cleaning - 2 carpidas at $b.60. each 120.
 

3) 	Fence Maintenance 30.
 

4) 	Animal sanitation (inrerior parasites)
 
$b.8./head at 1500 head (500 head foi each
 
of 3 groups/year) 120.
 

5) 	Fumigation of exterior parasites 
$b.24/kg for 2000 liters of spray
 
10 liters/animal (gives cost of $b.24.
 
for each 200 animals or $b.180. 
 1.8 
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Table 6c. Continued
 

NET RETURNS TO
 
LAND, FAMILY LABOR
 

$b./HECTARE AND MANAGEMENT
VARIABLE COSTS 


6) Salt - $b.2./head for 1500 head 	 30.
 

3.
7) Tools, etc., - $b.300. 


8) Fertilizer - 6 bags @ $b.60./bag 	 360.
 

9) Appllnation of fertilizer 	 50.
 

Total Variable Costs------- $b. 773.
 

10) 	 Interest on operating capital (1/2 Total
 
29.
Variable Costs for 6 months at 15%) 


II) 	Interest cost for animal purchases 
$b.600./animal for 15.0 animals/hectare/
 
year at 15% annual Interest for 9 months
 

1.012.
(3 turnovers) 


Total Annual Costs--------- $b.2.163.
 

Total Revenue: $b.2.70. Kg (live weight)
 
at 1000 grams/per day gain per animal for
 
90 days or 90 kg = $b.243./head.
 
1455 	head* x $b.243. = 353.565 $b.3.536.
 

12) 	 Gross annual returns to water, land,
 

family labor and management 	 $b.1.373.
 

(13) Annual Irrigation Costs -

2.615. 	 1.242.
Sprinkler from well 


2.655. 	 1.282.
Surface from well 


1.700.
Sprinkler from river 	 327.
 

715. 	 658.
Surface from river 


*Reflects 3% death loss rate.
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-
Table 7a. Cotton and Wheat - Per hectare costs, revenues, and profits from cotton 


wheat double crop production -- without Irrigation and without fertilizer
 

$b. HECTARE
VARIABLE COSTS 


Cotton
 

450.
I) Land preparation 


2) Seed: 33 lbs. at $b.4.00. 132.
 

80.

3) Planting 


50.
4) Cultivation 


5) Weeding: 3 manual at $b.80. 240.
 

200.
6) Herbicides: one application 


330.
7) Insecticides: material 


8) Insecticides: application, 10 by air at $b.15. each 150.
 

9) Harvesting: $b.45./qq. at II qq./hectare 495.
 

10) Other general costs: sacks, etc. 200.
 

88.

II) Transportation 


19.

12) Depreciation: tools, sheds, etc. 


13) Repairs: tools, sheds, etc. 12.
 

14) Ginning: $b.35. qq. at II qq./hectare 385.
 

Total Variable Costs (Cotton)--------- $b.2.831.
 

15) Interest cost on operating capital (1/2 total varirble
 
106.
 

costs for 6 months at 15%) 


Total Annual Cost (Cotton)----------- $b.2.937.
 

Revenue (Cotton): $b.350./qq. at II qq./hectare, fiber 3.850.

Total 


$b.lO./qq. at 22 qq./hectare, cotton seed 220.
 

Total Revenue (Cotton)--------------- $b.4.070.
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Table 7a. Continued
 

VARIABLE COSTS $b. HECTARE
 

Wheat
 

I) Land preparation 280.**
 

2) Seeding: I hour tractor @ $b.50. 50.
 

3) Seed: 2 qq. hectare at $b.75. 150.
 

4) Herbicide: $b.60. (including herbicide and application) 60.
 

5) Weeding: I manual at $b.80. 80.
 

6) Cutting and threshing: .7 hrs/hectare at $b.l00./hr 70.
 

7) Bags: (20 each at $b.1.40.) (use for 3 years) 9.
 

8) Transportation: field to farm storage 10.
 
farm storage to mill at $b.3. qq.* 60.
 

Total Variable Costs (Wheat)------ $b. 769.
 

9) Interest costs on operating capital (1/2 total variable
 
costs for 6 months at 15%) 29.
 

Total Annual Cost (Wheat)--------- $b. 798.
 

Total Rev enue (Wheat): $b.52. qq. at 20 qq. hectare 1.040.
 

Annual profit to land, family labor and management (wheat) $b. 242.
 

ANNUAL PROFIT TO COTTON AND WHEAT $b.1.375.
 

*Assumes operation of new flour mill In Santa Cruz. Without this mill,
 

transportation cost Is $b.lO. per qq. to Cochabamba.
 

**Assumes discing only when planted in rotation.
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Table 7b. 	Cotton and Wheat - Per hectare costs, revenues and profits from cotton 
wheat double crop production with Irrigation water and without fertilizer
 

VARIABLE COSTS 	 $b.HECTARE
 

Cotton
 

I) Land preparation 450.
 

2) Seed: 33 lbs. at $b.4.00. 132.
 

3) Planting 80.
 

4) Cultivation 50.
 

5) Weeding: 3 manual at $b.80. 240.
 

6) Herbicides: one application 200.
 

7) Pesticides: material 330.
 

8) Insecticides: 10 applications by air at $b.15. each 150.
 

9) Harvesting: $b.45.00 qq. at 20 qq./hectare 900.
 

10) Other general costs - sacks, etc. 200.
 

II)Transportation 160.
 

12) Depreciation: tools, sheds, etc. 19.
 

13) Repairs: tools, sheds, etc. 12.
 

14) Ginning: $b.35. qq. at 20 qq. 700.
 

Total Variable Costs (Cotton)-----------$b.3.623.
 

15) Interest cost on operating capital (1/2 total variable
 
136.
costs at 15%) 


Total Annual Cost (Cotton)-------------- $b.3.759.
 

Total Revenue (Cotton): $b.l0./qq. at 40 qq. hectare, cotton seed 400.
 

$b.350./qq. at 20 qq. hectare, fiber 7.000.
 

Total Revenue (Cotton) ---------------- b.7.400.
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Table 7b. Continued.
 

NET RETURNS TO
 
LAND, FAM ILY LABOR
 

VARIABLE COSTS $b.HECTARE AND MANAGEMENT
 

Annual profit to water, land, family labor 

and management (Cotton) 3.641. 

Wheat 

I) Land Preparation 280.** 

2) Seeding: I hour tractor- @ $b.50. 50. 

3) Seed: 2 qq. @ $b.75. 150. 

4) Herbicide: $b.60. each (includes herbicide 
application) 60. 

5) Weeding: manual $b.80. each 80. 

6) Cutting and threshing: 0.8 hrs/ha @ $b.100./hr 80. 

7) Bags: 30 (ea. @ $b.I.40.) (Use for three years) 80. 

8) Transportation: field to farm storage 15. 
farm storage to mill at $b.3./qq. 90. 

Total Variable Costs (Wheat)----- $b. 819. 

9) Interest cost of operating capital (1/2 Total 
Variable Costs for 6 months at 15%) 31. 

Total Annual Cost (Wheat)-------- $b. 850. 

Total Revenue (Wheat): $b.52. qq. @ 35 qq./ha $b.1.820. 

10) Gross annual profit to water, land, family 
labor and management (Wheat) 970. 

II) Annual Irrigation Costs --

Sprinkler from well 2.216. 

Surface from well 2.321. 

Sprinkler from river 3.051. 

Surface from river 3.971. 

ANNUAL PROFIT TO COTTON AND WHEAT $b.4.611.
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Table 7b. Continued
 

*Assumes operation of new flour mill in Santa Cruz. Without this mill,
 

transportation cost is $b.10. per qq. to Cochabamba.
 

**Assumes discing only when double cropped with cotton.
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Table 7c. 	Cotton and Wheat - Per hectare costs, revenues and profits from cotton 
wheat double crop production with irrigation and with fertilizer
 

VARIABLE COSTS 	 $b.HECTARE
 

Cotton
 

I) Land Preparation 450.
 

2) Seed: 33 lbs. @ $b.4.00 c/u 132.
 

3) Planting 80.
 

4) Cultivation 50.
 

5) Weeding: 3 manual @ $b.80. 240.
 

6) Herbicides: one application 200.
 

7) PestlhIdes: material 330.
 

8) Insec'icides: 10 applications by air @ $b .15. each 150.
 

9) Harvesting: $b.45. qq. @ 30 qq./hectare 1.350.
 

10) Fertilizer: 5 bags at $b.60. each 300.
 

II)Other general costs: sacks, etc. 200.
 

12) Transportation 215.
 

13) Depreciation: tools, sheds, etc. 19.
 

14) Repairs: tools, sheds, etc. 12.
 

15) Ginning: $b.35. qq. at 30 qq./hectare 1.050.
 

Total Variable Costs (Cotton)--------- $b.4.778.
 

16) Interest on operating capital (1/2 Total Variable Costs
 
for 6 months at 15%) 179.
 

Total Annual Cost (Cotton) ----------- $b.4.957.
 

Total Revenue (Cotton): $b.1O. qq. at 60 qq./hectare,
 
cotton seed 600.
 
$b.350. qq. at 30 qq./hectare, fiber 10.500.
 

Total Revenue (Cotton)-------------- $b.l1.100.
 

Annual profit to water, land, family labor and management
 
(Cotton) $b.6.143.
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Table 7c. Continued
 

NET RETURNS TO
 
LAND, FAMILY LABOR
 

VARIABLE COSTS $b.HECTARE AND MANAGEMENT
 

Wheat
 

I) Land Preparation 280.***
 

2) Seeding: I hr tractor @ $b.50. 50.
 

3) Seed: 2.0 qq. @ $b.75. each 150.
 

4) Weeding: manual @ $b.80. each 80.
 

5) Fertilizer: 4 bags @ $b.60. each 240.
 

6) Cutting and threshing: I hr/ha @ $b.lO0./hr 100.
 

7) Bags: 45 (ea. @ $b.1.40) (Use for three years) 21.
 

8) Transportation: field to farm storage 20.
 
farm storage to mill @ $b.3./qq. 135.
 

Total Variable Costs (Wheat)---------- $b.1.076.
 

10) Interest cost of operating capital (1/2 Total
 
Variable Costs for 6 months at 15%) 40.
 

Total Annual Cost (Wheat)------------ $b.1.116.
 

Total Revenue (Wheat): $b.52. per qq. @ $b.50
 
qq./hectare 2.600.
 

II)Gross annual profit to land, water, family
 
labor and management (wheat) 1.484.
 

12) Annual Irrigation Costs --


Sprinkler from well 2.395. 5.232.
 

2.290. 5.337.
Surface from well 

Sprinkler from river 1.560. 6.067.
 

640. 5.987.
Surface from river 


ANNUAL PROFIT TO COTTON AND WHEAT---------------$b.7.627.
 

*Rate application may be reduced If wheat rotated with cotton.
 
**Assumes operation of new flour mill in Santa Cruz. Without this mill,
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Table 7c. Continued
 

transportation cost Is $b.lO./qq. to Cochabamba.
 
***Assumesdiscing only If wheat Is double croppedwlth cotton.
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Table 8a. 	 Cotton and Soya - Per hectare costs, revenues and profits from cotton 

soya double crop production without Irrigation and without fertilizer 

$b.HECTARE
VARIABLE COSTS 


Cotton
 

450.
I) Land Preparation 


2) Seed: 33 lbs. @ $b.4.00. 132.
 

80.
3) Planting 


50.
4) Cultivation 


5) Weeding: 3 manual @ $b.80. 240.
 

6) Herbicides: one application 200.
 

330.
7) Insecticides: material 


8) Insecticides: application, 10 by air @ $b.15. each 150.
 

9) Harvesting: $b.45./qq. @ II qq./ha 495.
 

200.
10) Other general costs: sacks, etc. 


88.
I) Transportation 


12) Depreciation: tools, sheds, etc. 19.
 

12.
13) Repairs: tools, sheds, etc. 


14) Ginning: $b.35. qq. @ II qq./ha 385.
 

Total Variable Costs (Cotton)---------- $b.2.831.
 

15) Interest costs on operating capital (1/2 Total Variable
 
Costs for 6 months at 15%) 106.
 

Total Annual Cost (Cotton)-------------$b.2.937.
 

Total Revenue (Cotton): $b.350./qq. @ IIqq./ha, fiber 3.850.
 
$b.lO./qq. @ 22 qq./ha, cotton seed 220.
 

Total Revenue (Cotton)---------------- $b.4.070.
 

Annual profit to land, family labor and management (cotton) $b.1.133.
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Table Ba. Continued
 

VARIABLE COSTS $b. HECTARE
 

Soya
 

I) Land Preparation 280.
 

2) Seed: 3 arrabas 8 $b.18. each 54.
 

3) Seeding: I hour tractor @ $b.50. 50.
 

4) Weeding: 2 manual @ $b.80. 160.
 

5) Insecticides: Folidol Ikatin (including application) 55.
 

6) Harvesting: Combine 0.7 hrs/ha @ $b.I0O./hr 70.
 

7) Transportation: field to farm 10.
 
farm to mill @ $b.2./19 qq. 36.
 

Total Variable Costs (Soya)---------------$b. 715.
 

8) Interest on operating capital (1/2 Total 
for 6 months at 15%) 

Variable Costs 
27. 

Total Annual Cost (Soya)---------------- b. 742. 

Total Revenue (Soya): $b.60. for 19 qq./ha* 1.140. 

Annual profit to land, family labor and management (Soya) 398. 

ANNUAL PROFIT TO COTTON AND SOYA ---------------------------- $b.1.531.
 

*Soya production is 25% less as a winter crop.
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Table 8b. 	 Cotton and Soya - Per hectare costs, revenues and profits from cotton 
soya double crop production with irrigation and without fertilizer
 

VARIABLE COSTS 	 $b. HECTARE
 

Cotton
 

I) Land Preparation 450.
 

2) Seed: 33 lbs. @ $b.4.00. 132.
 

3) Planting 80.
 

4) Cultivation 50.
 

5) Weeding: 3 manual @ $b.80. 240.
 

6) Herbicides: one application 200.
 

7) Pesticides: material 330.
 

8) Insecticides: 10 applications by air @ $b.15. each 150.
 

9) Harvesting: $b.45. qq. @ 20 qq./ha 900.
 

10) Other general costs - sacks, etc. 200.
 

II)Transportation: 160.
 

12) Depreciation: tools, sheds, etc. 19.
 

13) Repairs: tools, sheds, etc. 12.
 

14) Ginning: $b.35. qq. @ 20 qq. 700.
 

Total Variable Costs(Cotton)----------$b.3.623.
 

15) Interest cost on operating capital (1/2 Total Variable
 

Costs @ 15%) 136.
 

Total Annual Cost (Cotton)------------$b.3.759.
 

Total Revenue (Cotton: $b.10./qq. @ 40 qq./ha, cotton seed 400.
 
$b.350./qq. @ 20 qq./ha, fiber 7.000
 

Total Revenue (Cotton) --------------- $b.7.400.
 

Annual profit to water, land, family labor and management
 
(cotton) $b.3.641.
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Table 8b. Continued 

VARIABLE COSTS $b. HECTARE 

NET RETURNS TO 
LAND, FAMILY LABOR 
AND MANAGEMENT 

Soya 

I) Preparation of land 

2) Seed: 3 arrabas @ $b.18. each 

3) Seeding: I hour at $b.50./hr 

4) Weeding: 2 manual @ $b.80. each 

280. 

54. 

50. 

160. 

5) Insecticides: Folldol Ikatin (including application) 

6) Harvesting: combining 0.8 hrs/ha @ $b.lOO./hr 

7) Transportation: field to farm 
farm to mill @ $b.2./qq. (36. qq.) 

55. 

80. 

15. 
72. 

Total Variable Costs (Soya)--------$b. 766. 

8) Interest costs on operating capital (1/2 
total variable costs for 6 months at 15%) 

Total Annual Cost (Soya)--------- Sb. 

29. 

795. 

Total Revenue (Soya): "b.60./qq. for 36 qq./ha 

9) Gross Annual profit to water, land, family 
labor and management (Soya) 

10) Annual Irrigation Costs -

2.160. 

$b.1.365. 

Sprinkler from well 

Surface from well 

2.395. 

2.290. 

2.611. 

2.716. 

Sprinkler from river 

Surface from river 

1.560. 

640. 

3.446. 

4.366. 

ANNUAL PROFIT TO COTTON AND SOYA 5.006. 
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- Per hectare costs, revenues and profits trom cotton -
Table 8c. 	 Cotton and Soya 

soya double crop production with Irrigation and with fertilizer
 

$b. HECTARE
VARIABLE COSTS 


Cotton 

I) Land Preparation 450. 

2) Seed: 33 lbs. @ $b.4.00. 132. 

3) Planting 80. 

4) Cultivation 50. 

5) Weeding: 3 manual @ $b.80. each 240. 

6) Herbicides: one application 200. 

7) Pesticides: material 330. 

8) Insecticides: 10 applications by air @ $b.15. 150. 

9) Harvesting: $b.45. qq. at 30 qq./hectare 1.350. 

10) Fertilizer: 5 bags @ $b.60./each 300. 

II)Other general costs: sacks, etc. 200. 

12) Transportation 215. 

13) Depreciation: tools, sheds, etc. 19. 

14) Repairs: tools, sheds, etc. 12. 

15) Ginning: $b.35. qq. @ 30 qq./hectare 1.050. 

Total Variable Costs (Cotton)---------- b.4.778. 

16) Interest on operating capital (1/2 Total Variable Costs 

for 6 months at 15%) 179. 

Total Annual Cost (Cotton) $b.4.957. 

Total Revenue (Cotton): $b.350./qq. @ 30 qq./hectare, fiber 

$b.10./qq. @ 60 qq./hectare, cotton seed 
10.500. 

600. 

Total Revenue (Cotton)------------------$b.l1.100.
 

profit to water, land, family labor and management
Annual 

$b. 6.143.
(Cotton) 
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Table 8c. Continued 

VARIABLE COSTS $b. HECTARE 

NET RETURNS TO 
LAND, FAMILY LABOR 
AND MANAGEMENT 

Soya 

I) Land preparation 

2) Seed: 3 arrabas @ $b.18. each 

3) Seeding: I hour @ $b.50. 

4) Fertilizer: 4 bags @ $b.60. each 

5) Weeding: 2 manual @ $b.80. 

6) Insecticides: Folidol Ikatin (inc. application) 

7) Harvesting: combining 1.0 hr/ha @ $b.100./hr 

280. 

54. 

50. 

240. 

160. 

55. 

100. 

8) Transportation: field to farm 
farm to mill @ $b.2. (45 qq.) 

20. 
90. 

Total Variable Costs (Soya)------- $b.1.049. 

9) Interest costs on operating capital (1/2 Total 
Variable Costs for 6 months @ 15%) 39. 

Total Annual Cost (Soya)---------- $b.1.088. 

Total Revenue (Soya): $b.60./qq. for 45 qq./ha 2.700. 

10) Gross annual profit to water, land, family 
and management (Soya) 

labor 
$b.1.612. 

II) Annual Irrigation Costs --

Sprinkler from well 

Surface from well 

2.395. 

2.290. 

5.360. 

5.465. 

Sprinkler from river 

Surface from river 

1.560. 

640. 

6.195. 

7.115. 

ANNUAL PROFIT TO COTTON AND SOYA $b.7.755. 
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Table 9a. 	 Cotton and Green Manure - Per hectare costs, revenues and profits from
 
cotton-green manure double croD produztion without Irrigation and
 
without fertilizer.
 

$b. HECTARE
VARIABLE COSTS 


Cotton
 

I) Land Preparation 450.
 

2) Seed: 33 lbs. @ $b.4.00 132.
 

80.
3) Planting 


50.
4) Cultivation 


5) Weeding: 3 manual @ $b.80. 240.
 

6) Herbicides: one application 200.
 

7) Insecticides: material 330.
 

8) Insecticides: application, 10 by air @ $b.15. each 150.
 

9) Harvesting: $b.45./qq. at II qq./ha 495.
 

10) Other general costs: sacks, etc. 200.
 

88.
II)Transportation 


12) Depreciation: tools, sheds, etc. 19.
 

13) Repairs: tools, sheds, etc. 12.
 

14) Ginning: $b.35. qq. @ II qq./ha 385.
 

Total Variable Costs (Cotton)-------- $b.2.831.
 

15) Interest costs on operating capital (1/2 Total Variable
 
106.
Costs for 6 months at 15%) 


Total Annual Cost (Cotton)------------ $b.2.937.
 

Total Revenue (Cotton): $b.350./qq. @ II qq./ha, fiber 3.850.
 

$b.lO./qq. @ 22 qq./ha, cotton seed 220.
 

Total Revenue (Cotton)-------------- $b.4.070.
 

Annual profit to land, family labor and management (Cotton) $b.1.133.
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Table 9a. Continued
 

VARIABLE COSTS $b.HECTARE
 

Green Manure
 

I) Land Preparation 280. 

2) Seed Cost: 15 kg/hectare @ 33 $b./kg. 495. 

Total Variable Cost (Green Manure)---------$b. 775. 

3) Interest on operating capital (1/2 Total Variable Costs
 
for 6 months at 15%) 29.
 

Total Annual Cost (Green Manure)-----------$b. 804.
 

Total Annual Revenue (Green Manure 0.
 

Annual profit to land, family labor and management (Green Manure) $b. 804.
 

ANNUAL PROFIT TO COTTON AND GREEN MANURE $b. 329.
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Table 9b. 	 Cotton and Green Manure - Per hectare costs, revenues and profits from
 
cotton-green manure double crop production with Irrigation and without
 
fertilizer
 

VARIABLE COSTS 	 $b. HECTARE
 

Cotton
 

I) Land preparation 450.
 

2) Seed: 33 lbs. @ $b.4.00. 132.
 

3) Planting 80.
 

4) Cultivation 50.
 

5) Weeding: 3 manual @ $b.80. each 240.
 

6) Herbicides: one application 200.
 

7) Insecticides: 10 applications by air @ $b.15. each 150.
 

8) Pesticides: material 330.
 

9) Harvesting: $b.45. qq. @ 20 qq./hectare 900.
 

10) Other general costs: sacks, etc. 200.
 

I) Transportation 160.
 

12) Depreciation: tools, sheds, etc. 19.
 

13) Repairs: tools, sheds, etc. 12.
 

14) Ginning: $b.35. qq. @ 20 qq. 700.
 

Total Variable Costs (Cotton)-------------- $b.3.623.
 

15) Interest cost on operating capital (1/2 Total Variable Costs
 
for 6 months at 15%) 136.
 

Total Annual Cost (Cotton)----------------- $b.3.759.
 

Total Revenue (Cotton): $b.l0./qq. @ 40 qq./ha, cotton seed 400.
 
$b.350./qq. @ 20 qq./ha, fiber 7.000.
 

Total Revenue (Cotton)-------------------- $b.7.400.
 

Annual profit to water, land, family labor and management $b.3.641.
 
(Cotton)
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Table 9b. Continued
 

NET RETURNS TO
 
LAND, FAMILY LABOR
 

$b. HECTARE AND MANAGEMENT
VARIABLE COSTS 


Green Manure
 

280.
I) Land preparation 


2) Seed Cost; 15 kg/hectare @ 33 $b./kg. 495.
 

Total Variable Cost (Green Manure)----- $b. 775.
 

3) Interest on operating capital (1/2 of Total
 
29.
Variable Costs for 6 months at 15%) 


Total Annual Cost (Green Manure)------- $b. 804.
 

Total Annual Revenues (Green Manure) 0.
 

Annual profit to land, family labor
 
and management (Green Manure) $b. -804.
 

4) Annual Irrigation Costs -

2.510. 327.
Sprinkler from well 


2.240. 597.
Surface from well 


1.545. 1.292.
Sprinkler from river 


625. 2.212.
Surface from river 


ANNUAL PROFIT TO COTTON AND GREEN MANURE $b.2.837.
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Table 9c. 	Cotton and Green Manure - Per hectare costs, revenues and profits from
 
cotton-green manure double crop production with irrigation and with
 
fertilizer
 

$b. HECTARE
VARIABLE COSTS 


Cotton
 

450.
I) Land Preparation 


2) Seed: 33 lbs. @ $b.4.00. 132.
 

80.
3) Planting 


50.
4) Cultivation 


5) Weeding: 3 manual @ $b.80. each 240.
 

200.
6) Herbicides: one application 


7) Pesticides: material 330.
 

8) Insecticides: 10 applications by air @ $b.15. each 150.
 

1.350.
9) Harvesting: $b.45. qq. @ 30 qq./hectare 


10) Fertilizer: 5 bags @ $b.60./each 500.
 

II)Other general costs: sacks, etc. 200.
 

215.
12) Transportation 


19.
13) Depreciation: tools, sheds, etc. 


14) Repairs: tools, sheds, etc. 12.
 

15) Ginning: $b.35. qq. @ 30 qq./hectare 1.050.
 

Total Variable Costs (Cotton)-------------- $b.4.778.
 

16) Interest on operating capital (1/2 Total Variable Costs
 
179.
for 6 months at 15%) 


Total Annual Cost (Cotton)----------------- $b.4.957.
 

Total Revenue (Cotton): 	$b.10./qq. @ 60 qq./ha, cotton seed 600.
 
$b.350./qq. @ 30 qq./hectare, fiber 10.500.
 

Total Revenue --------------------------- $b.l.100.
 

Annual profit to water, land, family labor and management
 
$b.6.143.
(Cotton) 
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Table 9c. Continued 

VARIABLE COSTS $b. HECTARE 

NET RETURNS TO 
LAND, FAMILY LABOR 
AND MANAGEMENT 

Green Manure 

I) Land preparation 280. 

2) Seed Cost: 15 kg./hectare @ 33 $b./kg. 495. 

Total Variable Cost (Green Manure)---- $b. 775. 

3) Interest on operating capital (1/2 Total 
Variable Costs for 6 months at 15%) 

Total Annual Cost (Green Manure) 

Total Annual Revenues (Green Manure) 

4) Annual Irrigation Costs --

Sprinkler from well 

Surface from well 

29. 

$b. 804. 

0. 

2.510. 

2.240. 

2.829. 

3.099. 

Sprinkler from river 

Surface from river 

1.545. 

625. 

3.794. 

4.714. 

Annual profit to land, family labor and management 
(Green Manure) $b.-804. 

ANNUAL PROFIT TO COTTON AND GREEN MANURE $b.5.339. 
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APENDICE B
 

COSTO ANUAL DE RIEGO DE 100 HAS. DE CANA
 

por Ing. Luis Javier Jaeger
 

Introducci6n: Para abastecer el deficit de evapotranspiraci6n m6xima en
 

cafia en le regi6n de Santa Cruz (Agosto, 106 mm), se necesitaria un abaste

cimiento de 240.000 Lts/hora para 100 Has., considerando una eficiencia de
 

aplicaci6n de 70% y 21,6 horas de bombeo al dia.
 

Desde el momento que la dimensi6n de un pozo debe ser calculada en base
 

a las necesidades ma'ximas de agua durante un per'odo (106 mm en Agosto, en
 

el cp.so de Santa Cruz), efectuaremos nuestros ca'iculos en base a 100 Has. y
 

unun pozo con rendimiento de 240.000 Lts/hora.
 

Teoricamente, y en principio el pozo de La Victoria deber'a haber pro

ducido dicho cauda. Los costos de perforaci6n, bomba y motor de La Victoria
 

sirven, por lo tanto para nuestros prop6sitos.
 

Nos referimos unicamente a los costos de riego de cafia, dejando de lado
 

otros costos de producci6n.
 

1. INVERSIONES POZO 

a) Pozo de pruoba $b. 21.688.-

b) Pozo productor " 164.005.-
c) Motor y bomba " 158.368.-
d) Instalaci6n 7.222.-

e) Fundamento y caseta " 8.000.-

$b. 359.283.-

2. GASTOS FIJOS ANUALES
 

a) Interes al 15% anual sobre 
el valor medio = 15% de 179.641.50 $b. 26.946.23 

b) Depreciaci6n pozo (20 afios) 

5% de 185.693.-- 9.284.65 
c) Depreciaci6n motor y bomba 

6 aflos (25.000 horas) 

$b. 165.590.-- : 6 27.598.30 
d). Fundamento y caseta (20 affos) 

" 400.-$b. 8.000.-- : 20 


$b. 64.229.18
 

http:64.229.18
http:27.598.30
http:9.284.65
http:26.946.23
http:179.641.50
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3. GASTOS DE EXPLOTACION ANUAL
 

a) Diesel oil 11 Lts/hora 
b) Aceite No. 30 24 Lts/240 horas 
c) Grasa 
d) Filtros aceite 

. 1 Kg/240 horas 
1 Pza/240 horas 

e) Filtros diesel l Pza/500 horas 
f) Aceite especial 1 Lt/40 horas 
g) Reparaciones 5% valor 

motor y bomba 5% 158.368 

$b. 43.52 .36 

Nota: Calculado sobre 4.305 horas anuales de
 

bombeo (Ver 	anexo No. 1, item 2).
 

4. COSTO TOTAL POR ARO
 

a) Gastos fijos anuales $b. 64.229.18
 
b) Gastos de explotaci6n anual I 43.529.36
 

$b. 107.758.54
 

5. COSTO POR HORA DE BOMBEO
 

Costo total 	$b. 107.758.54 : 4.305 horas = $b. 25.03
 

6. COSTO POR M3 DE AGUA PUESTO BOCA DE POZO
 

Producci6n : 240 m3/hora
 
Costo hora $b. 25.03 : 240 horas $b. 0.104.29
 

7. COSTO ANUAL RED DE IRRIGACION
 

11.000 ms. lineales de canales
 
a $b. 2.00/m.
 
Anual (estimado) $b. 22.000.-

8. COSTO ANUAL MANO DE OBRA
 

4.305 horas anuales x 4 hombres/hora
 
a $b. 2.00/hora $b. 34.440.-

9. COSTO ANUAL DE NIVELACION 100 HECTAREAS
 

Inversi6n: 	 10 horas tractor x 100 Has. a $b. 80/hora
 
= $b 80.000.--/100 has.
 
15% s/$b 80.000.-- $b. 12.000.-

http:0.104.29
http:107.758.54
http:107.758.54
http:43.529.36
http:64.229.18
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Nota: 	 Consideramos la inversi6n en nivelaci6n del terreno
 
como valorizaci6n del mismo, por lo tanto, inversi6n
 
no depreciable.
 

10. COSTO ANUAL DE IRRIGACION DE 100 Has. DE CARA
 

a) 	Costo total de bombeo por afto $b. 107.758.54
 
b) Costo anual red de irrigaci6n it 22.000.-

c) Costo anual de mano de obra " 34.440.-

d) Costo anual de nivelaci6n terreno
 
recargo de intereses s/inversion 	 12.000.-

e) 	Intereses s/capital de operaci6n
 
15% s/el capital medio anual
 
15% (50% items Nos. 3, 7, 8)
 

15% s/$b. 49.984.68 7.497.70
 

$b. 	 183.696.24
 

COSTO ANUAL DE IRRIGACION DE 100 Has. DE CAf1A $b. 183.696.24
 

11. COSTO ANUAL DE IRRIGACION DE 1 Ha. DE CARA
 

$b. 183.696.29 : 100 = $b. 1.836.96
 

12. EQUIVALENTE COSTO DE IRRIGACION 1 Ha. EN TON. CARA
 

Nota: 	 Consideramos para efectos de calculos, unicamente
 
los costos fijos por tonelada de cafia; lo que
 
equivale a decir, el precio de la cafia en pie
 
puesto chaco:
 

Ton. Cafia puesto Ingenio $b. 72.--
Menos: transporte Ton. cafia " 15.--
Menos: corte y carguio Ton. caa " 20.--
Menos : otros descuentos p. Ton " 2.--

Precio 	Ton. puesto Chaco: $b. 35.-

$b. 1.836.96 : $b. 35.-- 52,5 Tons.
 

Conclusi6n: 	 El costo de irrigaci6n de 1 Ha. de cafia, se paga
 
con un incremento de 52,5 Tons. a precios actuales
 
de cafta.
 

13. INVERSION ANUAL PROMEDIO POR Ha. EN IRRIGACION DE CARA
 

1. 	Capital fijo (valor medio 50%)
 
a) Pozo, motor, bomba, etc.. $b. 1.796.41
 
b) Nivelaci6n, etc.. (100%) " 800.-

$b. 2.596.l41
 

http:1.796.41
http:1.836.96
http:1.836.96
http:183.696.29
http:183.696.24
http:183.696.24
http:7.497.70
http:49.984.68
http:107.758.54
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Anexo No. 1
 

1. 	 NECESIDADES MENSUALES DE AGUA DE RIEGO PARA 1 Ha/ DE CARA EN SANTA CRUZ 

M3 	AGUA NECESA-
EVAPOTRANSPIRA- PRECIPITACION 

MES CION 	 POTENClAL CONFIABLE DEFICIT RIA BOCA POZO/Ha. 

126 mm. 428,1 m3. 

Febrero 132 " 113 " 19 " 271,1 " 

" 770,6 

Enero 	 156 mm. 30 mm. 


Marzo 135 " 81 " 54 

Abril 107 " 59 " 48 " 685,0 

47 " 54 " 770,6 "Mayo 101 " 


Junio 79 " 38 " 41 " 585,1
 

Julio 89 " 33 " 56 " 799,1 "
 

10 " 106 	 " 1.512,2Agosto 116 " 


Septiembre 140 " 35 " 105 1.498,4 "
" 

155 	 " 70 " 85 " 1.213,0 "Octubre 


71 " 92 	" 1.312,8 

" 485,2 " 

Noviembre 	 163 " 

Diciembre 	 164 " 130 " 34 

TOTAL: 1.537 mm. 	 813 mm. 724 mm. 10.331,6 m3.
 

2. 	CALCULO HORAS DE BOMBEO ANUALES 

10.331,6 m3/ha/afo : 240 m3/hora = 43,0483 horas de bombeo /Ha/afio. 

43,0483 horas /Ha/afto x 100 Has. = 4.304,83 horas de Bombeo para 

riego de 100 Has. de cafa.
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2. Capital circulante anual
 
a) 
b) 
c) 

Costo explotaci6n 
Costo red de irrigaci6n 
Costo mano de obra 

$b. 
" 
" 

435.24 
220.-
544.-

$b. 1.199.24 

$b. 3.795.65
 

INVERSION ANUAL PROMEDIO POR Ha.
 
$b. 3.795.65/Ha.
EN IRRIGACION 	DE CARA 


Nota final: 	 Los anteriores ca'lculos se basaron en un riego de
 

suplementaci6n de 724 mm. por Ha/afio, suponiendo
 

una precipitaci 6n de 813 mm/afio, de tal manera a
 

compensar mensualmente las perdidas de agua por eva

potranspiraci6 n potencial de 1 Ha. de cafla en la
 

regi6n de Santa Cruz, calculadas en 1.537 mm/afto.
 

http:3.795.65



